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Great Success Despite the Cold.
A Brilliantly illuminated Tree; uifts for
all the Children; Singing; an Address by
the Mayor, and the Christmas Spirit Man-
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King Cotton's Throne....

“Doubtful things are mighty onsartin’ ”—
especially the weather. Last winter the Food
Fair, although held indoors, felt the effects of

blizzard, and the exercises planned for last
Christmas eve narrowly escaped being a failure because of a below zero temperature, and
twenty-four hours later would have been impossible. As it was the program waB successfully carried out and attracted an immense
crowd. But large as it wan it would have been
still larger had the weather been milder. As
we have no chimes it was planned to have the
Belfast Band play the good old hymns from
the belfry of the Unitarian church at noon on
Wednesday and Thursday, and on the first day
this was done; but Thursday on reaching the
belfry the mercury was at or below aero, a
a
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Methodist church at Dexpastor several years ago.
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Joy to the world! the Lord is come;
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare Him room,
And heaven and nature sing.
to the earth! the Saviour reigns:
Let men their songs employ;

Joy

While fields and floods, rocks, hill, and plains
Repeat the sounding joy.
He rules the world with truth and grace,

And makes the nations prove
North. The j
The glories of His righteousness,
lings of the church and I
And wonders of His love.
rsday evening, January ; Band and Chorus, Bay State Coramandery,
Burrill
Introducing Adeste Fideles.
church next
Sunday
0 come, all ye faithful.
B. Sellers will speak on I
Joyful and triumphant,
the
and
in
O come ye. O come ye to Bethlehem;
kMown,"
evening |
Come and behold Him
i id All.” Mr. Sellers will;
Born the King of angels;
East Northport at 2 ;
CHORUS.
watch meeting service
O come, let us adore Him,
rehearsal or meeting of
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
evening. The K. O. K.
Christ the Lord. A-men
7
day evening at o’clock,
:desired. 'J uesday evenSing, choirs of angels;
Sing in exultation,
meeting of the Teachers’
all ye citizens of heaven above;
Sing,
liscussion of the principles
Glory to God
.:-d lesson system.
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As this is the first

City

the

Municipal

of Belfast has

ever

Christmas tree

had, and

as

the

.ght refreshments will be first Christmas tree of which we have
any acus services will begin at ;
count was a Municipal or Community Christ'>-,ur to be devoted to a
mas tree, I will very briefly tell you children
vice, and at 11 the New
the story of that first Christmas tree.
e preached by Rev. O. G.
A long time ago, in a heathen village in the
Methodist
church.
import
heart of the German forest, the people had aswith administering the
sembled for their Yuletide festival to celeconsecration service. A
brate the return of the sun towards the earth.
x tended to all to join in
They did not then understand the cause of
ar out and the New Year
the change of the seasons as you school children now understand it, but thought the sun
St i:ers, pastor of the Metho- I was
angry with the earth and made it cold by
sent letters to the busij going away. They watched the shadows grow
r&! men of the city, with a
longer and the days grow shorter and the
■u> in regard to church and
earth grow colder, until they began to fear
ay evening he will begin that the sun would never return to warm the
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i eath end all?”
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“Sunday—A Holiday
“The Church—Is it

a

Membership—Is it Es'Hvjiormes in the Church,” “Men
Why are not More Men
k<urch

Belfast.” At each
read some of the re-
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the

ensuing year: Superin-

Khoades; assistant superMorris; secretary, Mildred
s*ur• r, Gerald W.
Howard; librier; assistant librarian,
I

:•

1

if-t, Jessie limes The liwed 200 volumes in good
fully selected. The secre-

numbership
\ear

and

of

309, with

average atbetter than last
an

h is 25
has 51 members and the

nearly
fee

as

will be

soon as

larg£

There

added early in

the men's

cellar.

room

is

infant detwo classes this year and
6!l
0V‘‘ri../W class, will occupy the
k
or the
vestry under the care
A Sargent, with assistants.
*,°1“ ph and
Ralph Perkins and
nan‘es were added to the roll of
tot
eir>g absent during the year.
was entered for the fourth
attended 208 consecutive Sun1,r,fer, Gerald W, Howard, Ella
K Hayes, Edna Trundy had
for regular attendance, and
absent only on account of
available space in the audito-
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if.

earth.

“Heaven

The

un8ll vestries .utilized

has a membership of

over

Wbeen notified by the Comthat be has passed the
gives him a diploma as a
Mr. Hills came through
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high rank.—Rockland Couri-
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tree, which they and their ancestors had worshiped for a great many years, and prayed
that old oak tree to make the sun come back
towards the earth. They watched the shadows closely and when they saw that they were
a
little shorter they knew that the sun was
coming back and thought the old oak tree had
caused it to return.
On this particular occasion they had prepared their feast in the banquet hail and had gone
out around the old oak tree and were thanking
it for turning the sun back towards the earth
when a band of Christian missionaries appeared upon the scene.
Among them was a German boy who had been converted to Christianity and wa6 very anxious for all of his people
He went inside the
to become Christians.
circle they had formed around the tree and
told them that their old tree had nothing to do
with the return of the sun; that it never had
done anything and could not do anything and
that it was very wicked for them to worship
it; that it was the Christians' God who caused
the

sun

to

return, and the spring to come,

and the grass to grow, and
flow, and the winds to

the streams to

blow,

and

who

and in all and could do all
things. The heathen chiefs were angry because the boy had disturbed their worship and
were going to do some terrible thing to him,
perhaps put him to death, when there came a
great rumbling and roaring, and a mighty
whirlwind seized the old oak tree, twisted it
from its roots and carried it away through
the air. When they had recovered from their
fright and locked where the tree had been,
there stood the missionary boy upholding the
Cross of Christ and telling them the old, old
Christmas story, and they believed and became Christians.
Then the boy thought he would give them a
new tree to take the place of the old one
which had gone out of their lives forever. So
they cut a beautiful evergreen tree and set it
up in one end of the banquet hall and put
lights among the branches and called it the
Christ tree. The children shouted and danced
was

over

all
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of

as

Mayor of

the

City,

I

Santa Claus, whose appearance
the

was

expectant

#

Keep
Eat

The tree will be

lighted

each

night

eighty families, and it is believed that no
worthy case was overlooked and that every
reasonable request was granted, and the general committee reported a cash balance on
hand as a nucleus for next year’s observance

In your

And live in the dream world
Where nobody dies,

m.

Mrs. Edgar M. Hall went to Farmington
last week to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Getchell.

was one

in

Miss R. Theodora Newell and her nephew
Basil H. Newell, left last Monday noon for

Daytona, Fla.
were

Linvill

Whitmore, who is taking post
graduate work at Colby college, is spending a
few days at his home in this city.

SOCIETIES.

Miss Sue W. Palmer of Augusta was the
guest over Christmas of her sister, Mrs. Carrie C. Matthews, Northport avenue.

and

and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs and sister of Waiter H. and Charles R. Coombs of this city.
Miss Coombs for a number of years accom! panied her father on foreign voyages in the
ship Cora and it was on a trip to Bombay that
she met and married Mr, Leith. She, with
The officers of Tarratine Tribe of Red Men their two children, Alister and Elva, the
will be installed Monday evening, Jan. 11th, by former born in Tiensin, China, and the latter
District Deputy Great Sachem Edwin S. in Foochow, China, survive. The former is
Perkins of this city. There will be a supper employed in the bank at Hongkong and Miss
following and the occasion will be made a I Elva remains at home with her mother.
pleasant one.
Many years ago Mr. and Mrs. Leith spent some
what was
The officers of Antioch chapter, Order of the months here and Mr. Leith bought
Eastern Star, Unity, were installed last week then known as the Freeman place at Saturday
now owned by John R. Dunton, but they
by Mrs. Pattee of Belfast in a very creditable Cove,
relatives in the past 30
After the installation all went to the had not visited Belfast
manner.
room,

where

a

bounteous supper

went to Waterville Saturday to visit
friends and left there Monday night for Bos-

city,
ton.

years.

was

Miss Maude 1. Curtis, who is a nurse student
away at his home in
at the Eastern Maine General hospital in BanHe was
Con ter, Dec. 8th, 1914.
a vacation with Belfast relaThe United Order of the Golden Cross will born in Searsmont Feb. 5, 1832, the son of the gor, is spending
tives.
hold a special meeting this Thursday, evening
of Christmas. The committees, to whom the
Parker.
late Emery A. and Sarah (Mathews)
Mis. Etta F. Dodge was a guest of Mr. R. B.
to watch the old year out and the new year in.
success of the affair is due, were as follows:
In 1856 he was united in marriage with Miss
Charles
Mrs.
A special musical program will be given and Olive McKenney.
Five children were born to Smith and granddaughter. Miss Zettie Smith
Program-Charles R._ Coombs,
Bradbury, S A. Parker, Hon. R. F. Dunton.
following the business meeting an open meet- this union, of whom two survive, Mrs. A. S. of Morrill, a few days last week, returning
Soliciting—Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs. Amos ing will be held. A lunch of sandwiches and Heal of Belfast, Me., and Frank E. Parker of home Monday.
coffee will De served at 12 o’clock.
He is also survived by
Clement, James H. Howes, Roscoe Black.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost will ieave today,
; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Tree—Rev. Wiiliam Vaughan, Mrs. Edward
The newly elected officers of Canton Pallas, ! one sister, Miss Eliza A. Parker of Lincoln,- | Thursday, for San Diego, Calif., where they
A. Wadsworth, O. E, Frost, Wilson Ellis.
P M., I. O. O. F., will be installed Thursday ville, by ten grandchildren and three great j will spend the winter. They will visit in New’
Musical—Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Rev. H. B. Selevening,Jan. 7th, by Past Captain E. F. Little- | grandchildren, and one niece, Mrs. S. S. Perry York en route.
lers.
field. Dancing will follow, with an informal of Dorchester, Mass. The funerel service was
Miss Isabelle Towle of Danbury, Conn., is
Distribution of Gifts—W, B. Woodbury, Mrs.
Methodist Church, Rev.
the holiday vacation with her parents,
program. The installation will be public to held Dec. 10th at the
spending
James C. Durham, Rev. W. F, Sturtevant, Dr.
1
Odd Fellows of the various branches, the S. E. Frohock of Camden officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Towle, corner of Cedar
|
Carl Steve is, W. G. Hatch.
Rebekahs, their wives and husbands, and other
and Franklin street.
Joseph, the seventeen months old son of
Publicity—Orrin J. Dickey, Miss Anne M. invited guests.
Mrs. Milford S. Houdlette and
Mr. and
Herbert L. and Lenora Dunbar Stevens, died
j
S.
Pearl.
H.
Rev.
Kittredge,
Unity Encampment, No. 61, Unity, conferred at their home in East Belfast Dec. 23rd of daughter of Oakland are enjoying the ChristL.
General—Chairman, M,
Slugg; secretary. the
Patriarchal and the Golden Rule degrees bronchial pneumonia. Their remaining chil- ; mas recess with Mr, Houdlette’s parents, Mr.
Rev. A. A. Blair; treasurer, C. W. Wescott.
upon two candidates at their annual meeting dren are Edward E., Charles W., Mabel E.,
j and Mrs. C. D. Houdlette.
and elected officers as follows: C. M. Rey- Adeline E., Mary A. and Dorothy. The funeral
!
The examining board of the plant departTHE WAR NEWS.
nolds, chief patriarch; W. L. Fairbanks, senior took place Christmas morning at 10.30 o'clock, i ment Eastern Massachusetts
Division, N. E.
K.
J.
C.
J.
Kidder,
of
the
warden;
high
priest;
Grant,
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl, pastor
Congre- j Tel. & Tel. Co., has awarded a first class rating
Assisted by light cruisers, destroyers and
F.
M.
C.
H.
warden;
Fairbanks,
scribe;
gational church, officiating.
as lineman to Carroll B. Carter.
submarines, seven British naval airmen, pilot- junior
Mitchell, treasurer. Refreshments were serving seaplanes, made a daring attack ChristmaB
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of Stockton
ed and a good time was enjoyed by all.
John D. Webster, a well known resident of
Day on the German naval base at Cuxhaven,
Springs called on Belfast relatives last week
airmen
84
Arthur
of
the
Col.
Six
home
Dec.
master
the
Elbe.
at
his
of
the
of
died
26,
years,
MacArthur,
mouth
aged
grand
the
at
| Waldo,
on their way to spend Christmas with their
returned safely, but the seventh. Commander grand encampment, Knights Templar of the 6 months and 15 days. The funeral services
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E, Cottrell, in RockRev.
his
maas
at
1
died
has
been
United States,
o’clock,
lost,
suddenly of apoplexy. were held Tuesday afternoon
Hewlett, it is feared,
land.
chine was found wrecked off Helgoland. Dec. 27th, at his home in Troy, N, Y., at the Arthur A. Blair of the Belfast Universalist
Mrs. Ella West is the guest of her daughMr. Webster formerly
on a
church officiating.
What damage was done by the bombs thrown age of 64 years. He was found dead
ter, Miss Edith S. West, in Boston, and after
be ascertain- couch in his roon by his daughter upon her re- lived in Brooksville.
could
not
the
attacking
party
by
spending some time with her will go to Brighed, but the German report of the affair says turn from church. Col. MacArthur was the
ton to visit her elder daughter, Mrs. Lola A
FOOD FAIR FACTS.
editor and proprietor of the Troy Northern
that the raid was fruitless.
French.
and
was
known
as
a
have
widely
Russians reported to
newspaper
captured 13,500 Budget
William B, Dowling of Boston, Mass., has
Mr. George H. Shorey of Fairfield was the
He
was
elected
master
of the
grand
prisoners and to be carrying all before them man.
taken a space for the manufacture and sale of
guest Tuesday of Mr. and Mte. A. C. Hopkins.
Austrians admit grand encampment at Denver, Col., in 1913.
in South Poland and Galicia.
wire jewelry.
Mr. Shorey is manager of the Lawn Swing facHe had been a Mason since 1872.
reverses.
The Schlotterbeck & Foss Company of Port- tory in Fairfield, in which Mr. Hopkins is inParis and Berlin reports agree in crediting
Howard
oi
The omeers
Lodge, F. & A. M., of land, have donated forty packages of their
terested.
Kaiser’s forces with gains south of Ypres— Winterport, were installed Dec. 18th by Disproducts for the benefit of the fair.
Miss Wilda Vose returned last Monday to
Warsaw
has
on
attack
Russians declare
failed, trict Deputy Moore of Hampden, as follows:
The Seaboard Rice
Milling Company of
Mass., where she has a position in
but thi3 is disputed.
Worshipful master, E. L. Young; senior war- Galveston, Texas, have donated a liberal Norwood,
the schools, after spending Christmas with her
Germans carry trenches in sharp plunge at den, W. P. Tripp; junior warden, W. A. Cowan;
amount of their various brands of rice for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Vose, NorthAimens, but Allies press on in north. British treasurer, Lewis Atwood; secretary, J. H. Baprizes at the fair.
avenue.
enthusiastic over the raid on Cuxhaven.
port
Bowden
and Frank Bragg;
ker; deacons, Ellery
The following prizes have been offered in
Yesterday’s news reported Germans retreat- stewards, Walter Atwood and Frank McCain the Agricultural Department.
I. M. Cottrell oi west Somerville, Mass was
ing on the eastern line and a lull in fighting on bridge; marshal, J. D Glidden; chaplain, A. J.
Best;exhibit of vegetables, including every- in Belfast last week to visit his mother and
the western front. British officials are sui- Lockhart; tyler, W. R. Fernald. There was a
thing grown onh farm, $3, $2, and $1.
sister, Mrs. C. C. Glover and Mrs. Charles
prised at the note of the Washington govern- program after the installation, consisting of
Best exhibit of preserves, canned goods and Bradbury.
On his way home he made a short
ment to Great Britain protesting against the selections
by a quartet composed of Mrs. C. R, pickles, $1, 75 and 50 cents.
visit in Augusta.
detention of American cargoes by British war- Hill, Mrs. W. A. Archer, Joshua Treat and
Best exhibit of cooking, bread and cakes,
Misses Kathleen and Laura Morris have reships.
Frank Knowles; a piano duet by Mrs E. P. $1, 75 and 50 cenis.
turned from Boston, where the latter underGoodrich and Miss Louise Eveletb; readings by
best rug exhibit, $1, 75 and 50 cents.
Mits
went an operation for appendicitis.
ALBERT M. AMES,
Rev. A. J. Lockhart and W. H. Lord and selecBest fancy work exhibit, $1, 75 and 50 cents.
Kathleen is employed for the winter in the
tions on the victrola. After the exercises a
Best exhibit of amateur photography, $1, 75,
office of the Coe*Mortimer Co.
Representative-elect from the Stockton delicious supper was served by a committee of and 50 cents.
ladies whose ability in that direction is well
Springs Class.
Best exhibit of hand painting, $1, 75, and 50
Dr. William Ellingwood of Winterport has
Al" Ames of Stockton Springs will go to known. The menu consisted of chicken
pies, cents.
accepted the position of resident physician in
the Legislature the winter as one of the Re- baked chicken, mashed potato, rolls,
cranberry
Best exhibit of work done by a boy, Ingersoll the Baltimore Eye, Ear and Throat hospital
publican members of the Waldo county delega- sauce, cakes, pies, coffee, fruit, etc. The ban- watch, first; years subscription to “Boys connected with the Johns
Hopkins medical
quet hall was adorned with ropes of green and
tion.
Christmas bells and the centerpieces on the Life,” second.
for a year. His duties will begin Jan.
college,
on
3
the
Mr. Ames will come No.
roll-call and
Best exhibit of eggs, year’s subscription to
tables were tiny decorated Christmas trees.
1st.
His family will remain in Winterport.
will have to do some qnick thinking sometimes
Pine Tree Poultry Herald.
when they spring a sudden call for the “Aye”
Mr. A. H. Ellis, who recently resigned from
The Shoe Situation.
Best collections of brass work, leather work
and “No" vote, but that won’t faze Mr. Ames
and basket work, year’s subscription to “The the Rural F ee Delivery service and has been
any, for he has got on in the world remarkably
Inactivity is general in the footwear trade Delineator”, first prize in each class.
at the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Portland for
well by thinking quickly.
are scarcely running at more
and
the
plants
He was born and has always lived in StockOther classes will be announced later, for treatment for his eyes, spent. Christmas with
than one-half of capacity, while some are
business
there
all
his life. He
ton, has been in
at an even lower rate. Depression which special prizes will be awarded. Super- relatives in Massachusetts and plans to spend
has dickered in about everything from fish- operating
in.this industry has been only partly relieved intendent Chas. B. Thompson, wishes to an- several weeks in Florida before leaving for an
hooks to farms. If it is anything anyone dethe foreign demands, the army contracts in
sires to know about anything in Stockton or by
indefinite visit in California.
as a
all instances specifying heavy goods. Because nounce that he will not show exhibits
thereabout, it is a matter of, “Well, you ask of the
steady advance in hides and leather, it competitor for prizes.
Mr. Karl McDonald, who has been employed
‘Al’ Ames—he’s a good man to see about it."
or
later shoe prices
is expected that sooner
When the new port of Stockton was estabas a designer in the steam turbine department
will be affected, and the assumption now is
lished by the building of the Seaport railroad
HERALD.
NEW YORK
SUNDAY,
of medium and low grade stock
of the General Electric Compary, Lynn, Mass.,
and terminal, Mr. Ames was U. S. deputy col- that producers the cost of
their product. As
has accepted the position of chief engineer of
JANUARY 3.
lector of customs until that office was abolished. are cheapening
a rule, quiet conditions prevail in the leather
He haB served on the board of selectmen, asthe Pumping Station of the city of Clarksburg,
the export demand is less of a
and
market
of
the
cover
front
The
Magazine Section,
sessors and overseers of the poor of the town
| feature than formerly. The only sales for drawn in full color by Fred Kulz, is entitled West Virginia. This is one of the roost imand held many other positions.
noted have been
“A Modern Straw Ride.” Instead of the old portant pumping stations in the State, being
He is in the insurance business but, as inti- foreign shipment recently
occasional lots of offal, but there is a brisk in- farm
sleigh and the slowly moving horses only exceeded by that of the city of Wheeling,
mated, is always open to a “chance for a s pequiry from abroad for trimmings.—Dun’s Re- there appears a swiftly moving motor car
culation."
and for this reason,as well as the fact that the
26th.
Dec.
view
filled with happy young folks.
Mr. Ames will get on well at Augusta, for he
In the present war, tiny Montenegro has position was tendered him out of nearly a hunis of a most pleasing personality, lively and
War Bulletins.
been fighting hard, and man for man as much dred applicants, Mr. McDonald should have
energetic, and has a wide acquaintance.
credit is its due as that meted out to other na- reasons for congratulations. Mr. and Mrs. Me*
He is a 32d degree Mason, Shriner and beRichard G. Conover wilLtell Montenetions.
the
of
and
Odd FelAntwerp (N. Y.) Everything quiet.
Knights
Pythias
longs to
Donald will move from Swampsrott, Maes., to
Dunkirk (N. Y.) Situation satisfactory.
gro’s itory in a full page article. It is filled
lows.—Bangor News.
Clarkb burg, where he will take up the duties
Calais (Me.) People leel no effects of war with incidents of pluck and heroism.
On the Every Day Life Page will be found of his position shortly after the beginning of
Mollie Best, writing a story entitled “The whatever.
Sinews of Peace" in the January American
Paris (Ky.)
Only forces threatening in- B.ories by Mary Watts and Israel J. Zevin, and the new year. Mr. McDonald iB the son of
a column of laugh-provoking paragraphs by
Magazine presents an old lady who makes the vestment, Anti-Saloon league.
Berlin (Ala., Cal., Conn.. Fla., Ga., 111., Ia., Edward D. Sullivan. On this page also will ap- Capt. and Mrs. E. S. McDonald, a graduate of
following
amusing comment on her husband:
**
‘He was a very good man, my husband; Ky., Md.. Mass., N. C.. N. D„ Nev., N. H., N. pear Russ Westover’s inimitable “Fat Chance,” the University of Maine, and has many friends
though he would often say, “Don’t make me J„ N. Y., W. C.. N. D.. O., Ok la., Ore., Pa.,S. while the Comic Section will be “fun on here who will be pleased to learn of his adHattie; it takes my C„ Wash., Wis.)—Not a house in mourning be- wheels,” for automobiles will play a large part
go to church too much,
vancement.
in the merriment.
rind off religion." *
cause of the war.—Syracuse Post-Standard.

served, after which a social was enjoyed by ail
A number of visitors were present.

Emery Parker passed

!

Lincoln ville

j

1

______
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tree.

mas

At the Hayford Farm, where the city poor
are kept, a good dinner was served and everything done by Ralph Hayford and his helper*
to make the day pleasant. Cigars ior the men
and candy for the women were sent by the
committee to add cheer to the day.
The guests in Sheriff Cushman’s hotel

on

Congress street were given a good dinner,
which the general committee supplemented
with tobacco and fruit.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bahrt of New York i
A Christmas tree party was held in the Uniare spending tne holiday season with her par- ! versalist church vestry, Friday night, at 7.15,
; A program was given by the children of the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Mapomber.
and readRoy Ellingwocd and Linwood Long are Sunday school, consisting of songs
made his apspend'ng the week in Waterville and Portland i ings, after which Ssnta Claus
from their duties in Carle & Jones’ store.
pearance and distributed gifts lrom the tree,
1
and a general good time followed.
Ralph I. Morse returned Moitfay from LibAt Trinity Reformed church in East Belfast
erty, where he was the guest over Christmas
a jolly party was held Friday night, with a big
of his parents, Hon. and Mrs. L. C. Morse.
Christmas tree. A program of vocal and inMrs. William H. Smalley, clerk in the Woodstrumental music and recitations preceded the
cock store, is confined to her home by illness distribution of gifts, Santa Claus appearing
and Mrs. Florence Clough Fernald is substitut- and
greeting the little ones in person.
mg.
Palestine Commandery, K. T., met at high
Chester B. Frost 6pent Christmas in this noon in the Temple for the usual observance,

The officers of Penobscot Encampment, I. O.
O. F., will be installed Tuesday evening, Jan.
5th, by District Deputy E. F. Littlefield and
staff. A banquet wi 11 be served following the
installation.

dining

F.

Mr. and Mrs. John Twombley of Monroe
were guests over Christinas of Mr. and Mrs.
Bancroft H. Conant, Church street.

of the

Hongkong

morning the carol singers arrived and gave a
little concert which was greatly enjoyed by
the inmates. A sumptuous dinner was provided
by Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, supplemented by
many dainties from other friends.
At the Waldo County Hospital,imaddition to
the concert above mentioned there were many
gifts of flowers, fruit and various gifts from
friends of the patients and of the institution,
and in ihe evening the nurses had a Chr.st*

and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Owen left Monday for a visit
in Boston.
Mr.

principal managers of banks
He
Shanghai, China.
married Cora J., daughter of the late Capt.

s.

Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw, chairman. Mr. Sturtevant distributed the gifts, and each of the 2b
girls received at least six gifts and some of
them many more from outside friends, A
sumptuous dinner was provided by Mr. and
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.
The Home for Aged Women on Cedar street
shared in the good things of the day. In the

Charles H. Twombly returned Monday from
visit with his son, Frank W. Twombly, in Bos-

Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce and Mrs. Essie P. Carle
in Boston over Christmas, guests of Miss
Mary E. Pierce.

the singers about.
happy Christmas at The Girls*

very

on Northport avenue.
The exercises
opened with prayer by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church, the tree having
been prepared and decorated by members of
the Women's Bible class of that church, with

ton.

Belfast relatives have received news of the
death, Dec. 11th, of Mr. Alexander Leith at
his home in Bedford, England, aged 78 years.
He was a native of Scotland, but for years
y.

SECRET

a

was a

Home

Miss Alice L. Aborn spent Christmas in
her sister, Mrs. Charles L. Collins.

terment.

May the Lord bless you
Thro’ all the next year
With prosperity, peace
And abundant good cheer.

It

Rockport with

will be held at the Gilchrest home to-morrow,
Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock and the remains
will be taken to Faimington Saturday for in-

turkey and stuffing
pies

And cake and mince

around the tree in a space
been roped off, and then the children, who had been massed on the postoffice
steps for the singing, formed into line to receive their gifts of fruit, nuts and candy.
Later they were entertained by the management of the Colonial Theater with pictures
specially arranged for them, and Friday after-

until New Years.

*

teams to carry

Miss Marian Hazeltine has returned from a
visit with a Smith College friend in New York.

Thomas Gardner Randall, now on the bridge of
the U, S. S, Virginia that sails from Charlestown, Mass., Jan. 10th for the Panama canal.
He came home at Christmas time on a 48-hours
leave of absence and with Mr. Randall was at
the Gilchrest home. The bereaved have the
deep sympathy of all who know them. For
many years Mrs. Randall was identified with
the Unitarian church and its societies. She
was a member of the Monday Auction Club
and was prominent in society. The funeral

stockings
sleep very tight.

warm

And

He drove

exercises.

*

At the Christmas shoot of the Portland Gun
dub W. G. Hill made the highest score, 68.
Mrs. Ella Seekins of Swanville spent Christmas with her daughter, Mrs. Daniel
Ingalls.

Mrs. Randall resided there for 14 years, going
from there to the Albert M. Carter house on
the same street and about a year ago gave up
housekeeping on account of Mrs. Randall’s
failing health. MrB. Randall had a beautiful
disposition, was sweet and modest, witn a
smile and pleasant word for all who knew her,
and was devoted to those dear to her. She is
survived by her husband and their only child,

Now a right merry Christmas,
To all a good night—

en-

noon all the children of the city were entertained at a matinee by Manager Clifford ot
the Opera House. Their singiDg from the
steps across the front of the postoffice was
the features of the program. The
one of
accompaniments for the carols by the adults
All
were furnished by members of the band.
joined in singing America, which closed the

failure that caused her deal h. She had
been frail for several years, but her family
and friends were not prepared for this sudden
and untimely end. She was born in Portland
in July, 1870, the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas J. Gardner, who came there from
New York. Her father died when she was
twelve years old and she with her mother, an
invalid, went to live with her sister Caroline,
wife of John Cox of Portland, Her mother
died about 18 years ago and the sister is an invalid and unable to come to Belfast. Mrs.
Randall graduated from the Portland High
school with high rank and on Sept, 29, 1892,
was united in marriage with Mr. Randall at
her sister’s home. As a bride she came to the
Barker house on Church street, and Mr. and

GREETINGS.

BELFAST.

Carols for the Shut-ins, Gifts tor the ChilMrs. Carl H. Stevens spent Christmas with
dren, Dinners, Clothing, etc,, given where
relatives in Blue hill.
They Would do the Most Good, etc.
In the morning on Christmas day two douMiss Doris Cuzner is visiting relatives in
ble quartets of local singers went to opposite
Boston and Cambridge, Mass.
ends of the city and sang cards and old songs
Peter W. Murphy returned Monday from a
for the shut-ins, later meeting in the Waldo
visit with relatives in Lewistou.
County hospital where they sang in the corriMiss Ethel L. Frost returned Monday from a dors to the
enjoyment of the patients. The
visit with relatives in Waterville.
singers were Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Jones went to Bos- and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers, Misses Katherine
C. Quimby, Caro Hatch, Jessie Hart, Mrs.
ton last Thursday for a week’s visit.
Miss Inez L, Barker of Center Montville ar- Thomas E. Bowker, Misses Isabel Ginn, Edith
Davidson, Leon Beckwith, Arthur Johnson,
rived Tuesday to visit Belfast friends.
Harry Coombs, Frank Keene, John Parker and
Miss Bernice Rogers of Cambridge, Mass.,
W. G. Preston and Amos
Henry Coombs.
is the guest of Mrs. George L. Bowman.
Colcord, local livery men, kindly furnished

heart

Its many, many steeples
Its nice and jolly peoples
Did my head and heart much good you know.

chil-

were

Hymn, Antioch.

^

wish all
of you children and all of your fathers and
mothers, brothers and sisters, grandfathers
and grandmothers, uncles, aunts, cousins,
friends,and everybody in the City of Belfast, a
very Merry Christmas.
Loud and continued applause greeted the
mayor as he closed his inspiring remarks and
then the jingle of bells announced the coming
And now,

dred.were handled by a special committee,who
able to “answer” them satisfactorily.
There were no requests for automobiles, diamond rings or grand pianos. Articles of use
and to wear were generally asked for.
Dinners were sent to between seventy and

once a year.
And all too soon must disappear,
will
the
Of all
trees, you
agree.
The finest is the Christmas Tree!

at

Message for the New

A

r.

now

And tho’ it blooms but

be Troubled

sermon

High.

When winter's ehows lie deep and white,
With tiny candles sparkling bright,
Its boughs are fill’d with wondrous things.
No other tree such pleasure brings!

subject

The

Greeting.
will

v

Christmas for you.

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS DAY IN

PERSONAL.

Cora Etta, wife of William Morrison Randall, died suddenly Tuesday afternoon, Dec.
29th, at the home of Mrs. George A. Gilchrest,
where she was taken critically ill two weeks
previously with kidney trouble, which induced

Dear old Belfast!
With its tides of ebb and flow,
Its quaint houses built in the long ago—

that had

and

so

;

have any enemies, forgive them. Be happy
yourselves and try to make everybody around
be a good
you happy, and tomorrow will

dren.

So lovely as the Christmas Tree?
What other hides so many joys
On Christmas Eve for girls and boys?

Baptist church

the

at

•’g

God most

What tree is there

j

thusiastically greeted by

behold Him arise,
God and sacrifice,
Al-le-lu-ia, Ai-le-lu-ia;
Earth to the heav’ns replies.
Prayer, Rev. A. A. Blair
Carol, Silent Night,
Remarks, Mayor R. F. Dunton.
Children’s Carols:
(a) One in Royal David’s City,
(b) The Christmas Tree,
Glorious

lute, has been delayed
to
r, lias been assigned

I'M

star.

In-cense owns a Deity nigh.
Pray’r and praising, all men raising,

whose

of Elisworth,
where he is director of

j
j

Ijj

blowing,

was

Hardening” and its Results
Important Happenings of froze up and some of the band boys were frost
ictorial Review... Recent bitten and they adjourned to Odd Fellows hall,
:re on Cape Jellison.
where the concert was given with open winStockton Springs. .Ship dows. At night because of the cold the banc^,
>
Marriages... Deaths.
which was to have played in the square while
the people were gathering, was stationed in
Mayor Dunton’s office in the Savings Bank
tnurcne*.
building.
At 7 p. m. the lights were turned on the tree
of Roslindale, Mass,, and it was a beautiful sight with its myriad of
.f the Unitarian church colored electric lights, surmounted by a large
,;.':didate.
star, and brought loud and continued applause
from the crowd. Then the following program
<eiilists hold services in
was given:
;u t, Sunday morning at
,; day
evening at 7.30 (a) Boston Commandery March, Brnd, Carter
Mascagni
(b) Intermezzo, Band.
—welcome.
Carol, We Three Kings of Orient Are, Hopkins
We three Kings of Orient are;
,t
church next Sunday
Bearing gifts we traverse afar
...ii preach a New Year’s
Field and fountain, moor and mountain,

>

i

Ways.

ifested in Many

OBITUARY.

for joy and everybody was happy because
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS.
they had the true Christmas spirit. When
These
in many personal letters, in post
came,
finished
the
feast
the
had
they
missionary boy
messages of
again told them the story of the birth of cards with printed or written
Diego, Calif.,
Christ, the star of Bethlehem, the shepherds good will. Fred W. ADgier, San
tending their flocks, the wise men of the east sent: “Season’s greetings and prosperous
and
to Maine,
and the song the angels sang, and then there New Year from California
said: “This is the time Maine people should
came ringing out from behind the tree where
the missionaries had gathered, the same old be thinking of California and the Exposition/*
An old, old friend, M. C. Dilworth,- sent
song that floated over the hills of Judea on
Mr. and Mrs.
greetings from Florence, Mass.
that first Christmas morn.
J. E. Darling sent from Boston “best wishes
“Now glory be to God on high
for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
And on the earth be peace
this sentiGood will henceforth from Heaven to men
Year/'
Among the enclosures was
Begin and never cease.”
men t:
And this is how the Yuletide of the heathen
Charles Sumner once said, “I honor any man
became associated with the Christmas of the
who in the ci nscientious discharge of his duty,
The world with ignordares to stand alone.
Christian.
ant intolerant
may condemn, the
We hope and expect that every family in countenances of judgment
relatives may be averted and
Belfast will have a nice Christmas dinner to- the hearts of frienus grow cold, but the sense
than the apmorrow, and if any one who knows of anybody of duty done shall be sweeter
of the world, the countenances of relawho is not likely to have one will notify Mr. plause
tive, or the hearts of friends.
Slugg it will be provided.
Among other things that came by parcel
We also hope and expect that all of the chilpost was a crate-fed, milk-fed chicken from
of
but
dren will receive gifts
things they want,
far-off Montana—a bird of a plumpness that
I am asked to say a great many letters writ
defies description, such a bird was never seen,
ten to Santa Claus were received too late this
A lady
or tasted, before by the recipients.
The
afternoon to attend to all of the wants.
from Connecticut, who spent last summer in
helpers, however, are doing the best they can. Belfast for her health, and whose “memories
Above all we hope and expect that you chil- of
Maine are very pleasant,” sent the followIf
dren will have the true Christmas spirit.
ing:
If
them.
you
you have any troubles, forget

Municipal Christmas Tree.

of

Christmas.

Family
were a

trees

and family dinners and reunions
day as usual.

feature of the

The shoot of the Belfast Gun Club
of the extreme cold.

was

given

up because

PERSONAL
E. Darling advises us that he retires
active business Jan. 1st and after a trip
south will go to his “ft interport home and stay
Mr. J.

from

there.”
Abbie. B. Reed and Frank O. Davis of
were guests over Christmas of Mrs,
Morse and her daughter, Mrs. Delia Cottrell,
Mrs.

Benton

Congress street.
Mrs. Hartson Pitcher returned last Monday
had been the
night from Caribou, where she
month of her son, Ralph
guest during the past
Pitcher and family.

Lockhart, son of Rev. and Mrs. A,
Lockhart of Winterport, was married Dee.
16th to Miss Lucille Cardwell of Springfield,
Mass. Dr. Lockhart is a well known dentist of
Dr. James

J.

Springfield.
Mrs. Winfield Greeley and daughter, Miss
Florence, who have been guests of -Mr. and
Mrs. John Chadwick. Northport avenue, since
last summer, left Monday for their home in
Yuba City. California. They will visit in
Michigan

on

their way.

Capt. J. 0. Hayes of the schooner Blanche
Pendleton, now at New Orleans, has a charter
for South America that will take him through
the Panama canal. The charter to take railroad iron from Galveston to the British Isles
has been

up. Capt. Hayes was planning
old home in Dublin had he made

given

to visit his

the trip.
W. Hardy of Sagamore Farm, Camden,
South with a party, writes the Camden Herald under date of Lakeiand, Fla., Dec,
13th, that the trip was "one round of joy ail
the way.” He says further: "Mr. and Mrs,
Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Hobbs, Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. Handley, 0. P. Chapin and A. L. Young, all
came to Lakeland with ui and I can surely say
R.

who went

had some good old
we feel as though we
friends in Lakeland with us, and the beauty of
it all is they seem to enjoy the climate as well
as we do.”

NEWS OF

THE

GRANGE.

Allen Goodwin has been appointed fire in
agent of Union Harvest Grange, Cen-

surance

ter

Montville.

Melvin Rogers was instructed in the first
degrees of the order of P. of li. in Union
Harvest Grange last Saturday evening.
Mr. Mark Howard of Montville will install
officers of D’rigo Grange, Freedum, Saturday forenoon, January 2d, after which a baked
bean dinner will be served.

the

Comet Grange, Swanville, will install it£
officers and will celebrate its fortieth anniversary Monday, Jan. 4, 1915. State MasterStetson has been invited to be present, and ar
invitation has also been extended to Morning
Light Grange, Monroe. Grange will open at
10.30 a, m., dinner at noon. Installation in the
afternoon. An urgent invitation is extended
to all members and former members to attend
this
M

meeting.

egunticook Grange, Camden,

officers

has

elected

Herbert Gould, master;
Richard Hammond, overseer; Annie Quigley
lecturer; Herbert W. Keller, steward; Henry
Pendleton, assistant steward; Minnie Ingraham, chaplain; Ephraim Pendleton, treasurer;
Jessie Tilden, secretary; Julia Dow, Ceres;
as

follows:

J.

Crockett, Pomona; Minnie Hammond,
Flora; Florence Barnes, lady assistant steward,
Richard Hammond, executive committee mem-

Grace

ber for three years. The installation will be
held on Jan. 6th, followed by the usual supper.
George E. Nichols will.be the installing officer;
with Katharine Thomas, Winnifred Thomas,
Walter Pillsbury and Clifford Felton as aids
and Flora Pillsbury aa marshal.

FRANCE.

OVER SEAS.

To the Editor of The Journal:
Modern France, the land of the Frinks,
meaning the free, comprises the largest
part of the region known by the Romans
of Caesar and Tacitus as Gallia Trans
Alpina. It occupies the western end of
the central part of the continent of Eu
rope, an area of a little more than 200,000 square miles. It is bounded north by
the North Sea and the Strait of Dover,
northwest bv the English Channel, east
by the Alps’, the Jura and the Vosges
Mountains, its wall against Italy, Switand Germany; south by the
z rland

its wall against Spain, and by
the Mediterranean; west by the Atlantic
Ocean and the Bay of Biscay. It is
known as the land of “sunshine.” The
climate is varied, however, being quite
rigorous toward the Rhine provinces and
porih-east Belgium, mild, like England,
in the north-west, because of the influence of the ocean currents from our
(Gulf Mexican) coast, Alpine in night
summer chilis in the south-east, where
Mt. Blanc, the monarch of all European
mountains, shows his mighty head in her
domain, never gray, but always snowy
white within the memory of man. On
south the hot winds of Africa
the
in early summer cast their breath on
her lovely coast, exquisite in art as in
native beauty. She has within her domain many lovely vineyards. She has
over her goodly areas many fine fields ot
wheat, the laws of the republic favoring
the raising of this staff of life. Her
rivers do not compare with ours at all in
so to
grandeur or loveliness of valleys, which
tip
except possibly the Rhone,
streams out of the high Alps, through
Lake Geneva, past Lyons and Marseilles
and into the Mediterranean, which has
which the Atno visible outlet, hut into
lantic rushes at Gibraltar forever with
over it apa fourteen mile gait, the air
to form
parently taking up the water
the clouds of heaven as fast as it is
dropped down and run in. Off against
her in Africa she has a stretch of a thousand miles of colonial coast in Morocco,
Algeria and Tunis. Also West Congo,
of the
Madagasea, French Guiana, some
West India isles, St. Pierre and Miquelon. In Asia she has Lower Cochin China.
Her highways, cities and villages on the
coast of Africa all speak to her credit in
■colonial development. Algiers is a city
of drei my ideal beauty. The coast has
a trend of
a fruit belt, a grain belt, then
mountains, then the Sahara or Great

Pyrenees,

Desert.
A
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known
great tribe of warrior Celts, later
to the Romans as Gauls, believed to

have migrated from the central regions
of Asia, settled in what are now the domains of France, Belgium, Holland and
and Switzerland
parts of west Germany
and North Italy. 600 B. C. a colony of

Phoenecians founded Marseilles, now
the first sea port of France. The Greeks
followed, with their incomparable archiTwo hundred
tecture and philosophy.
miles up the Rhone is Lyons, the second
is uncity of the Republic. Its origin
known
Caesar, invading Gaul, found it
of
several
and
a place of importance,
idle Roman emperors made temporary
residence there, and adorned the city.

early received Christianity. Its first
Bishop, Pothinus, died a martyr there
the
It

as did Irenaeus, one of
Christian Fathers, in 202 A. D. Northerly of Lyons, 250 miles distant, is Paris,
the Metropolis of the world’s art, the
a
city of the typical Franks, such people

in 197 A. D.,

only

as

is

produced by

a

mix of races,

Gauls. Romans, who camped

on

them,

so

to speak, nearly 500 years, or until the
empire broke up; then Goths, Burgundians and Franks, Germanic tribes, who,
under the genius of Charlemagne, threw
them into that wonderful system of
feudalism that blossomed into the age
of chivalry, most unique in human history. Of the many wonders in their
intricate history, but two things can
claim a place in this brief resume. One
is the career of Joan of Arc. The other
is the rise and persecution of the Hugue-

nots.
Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans,
’.he most illustrious heroine of history, !
was
born in the hamlet of Dom-Remy |
in Loraine. 1411, of poor but religious
peasant parents, who imbued her spirit
with exalted and patriotic enthusiasm.
Th country was far along in the struggle of centuries for the establishment of
stable monarchy, but the period was one
Chrisof feuds and national W’eakne3s.
tianity was noted for many studious and
and
ambitious
noly men, many worldly
adherents. The Europe of today shows
many monuments of ambitious men,
who seemed to think they could buy their
way into the favjr of Heaven. The Re- j
formation of Luther, the German, John
Calvin, the Frenchman, and John Knox,
tne Scotchman, was a century and more
in tlie future. The Orleanists and the
Burgundians were at war, the former
favoring Charles VII for King, the latter, the King of England, Henry V.
She sold her
Joan was a shepherd girl.
bed and clothes to relieve the suffering
At the age of 13 she averred she
poor.
had received heavenly commands to libHer commands were first
erate France.
scorned. Later she was permitted to
Orleans
"Lave audience with the king.
At the age of
was under British siege.
the
to
raise
mission
18 she declared her
siege. Her face was then beautiful, her
form, noble, her words, thrilling. Charles
was
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In one week,
the last of April, 1429, she raised the
siege. Other victories followed. Her
enemies were swept before her forces
like leaves before a gale. In less than
three months Charles was crowned at
troops at her disposal.

stands at the right of the altar in the
cathedral of Cologne, the capital of
Rhenish Prussia.
Huguenots, a name of uncertain
origin, was applied in the 16tb century
by Roman Catholics of France to adherents of the Calvinistic Reformation.
Protestantism in France came not from
Germany. Calvin was born in 1509 at
Noyon, France, within the present raging battle zone. In southern France,

modern.) psychology these
forces are but the activity of matter.
The wise men of our age have seen fit
where the Visigoths settled, there had to abandon Webster’s time-honored defilong been dissenting elements in the nition of mind. Now, mind is nothing
Gallican church, and sects arose against but human experience considered as deRoman Catholic doctrines. In the time pendent upon the experiencing person.
of Calvin many nobles and people of the The experience has come to be accepted
middle class embraced the reform and as the person himself. Man has no exWhen a
defended it in arms, at times securing istence aside from his actions.
exist and
royal tolerance, but not permanently. man sleeps his mind ceases to
Hence sword and fagot did their dread if the mind, why not the body?
If man exists only in action or experiwork, which culminated in the "MasUnder ence, then why not a steam engine cease
Bartholomew.”
St.
sacre of
not
Henry of Navarre the tide of toleration to exist when it stops action? Why in
again set in, and the Edict of Nantes say electricity does not exist except
resulted in peace for twenty years: but, the charged wire? There is no such
under the iron heel of Richelieu, the thing as latent heat, as it ceases to exof ist when we cease to feel it. Heat exparty lost ground, though freedom
conscience and liberty of worship still ists only in action. There could be no
It was in the reign of Louis XIV experience without action. Action is
held.
that the Edict of Nantes was revoked, not the life of the universe, but the reand cruel persecution of the Huguenots sult of lit ;. Doubtless wonderful changes
should
again raged. “Sire,” asked an old at- would take place if the earth

the
day
King
palace grounds, “do you remember
what used to be on that hill?” “A windmill, to be sure, but I ordered it cut
down.” “And I cut it down, but, Sire,
the wind blows there still.” So the
spirit of the Huguenots, though "the
Lord’s host” were scattered to the Alpine mountains, to Holland, England and
America. Hosts of them, fleeing to the
Cevennes, were slaughtered like sheep.
In the Revocation of the Edict France
lost a million of her best blood. Louis
XV did worse. He ordered the annulment of protestant baptisms and marriages. This outrage roused Catholic opposition. At last came the great soldier, Napoleon, trampling aliae on Papa!
of
supremacy and on the divine right
kings. In Republican France today Protestantism rests on a secure basis. Most
women are Catholics, but the men are
termed apostate. Note the new Pope’s
Not a word about temlate
tendant of

the

one

encyclical.
poral power, or Papal infalibility
clear appeal to the warring nations

|

a

1

in

snuggi*?

me

wiw»ou-

to

to move, but we can hardly conclude that it would cease to exist.
This materialistic teaching is producing thousands of vacant churches. True
science is the flower and Iruit of religion. The Bible and primitive Christianity are but the buds. When the liberal Christian tells us that the only perfect man thus far evolved had any idea
of establishing a temporal kingdom, he
Even those who
is doubtless mistaken.
have hitherto held to the infallibility of

the Bible have come to acknowledge
that Bible writers were laboring under a
delusion in regard to the second coming
of Christ.
All the social units from the family to
the nation are in a very crude condition
now as witnessed in Europe. There has
been too great a feeling of security all
along the line. There is a criminal negBad teaching is
lect of good teaching.
even worse, as witnessed in Germany.
The sentiment of the literature which
has been circulated among the Germans
Here is a sample from
is poisonous.
Gen. Bernhardi’s booK:
<*TUr. ncirvivulmna

fnr

rtnufo

thrpnf'Pn to

ed dream of the rights of “the citizen” poison the soul of the German people.
has come to be a reality in the Republic. The right of conquest is universally acMight becomes the suTo be sure, it surged to the extreme of knowledged.
(he Commune as late as the seventies of preme right, and the dispute as to what
the last century, and practiced then some is right is decided by the arbitrament of
of the savagries of the Revocation, that war, which gives a biologically just detime on Catholics. Our American Minis- cision. Arbitration treaties are detrimental to an aspiring people which is
ter of State, Mr. Washburn, a Maine
Washburn by birth, with great difficulty bent on extending its power in order to
in those trying days in Paris, at length play its part honorably in the civilized
got a terse note from the Commune, world. Germans of every profession
which read, “Permit Citizen Washburn are actively employed throughout the
He found pris- world in the service of foreign masters.
to see Prisoner Daboir.
But this is not enough. The issue preoner Daboir in a low, dark, damp cell,
sitting beside a little wooden table. He sented to Germany is ‘world power or
had been a goocf Catholic Friar through downfall.’ The German Empire is hated
a long life, spending his time ministering
everywhere because of its political and
France must be
economic prosperity.
to the poor and the lowly. He said: “Mr.
Washburn, I do not fear death: it is but so completely crushed that she can
I am praying that this never again come across our path.”
a transition.
Commenting on the above teachings,
terrible storm may pass away from my
unhappy country.” The next day they which have been extensively promulled him out, stood him against the gray gated in Germany, The Outlook says:
wall, and fired a volley; and he, making “Such are the spirit and purpose of the
Prussian war party which has brought
the sign of the cross, fell.
The Republic of France has come to on this European war. Imbued with the
stay. No military hegemony, proclaim- spirit of Frederick the Great, that party
the calls on Germany to challenge the naing “law a makeshift, and might
true rule,” will crush her. The intel- tions to a world conflict in order that
lectual, the brilliant, the chivalrous, the she may crush a hated rival, dominate
dashing, has learned its terrible lesson. Europe, and win for herself a world
It, too, can face the baptism of fire and sovereignty, under which no small naIn a late desperate tion will have a right to live, and no
death unflinching.
encounter, a French colonel, hearing great nation until it has proved its greatness at the mouth of the cannon and the
that gutteral Ge man “Vorwarts,
wreathed his arm into that of his near- point of the bayonet.”
est captain, and advancing to meet the
By this form of teaching a million war
enemy's deadly fire, turned and calmly Germans have dragged sixty-five million
asked his men, “Mes enfants, etes vous peace loving citizens into this great
venant?” Oh, yes, his children were slaughter pen. The peace and happicoming, Gaul, Roman, Goth, Bergundian, ness of Europe has been destroyed by
Frank, all coming. Just beyond that this kind of teaching. The disaster is
line of gray and that biting storm of nearly half as great in America, merely
In a
death were the serene stars of peace for- for the want of suitable teaching.
Vive France! F. F. Phillips.
ever.
liappy and prosperous community you
may say the statement, is exaggerated.
Cambridge, Dec. 12, 1814.
But take statistics and see that in every
State where divorce is allowable one
‘■THREE CEO V BRAND Guaranteed Atare annulled in the
■ dutely Pure
RE CM TARTAR is now selling fifth the marriages
divorce courts and another fifth are lead
at ten cents for * 1-4 Lb. package.”
ing unhappy lives which would be belter
divorced. Go among the crowds of floatFREEDOM
who know not the joys of
Mies Fannie Carter is visiting her sister, ing population
home life or any other form of life that
Mrs. D K. McGray, in Unity-Mrs. Almatia
Who dare challenge the
is desirable.
Wescott was in Belfast on business December statement that our
people are not taught
17th_Fred N. Flye was the guest of Dr. M. the arts of life and many of us have not
M. Small in Waterville Dec. 14lh and 15th.... been taught any other art.
It is interesting to the frontiersman to
School at the Academy closed Dec. 18th for
fine arts and watch
one week.
Mr, and Mrs. John Hubbard, who visit a class in the
the facial expression or outward manihave had charge of the girls dormitory during
festation of the action of the mind as
the past term of school, have resigned and rethe students comment on the various
turned to their home in Clinton-Dr. A. M.
specimens of art. To the frontiersman
Small was in Augusta on business Dec. 14th.... the picture of the beautiful woman disHon. George E. Bryant from Pittsfield was in played before the class is nothing but a
And the relics of an
the village on business Dec. 19th.The Russian peasant.
ancient column remind him of the stone
Knights of Pythias elected their officers for
wall his father built a half century ago.
tne ensuing year Dec. 18th as follows: E. J.
By the way, these students who are
Vose, President; William Thompson, Vice
evolving such brilliant thoughts have no
President; Fred N. Flye, Treasurer; Ralph minds. The
are just a proReynolds, Secretary and Collector; E. J. Vose, duct of the thoughts
body. The nervous system
C. E. Bryant, G. E. Worth, Trustees.
works to perfection and takes the various sensations to the central office of the
THE CELLO.
body, but if we enter we shall find the
occupant fled at the approach of the modAmong my friends I count a cello,
ern Dsvcholoeist.
The experiences comA dear old plaintive, soulful fellow,
Who bends his neck close to my ear.
mg in is all there is to life. There is no
clear
and
sweet
secrets
And whispers
such thing as real life or real electricity,
In measures soft and mellow.
or real heat.
Our Psychologist, in arguing against the fact that the mind and
And when I at the fall of night
His sweet companionship invite,
body are not one and the same thing,
He snuggles closely by my knee,
says: “Where does the body end and the
And purrs and sings in sympathy—
mind begin?” We would ask him where
He reads my thoughts aright.
the metal ends and the electricity begins
in a charged wire. He says: “Do the
For should I dream of love, his deepthe
gamut sweep
senses belong to the mind o* body?” We
Toned, throbbing strings
Of old, sweet mem’ries fond and true,
would reply that they are physical imOf bowers rare and skies of blue,
plements used by the mind. He says:
That Love’s dear secrets keep.
“Do body and mind ever act independAnd if perchance a martial rage
ently of each other?” Did the author
Has seized me that I may assuage,
ever see a body decay, or did his own
Only as he with vibrant strings
mind ever indulge in speculation, wanIn march and triumph booms and sings
dering to the uttermost parts of crea#
Until I turn the page.
tion, or going back to the source of time
drift
Should I or Sorrow’s ocean
to view anew the successive creative
First slowly, faster, then so swift
processes? Does he ever judge the fuHe gathers up the moodB I feel,
ture by the present and penetrate far
And winds them back on life’s vast reel*
Does he take
into future probabilities?
With all the tangles rift.
in such rambles?
Bennett Chappie, in National Magazine for his body along
Our author says: “Is your personality
December.___
unchanging? Neither is a bar of iron unBitter
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner?
changing. He says: “Are you the sam|
taste?
Complexion sallow? Liver perhaps self in your working and in your playing
seeds waking up. Doan’s Regulets for bilious
mood?” A person appears different,
Attacks. 25c at all stores.
depending on whether he is face, back
or side to us.
According to present day
science there is no mind in man or in the
cab of the engine as it rumbles past.
The only mind in the universe is just the
blind activities of matter. Mind is nothing but a stream of activities or proUse Ezo for Corns for three days as directed cesses. If that be the case, man is nothbut a husk in which the kernel failind on the fourth day you can easily lift out ing
ed to develop. There is no rag or spark
Four Corn—all of it.
of intellect directing our industries.
a stream of proWith every 25 cent package of Ezo for Feet, Mind is nothing but

CORNSlROPloUT

IN FOUR DAYS

Orders Solicited

France,

The processes, or movements,
in nature constitute its guiding force.
It is a question how the stream of processes can have a will and exercise the
can have afpower of choice, or how it
fection or emotion or imagination to enable him to live in a fairy land all of his

as a

nation,

once

attempted

to

jI

j

its writers had a superhuman insight inWe read
to the workings of nature.
there that there are bodies celestial and
bodies terrestial. Man has discovered
forces in terrestial bodies like gravitation, electricity, adhesion, cohesion, etc.
He observes the effects of these forces,
but can notcomprehend their nature
more than he can comprehend his own
He does not attempt to deny
nature.
the existence of these forces because he
cannot comprehend their nature.
Why
should he deny his own existence because he can not comprehend its nature?
Socially, and civilly, we are st*ll living
When we
in a Jewish age of the world.
come
under the Christian dispensation in any true sense, wars will cease,
all will be allowed the privileges of
society ami be provided with the neAs a means of bringcessities of life.
ing this about privileged classes will be
abolished; the good qualities rather than
the evil will be sought in all classes.
Elements of good will be fostered by
culture, and elements of evil will be
over-shadowed and smothered by something better. Psychology started right,
but it got derailed and it is the work of
the present generation to get it back on
the right track. A popular psychology
devotes nearly 200 pages to a discussion
of the methods by which a record of experience is woven into the nervous system.
This they declare is all the mind
there is in man. This record of activities is manufactured much after the manner of phonograph records, and man has
the phonograph,
soul than
no
more
Though emotion, intellect and will are
briefly discussed, they make no attempt
to give their relation to the individual,
The blind experiences and observations of the psychologist will be useful
to the world when he puts some form of
life into them. He can not deny that
there is animal and vegetable life in the
world. His laboratory methods are powerless to create either. From the days
of Columbus to the present time, a iifegiving principle has been acknowledged
which is as much above electricity and
gravitation as they are above the humblest forces in every day life.
As we read in the Bible man is an image of Creative Energy and he has performed some very creditable works as
witnessed in our modern industries. His
flying machines are very interesting
rivals of the birds of nature. If man
had possessed no existence superior to
his body, these manifold works of man
Is it of any
never would have existed.
interest to anybody that hundreds and
thousands of the flower of the Ameri

Marsh. Edson says he has no patience
with those people who say they can’t
think up a suitable Christinas present to

five

can

people

are

being taught

mater-

Time
was

was

RUSSIA
when

Our author thinks mind can not exist
apart from matter because it is not continually conscious. A continually conscious
mind would be out of harmony with nature, for there is rest and change in everything. Students and inventors do their
best work when the nervous system is
least active. This goes to show that our
most valuable thoughts come not from
the activities of the material body but
from that image of creative energy

There is
t

plenty

to

him for ten or fif-

and satisfy them?’’

good enough,

“We like her,” the boys and men in
the George Hart family say of a woman
relative who lately came to visit them,
“because she doesn’t kiss ub.” There
is an old-fashioned type of woman who
thinks she must kiss everybody.
Emma Starling, who has been
her sister, Mrs. Lafe Yount, has
tried three times to return to her home
in Missouri and missed the train every
Mrs.

visiting

Children are subject to
which unchecked speedy
v

regularly

as

a

preventative of

9

N|9
;li- s9i

*

TONIC, jt
childhoo,
of
gtomaefc

For relief
troubles, it is unsurpassed
East brook, Me.:
“I and my family U3e
wood’s Medicine freely
house at all times.
It i9 beneficial in
many Wajs
ly for children, who haw

9

r^9
9
9
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9
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the czar

■

neals from Potato Hill.

A Potato Hill woman lately went to
jee a sister who was ill in a neighboring
frame of mind as he regarded darkest
State, and, when she got there at 7
Africa, and other unpleasant places, re- Pclock in the
morning, there was so
and
other
and
Gorky
gardless of Tolstoy
much to do that the Potato Hill woman
a
seemed
Russia
Russians.
brilliant
iutnped to straighten things out, and
miserable nation in which bomb-throw- Jidn’t
get her hat off until noon.
and Sibernational
the
was
pastime,
ing
ia the common destination oi fearless
John Hart’s wife went to town the
citizens Some of the misery was doubtither day at 8 o’clock in the morning,
less real, and some of it was due, no
i tnd didn’t get home until nearly sundoubt, to an autocratic government, but lown. A
neighbor who went over to i
the people them- !
some of it was due to
lohn’s about noon, found him cooking :
of
habit
up
fool
keying
their
selves, and
1
linner, and abusing the women.
as the
on vodka on all occasions, just
booze business is the cause of much misthe rest ot
There are two maid -n Iadie3 living in
ery which exists throughout
the world.
I’eople don’t have to drink; his vicinity who are free to do as they
llease, and they have what every woman
no government demands that, although
there may he statesmen who are enough j hinks is the greatest thing in the world:
direction.
to drive one in that general
j An Independent Income. They could
| But now comes Russia with a reform lave married a dozen times, it is posii measure so far-reaching that it makes
known that one of them carried
^ tively
j tne progressive western nations seem at least three men along awhile, and
slow and deliberate in comparison. Right dropped them one by one when urged to
I
off the reel, and with no previous no- marry. They don’f want to get married,
a
becomes
“dry” h-- ; and are belter off than married women;
tice, Russia
Instead of spending a billion they make trips together, have little to
tion.
I dollars a year on vodka, Russia will .Io, and nre really the envy of every
Therefore
| spend nothing. Na iou-wiae prohibition, woman for mil *s around.
;e rib >on brivhen a married woman expresses pity
so long a dre"m uf she wh
a
fact
in
becomes
for
because
of
them,
“loneliness,’’it is
j gade in this country,
i
Russia by a stroke of the pen. Get that ,1 a fine thing to hear them express inas
dignation. The woman who pitied them
again; Russia, a nation almost twice
“wet
populous as o'~r own, goes from of an iast is married to a little old stick who
tried his best to marry one of the ancient
to “dry” without the formality
In a less autocratic govern- maidens.
election.
would
be
ment, such a sudden change
A story was lately told of an Atchison
impo sible; there would be much flap?ir! who is thirty-three years old, and
doodle about ruined industries, which in
booze
industries,
She
the
be
lever
had her hands in dishwater
reality would
which, out of regard to humanity, de- lever made a bed, swept a room, or did
And there would be talk of iny other kind of housework. The girl
serve ruin.
rave as an excuse that her mother would
how the farmers might suffer because
lever
let her do anything; that she
there wouldn’t be the same demand for
iidn’t want her to soil her pretty white
their hops and barley as there was in the
nationAnd you should hear the Potato
lands.
days when the busthead was the
There are many tools who
Hill women sputter when they hear the
I al emblem.
so
the
and
believe that line of talk,
itory. They don’t believe it; they say
left
the girl has pretty white hands because
change must come siowly where it is
someit
is
but
o
decide,
she refused to soil them, in spite of
for the people
scoldings from her mother.
thing that Russia has shown that nationis possible, and its rewide
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Thousands of people keep on suffering with
because they do not know what to
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Io for it.
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for Summer

prohibition

sults will be an improved Russia, just as
similar
any nation would be improved by
of the czar may
proce33. The action
hasten a similar action in this country,
which has already gone half way in that

LocatioJ

Mill Sites,
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Change in

nerves

What you want to do is to soothe the
itself. Apply Sloan’s Liniment to the surface

S< Immh.

nerve

I
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painful part—do not rub it
Liniment peretrates very quickly

over

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Jr?

with stotnai-h
'^*9
The men in the Yount family are complaints
(Signed)
Mrs. A. b
easy-going lot, and Pi tato Hill people
can’t
are greatly amused because they
Safeguard YOUR da!
aven catch a train. Mrs. Starling is now
big 35 Cent bottle-ai
dny,., 9
in the depot, and patiently waiting until
FREE Sample t.y n a,
aer train goes; she is so mad that she
won’t even let the Younts send in her “L- F-” MEDICINE C(

One
many patriots at nome and abroad.
in much the same
Russia
of
thought

ialism with the same degree of enthusiasm that Germany has been taught
the duty of war. Though some claim
that all leading universities are teaching
materialism, some are going to the opposite extreme and teaching that all
things exist in the mind of man or God.
Thus the pendulum swings to opposite
extremes.
It was from the BiDle that
the early founders of our nation got a
suggestion of every process of nature,

y.' ^il^B

sickness.
“L. P.” Atwood’s
promptly, checks those

ous

time.

the favorite indoor amusement of

direction.—Atchison, Kansas, Globe.
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The shells fired from Germany’s monster siege guns are transported in these wicker receptacles.
tained the shells fired from one of the monsters at Antwerp.
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teen cents that will look
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Marsh, says;
is, “What can I ge

day._
AND

GROWING

[Atchison, Kansu, Globe,]

saved them- Empire.
accept matter as mind and
Geo. M. Cole.
selves from being blotted off the face of
the earth by retracing their steps. As a
Medway, Mass.. Dec. 4, 1914.
nation we have become industrial rather j
than social, but that is better than to beSTOP THE CHILD’S COLDS
come military, as in Europe.
THEY
OFTEN RESULT SERIOUSLY.
modern
far
considered
I have thus
Colds. Croup and Whooping Cough are chilpsychology as atheistic, but I now assee
it
that it is as great an insult to man
dren’s ailments which need immediate atterto the Almighty to say that there is no tion. The after-effects are often most serious.
mind in nature apart from the activities Don’t
Dd
take the risk—you don’t have to.
of matter. Though the Bible is raor;
checkB theCo.d, soothes
often misinterpreted than otherwise, King's New Discovery
kills the
its teachings have proved true as far the Cough, allays the Inflammation,
Germs and allows Nature to do her healing
as the human race has progressed in
experience. Its theory of creation and work. 60c at your Druggist. Buy a bottle to- j
domestic, social and civil life prove that

cease

for

Christian ethics.
inrougn ages

cording

on

She then petitioned the King
Rheims.
be allowed to return home. Sweet
hearted girl! Imbecile King! He wanted
her to continue leading the army. His
'-,vish prevailed. The next spring in a
sortie against the Burgundians she was
captured near Compeigne, and handed
who, with the
over to the English,
Bishop of Beauvais and the University
of Paris, demanded her execution as a
sorceress. The British King granted thy
request, and in the garb of the Inquisition she was burned at the stake May
31, 1431. She died with the declaration
that her voices had not deceived her, and
with the name of Jesus on her lips.
Many who had clamored for her death
broke down in anguish. The executioner
declared he had committed an unpardonable sin. The British King’s secretary
cried out, “We are lost! We have burned
a saint!”
He" inspiration was at least
born of bravery, generosity, and patriotism.
Michelet, the French historian,
affirmed.
“She had the goodness of the
ancient martyrs, but with this difference, the early Christians remained pure
and virtuous Dy retiring from the encounter, and in separating themselves
from the struggles and temptations of
the world, while she was benign in the
fiercest conflicts, good among the bad,
burngentle even in war. Into war, that ;he greatest of all remedies for swollen,
triumph of the devil, she carried the ng, painful, sweaty feet is a free box of Ezo
spirit of Heaven.” She wept after her
to have only Ezo for
victories, relieved the sufferings of the !or Corns. If you prefer
wounded English, and prayed for the 3orns, the price iB but 10 cents, at all druggists,
(dying. Her death stamped infamy on t’s fine for bunions and callouses also.
’the Burgundians, the English, and her
own party, that had failed to save her.
Schiller, the great German poet, well
knew the true representation of the
death of a heroine, and in his masterpiece, “The Maid of Orleans,” he ends r0r fitted 'stove wood, building sand and
her career by translation to Heaven diirect from a victorious battlefield, en'ravel, and a small quantity of bard wood
folded in the banners of France. After
umber.
iGILES G. ABBOTT,
1
■five hundred years, with boom of a hundred guns, in the presence of five hunLincolnville Avenue
Tel 137-a
dred bishops, she was canonized a saint.
26tf
_A most inspiring bronze statue of her
to

To the Editor of The Journal. Two
forces are constantly at work in the
world; one accelerates human happiness,
the other brings war and misery.
Ac-

POTATO HILL NOTES.

from the downing of creation through
the various stages of childhood, domestic, social and political life, to a time
when wars shall be no more. Today
every subject hinted at in the Bible is
treated by hundreds and thousands of
volumes. Banish soul influences from
our civilization and decay will set in, the
final outcome of which would be the
ruin which overtook the great Roman

wUeh resides within thii mortal frame.
Those races who have done things in
the industrial world have aeen in nature
an architect and they have searched for
those forces which actuate nature. The
boy or mao who prefers to use his own
thinking power instead of adopting the
accumulated wisdom of the race is like a
sailor who rejects the proffered pilot.
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'EUROPEAN Ml SHATTERS KING COTTON’S
THRONE

shows conclusively the
made in a more'careful
0f the work of the

FLEECY STAPLE MUST PAY RAN-

that all of

Nation Ringe With Cries of Stricken
Industry.

be

It-

implied

any means

[>

purses, but it is clear

pi'

measure

of system

King Cotton has suffered more from
the European war than any othei agricultural product on the American
continent. The shells of the belligerents have bursted over his throne,
frightening his subjects and shattering his markets, and, panic-stricken,
the nation cries out "God save the

\i recent superintendVol ts have been made

f

e form of agreement
points of the school
pupils going from one
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would meet with less

frequently
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the case,
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.,ity of school courses.
the desirabilty of fur-
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© lStti, by American Press Association.

German soldiers
report says: “While
miity that would prenative and the wise
would retard progress ending July 1,1914, contains the first official statement of the operation of the
iled, there is much to

»*■’
M
»|l:
f
i:i

are

seen

Inspecting ruins of

an

edifice wrecked by shells.

Literary News and Notes.

pension act passed in 1913. Com
,i an agreement on esmenting on this report, it is found that
Among the articles in the Popular Mefor the year ending July 1, 1914, 151
chanics Magazine for January, the fol, ! points for all parts
lowing are
pensions were held. Three of the perespecially noteworthy:
.\stem.”
sons holding pensions died during the
"Great Elephant Butte Dam Approaching Completion;” "A Submarine-Aeroyear, leaving 148 as follows on July 1st.
a'KATERS.
Thirty of the pensioners retired since
plane-Wireless System of Seacoast Dea ter haR been elimithe school year next preceding Sept. 1,
fense”; “Perry’s Victory Memorial a
liiem it is clear from
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
and were therefo-e according to
Great Doric Column”; “Sinking Ship
1913,
ool report that the the terms of the law entitled to receive
Kun Ashore After Being Rammed”;
-till to be found. Ac- full
terms
on
the
basis
of
their
pensions
“Army Radio Plant Built in Limoures there were last
of service.
Twenty-six of these had
sine”; “Potash Deposits Found in Caliwere going over
served 35 years or more and hence were
fornia,” etc.
the work of a grade. j awarded the maximum
pension of $250. Who by special arrangement have all the
Robert Palfrey Utter, author of the
lent, indicates that
Three had served up to the 30 year limit
patterns all the time.
national waste that I and received
recently published “A Guide to Good
of $200, while one
pensions
English,” seems to have had just the
siderably reduced, if on the 25 year basis received a pension
STNO WAITING TO SEND.
H, 1.
It is pointed out
training to help him help others in writof $150. It will be recalled that the law
ing and speaking correctly. He was
oenerally represent makes provisions for those who had reborn on Puget Sound, Olympia, Washschools, that they tired
WAR AND FASHION.
prior to the date of the provisions
.vs the discouraged
ington, prepared for college in Chicago,
of its enactment being granted pensions
Salt Lake
and received his A. B.
ment that is Deing on the basis of one-half that
given to Zouave Jackets, Service Coats, Braids And degree fromCity,
Even as
Harvard in 1898.
me, but that they
those in active service atter its enactthe progress of the
Buttons, War Toggery Inspires Fashion- an undergraduate he was an editor.
Of those pensioners to whom the
ment.
Four years after graduation (except for
are members,
able Design.
retro-active feature of the law applies,
a brief ranching experience in Mexico)
robtem it is recom- 55 received
of The Journal.J
37 on thirty years of
$125,
[Correspondence
he
was
manuscript-reader (for the
larger school sys- | service received one-half the medium
There
is
New
Dec.
1914.
York,
28,
“Youth’s Companion”), reporter, and
lished special rooms
or $100, while 29 on the 25 ye'ar
pension,
no escape from the war atmosphere. copy-reader (for the New York “Evenf the most successful
received one-half the medium
basis
For four years he taught
in the teaching corps
Even though a wide ocean separates us ing Post”).
or
$75.
amount,
and studied at Harvard, where he resystems much atRelative to the claim that the enact- from the scene of conflict, we feel the ceived the
degree of Ph.D. in 1906.
ividual instruction ment of this
pension law would increase effect at every turn. Our very clothes Since then he taught English (composi•d pupils to regain
the efficiency of the public schools, the
are
infected with the war motif, since tion and literature) in Amherst College.
number of repeatreport says:
year ending July 1,
The Strand Magazine for January con“Not only have teachers whose effi- designers have not been slow in recogniznan the number reciency has become impaired been retired, ing the immense possibilities opened up tains a generous amount of fiction
:,ng year. This re- but a burden of
by writers of international reputation—
anxiety has been lifted
superintendents are from the lives of a great many teachers for them in the uniforms of the many Austin Philips, Edgar Wallace, Richard
the checking of a
nations
in
the
dreadful
struggle.
engaged
the
been
who have hitherto
Marsh, Catherine S. Kiehi and others.
oppressed by
from both a finan“Real Life Romances,” by H. GreenNEW COATS
knowledge that their meagre wages
of
view
al point
were affording little or no opportunity
Almost every day one sees a decidedly hough Smith, reaches the eighth of the
unpletely stopped. for saving against approaching age.
series, the author this month dealing
novel coat appear on Fifth Avenue, and
with the immortal Bayard.
“How they
The cost of this act will be but a fracit
is
YEAR
>1 idL
‘Broke into Print’
is continued, among
tion of one percent of the total ex- the military model that inspired
school year is gen- pense for education and will yield advan- easy to find. Nor is this borrowing con- the authors being E. Temple Thurston,
H. De Vere Stacpoole,
will directly or indirectly fined to outer
tang one of the tests tages that
garments, the bolero of Jeffery Farnol,
George Gibbs, Mary Heaton Vorse and
; an educational
sys- reach every school.”
the Turk and the short jacket of Zouave
Elbert Hubbard. “Natural Stereoscopy”
•arded.then Maine
SUPERVISION UE MAINE SCHOOLS.
are reproduced in waists with excellent is dealt with
by Louis Brennan, and
a considerable gain
the example of MassachuFollowing
Saint
Nlhal Singh continues his interestwardlr 1907 the average setts and other New England States, effect. However well supplied the
ing account of "Great Britain’s ‘Fight'ate was approxiMaine enacted in 1897 its law providing robe may he in other directions there
ing Rajahs.’
Harry Furniss, the wellschools weeks. In
for the union of towns for the employ- seems always to be a place for an extra kno vn artist and one-time “Punch” car.leased to 164 days
ment of superintendents of schools. Mas- blouse, so at
any season a display of toonist, writes on “Lightning Sketching
a further gain of
j
sachusetts originated this plan in 1870,
these garments is sure to be interesting. for the Cinematograph,” which he very
This represents a
the State aid feature in 1588 and
adding
cleverly and charmingly illustrates.
ays or more than 3 still later made the
adoption of its pro- At once practical and smart are the silk George R. Sims continues his articles on
7 year period. The
vision obligatory on all towns. All the crepe waists of sand or putty color, but- “Great Detective Feats.” The number
■■■ of 1909 in
raising other New England States, with New
toned from waist to chin in the slightly is admirably illustrated.
year from 20 to 26 York and several States of the middle
;iy responsible in a west, have since adopted the original double-breasted line borrowed from miliincrease,
plan of union supervision with su. h modamong other interesting features a welltowns and
-re 139
I
ifications as local conditions have sugwritten and well-illustrated article en.t maintained their
towns
were slow
first
Maine
At
gested.
titled, “The Land of the North Wind,’’
180 days. This is the to
the provisions of the Act of
adopt
by P. H. Godsell. “The Land of the
t..r the majority of
1897. A few pioneering towns having
North
Wind” is Keewatin, part of the
r hand 320 towns
adopted the scheme, other towns profitvast northern wilderness of Canada, inyear that was shorted by their example and voted favorably
habited only by fur traders, Indians, and
for the State,
Duron the proposals to form unions.
a few wandering Eskimos.
Mr. Godsell
these figures the
taken
ten
years, by figures
ing the past
is an authority upon this little-known
report points out. from the Maine school report, it is
region, and describes his experiences in
:.n lays or 10 school
shown that the process of bringing the
an attractive and breezy fashion.
Anous municipalities is
State under skilled supervision has been
other article which will appeal to all
t! e equality of eduthat
the
unions
and
reasonably rapid
lovers of adventure, is contributed by E.
0, hardly be claimhave been encouragingly permanent.
Torday, the veteran big game hunter,
made that legislaFor the year ending July 1, 1914, there
who has spent several years in West and
further remove this were 81 unions with 221 towns. These
Central
Africa, mostly off the beaten
i.o! mg 30 school weeks
report an increase of two unions
tracks. Adventures come to such men
There were figures
mimum.
and seven towns over the
preceding
almost daily, and in “Tight Corners”
that fell below this
There were in these 81 unions 2,Mr. Torday gives a selection of his exa. d nearly
all the year.
the
of
82
over
increase
an
529 schools;
periences, many of which are of a hualready adopted a year 1912-13. The towns paid $47,682
morous as well as an exciting character.
r less than 150 days,
for this supervision while the amount of
Other articles include an absorbing
r.g
considerably in State aid for this purpose was $63,643.
Railway Race with Robbers,” “The
v t.er.
Practically 80 per cent of the school
“Our Travels in
Mutiny of the ‘Ziba,’
is now under city or union
population
Safari-Land,” and “Three Thousand
OERGARTENS.
supervision. It is reported that there
Miles on a Raft.” The number is lavmrgarten in Maine are numerous instances of towns that
ishly illustrated—mostly by photograps.
Portland 31 years ago. desire to secure the privileges of the law
had
nine public kin- but are unable to do so because the
y
Dr. Louis C Hatch of Bangor has
1. teen teachers and
under consideration the writing of a new
neighboring towns have already perfectof 430. Following ed unions that reach the maximum prohistory of the State of Maine, to be published in connection with the 1920 centenyears, Biddeford visions of the act. It is suggested that
I.' kindergarten
and in justice to these towns and to the innial celebration. If this history is writoar action has been
terests of the small minority of children
ten, it will fill a long felt want, as a
1“; p by Bangor and not
served
by the present unions,
complete history of Maine has not been
written since 1839
Dr. Hatch has been
Augusta and Skow- measures to redistrict the State for per\ Winslow in 1913.
manent supervision should be undertakin Portland, colecting material from the
a total of thirty
en soon.
archives of the Maine Historical society,
s in Maine with fifty
but was disappointed with the scarcity
of original sources there.
registration of 1264. lMiJ£KJ£SilMU D-tlilSDAllViL df/ddlUll
Gathering
phase of the school
material for the history will mean travelhool report says,
The Maine legislature wiil be seated next
the
over
State, inspecting files of
ing
McCall Designs
month under conditions never before encountie movement for the
newspapers, and will be rather trying on
the Senate the
In
in
Maine
tered
law-making,
the eyes, and for these reasons, he is not
dergartens has been
have a clean plurality of 3; in the
eression that institu- Republicans
decided about undertaking the
House the Democrats have a small plurality, tary models. Long sleeves of the mate- fully
te unduly expensive,
The
best existing history of
the Republicans a threatening minority, and rial end
in cuffs edged with a narrow work,
her a close analysis of the
Marne is that by William D. Williamson,
Progressives an annoying handful. On
the
same
and
of
edges
rove that there is jusfur,
piping
will
have
piping
published in 1832, with a new and enjoint ballot the Democrats apparently
mpression. In any 91, the Republicans 87, and the Progressives 4. the straight Standing collar and the front larged edition, issued in 1839. ThiB tells
The organization of the two branches will be
Igarten has so fully jusPierrot ruches and ruffles that the story of Maine from its discovery in
'f providing the most interesting to follow, the deliberations and closing.
1620 down to its separation from Massaof the joint sessions will be intensely stand out above the modish straight colJ
voting
method of covering
chusetts, in 1820. Born in Bangor in
and some of the battles of the sesinteresting,
the
neck is 1872, Dr. Hatch was graduated from
"ned from the home to
lars, are becoming, unless
sion will without doubt be very spectacular.
IS ail
agency for adjustIn order to follow the history of this legislashort. In that case there are no end of Bowdoin in 1895, then spending six years
new social relationin Cambridge, where he was engaged in
ture you should have a daily copy of the news"turn over” effects, and deep points of
auction into our school paper which is best equipped and located to
historical research. Harvard awarded him
I more energetically cover this big piece of Maine news every day. organdie or lace that make for length the Ph. D.
degree on the publication of
Th
Kennebec Journal has a staff which in
and slenderness of effect.
his thesis, which he later elaborated into a
editorial talent ai d reportorial efficiency is unMATINEE BLOUSES
book, The Administration of the Re"INS IN MAINE.
equalled in Maine, and it is especially well
Cream tinted net, over a lining of flesh volutionary Army.
report for the year equipped m every detail to cover the legislanew
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tive news.
This winter the Kennebec Journal will turn
the best men on its staff to the business of
! reporting and interpreting the movements of
! the legis'ative session, and the paper will bring
| out in detail the meaning of every movement
j of importance.
Advance notices of all the committee hear; ings are published in the Journal, a matter of
I great importance to those who are watching
| new legislation. The Journal also publishes
at the opening of the session
biographical
sketches of the members of the legislature,
1

Ipe-ru-na
■’ii

K

Ar"!

L.

Companion

accompanied by portraits.
The price of the Daily Kennebec Journal

will be $1 25 for the session.
Address: Kennebec Journal
gusta, Maine.

Company, Au-

Doan’s inspires confident—Doan’s
Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan’s Ointment
for skin itching. Doan’s Regulets for a mild
laxative. Sold at all drug stores.
The

name—

j

|

colored chiffon trimmed with triple bands
of velvet ribbon in graduated width, to
match the color of the skirt, makes a

THREE CROW BRAND Guar inteed Absolutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
at ten cents for a 1-4 Lb. package."

very successful model. The deep square
collar and cuffs are trimmed to match,
and the short reveres with which the col-

BUYS AND GIRLS AT U. OF M.

University of Maine, Dec. 23—The boys
and girls of the Agricultural Clubs who have
small velvet buttons to maich those that been spending the past two days here went
close the waist in front, arranged in ; home today, after having had the time of their
said—and lots of them are coming
groups of threes. A second dressb louse j lives, they
lor finishes in front

are or

namented with

| is of chiffon velvet and gold colored lace.
The latter forming the sleeve, collar, and
under the
which shows
underblouse

slashed velvet jumper, which is bound

here to college, they say.
As nearly ail of the students are home on
their Christmas vacations, the visiting boys
and girls had the full run of the place and investigated every nook and corner of the uni-

versity, and

saw

many

strange sights.

Every-

king!”
People from every walk of life have
contributed their mite toward rescue
work. Society has danced before the
king; milady has decreed that the
family wardrobe shall contain only
cotton goods; the press has plead
with the public to "buy a bale”;
bankers hav§ been formulating holding plans; congress and legislative
bodies have deliberated over relief
and
writers
statesmen
measures;
have grown eloquent expounding the
inalienable rights of "His Majesty”
and presenting schemes for preserving the financial integrity of the
stricken staple, but the sword of Europe has proved mightier than the pen
of America in fixing value upon this
product of the sunny south. Prices
have been bayoneted, values riddled
and markets decimated by the battling
hosts of the eastern hemisphere until
the American farmer has suffered a
war loss of $400,000,000, and a bale
of cotton brave enough to enter a
European port must pay a ransom of
half its value or go to prison until the
war is over.
Hope of the Future Lies In ..Co-operation.
The Farmers’ Union, through the
columns of the press, wants to thank
the American people for the friendship, sympathy and assistance given
the cotton farmers In the hour of distress and to direct attention to cooperative methods necessary to permanently assist the marketing of all
farm products.
The present emergency presents as
grave a situation as ever confronted
the American farmer and from the
viewpoint of the producer, would seem
to justify extraordinary relief measures, even to the poiiit of bending the
constitution and straining business
rules in order to lift a portion of the
burden off the backs of the farmer,
for unless something is done to check
the invasion of the war forces upon
the cotton fields, the pathway of the
European pestilence on this continent
will be strewn with mortgaged homes
and famine and poverty will stalk over
the southland, filling the highways of
industry with refugees and the bankruptcy court with prisoners.
All calamities teach us lessons and
the present crisis serves to illuminate
the frailties of our marketing methods and the weakness of our credit
system, and out of the financial anguish and travail of the cotton farmer
will come a volume of discussion and
a mass of suggestions and finally a
solution of this, the biggest problem
in the economic life of America, if,
indeed, we have not already laid the
foundation for at least temporary relief.
More Pharaohs Needed in Agriculture.
Farm products have no credit and
perhaps can never have on a permanent and satisfactory basis unless wre
build warehouses, cold storage plants,
elevators, etc., for without storage and
credit facilities, the south is compelled to dump Its crop on the market
at harvest time. The Farmers' Unions
in the cotton producing states have
for the past ten years persistently advocated the construction of storage
facilities. We have built during this
period 2,000 warehouses with a capacity of approximately 4,000,000 bales
and looking backward the results
would seem encouraging, but looking
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Infants

officera will bo mode at the next

Mra. Ernest Bowen of Morrill were Christman
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. u. B.
Knowlton Friday.... Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Gray entertained a party of friends at dinner
Christmas Day.

j
j

|
:

j

j
j
j
!

j

j
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5EARSMONT.
Grand Patron Frank E. Dill and Grand Secretary Mrs. Annette H. Hooper organized
Rosewood Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star,
in Searsmont, Dec. 16th. There are twentynine charter members and the officers are as
follows: Worthy Matron. Alice Hunt; Worthy
Patron, Milbury F. Hunt; Associate Matron,
Eva Moody; Secretary, Angelia Millett; Treasurer, Fannie Cobb; Conductress, Helen Cobb;
Associate Conductress, Maiy Cobb; Chaplain,
Anna Palmer; Marshal, Alice Andrews; Or*
ganist, Lilia Miller; Adah, Minerva Packard;
Ruth, Bertha Cushman; Esther! Mrs RolerBon;
Martha, Martha Butler; Electa, Ruth Pacaard;
Warder, Margaret Thomas; Sentinel, Mark
Rolerson. Mr. and Mrs. Will Ripley, Mr. and
Mre.Ernest Wing and Mrs.Ora Bryant of Arbu-

Chapter, Liberty,

tus
ber

were

guests....A

num-

of friends spent Christmas Eve very pleasantly at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Milbury
Hunt. The rooms were decorated in a very
j artistic manner and the old home, which was
originally the home of Mr. Hunt’s grandfather,
Mr. Ladd, presented a very cheerful appear-

<

j

ance.
After listening to the following program the gifts were taken from a well laden
tree by the host and very carefully distributed
by his daughter, little Imo&ene. Most valued
of all her gifts was a black Dinah, 24 inches in
I height, made and presented by Mrs. George
Cooper. The program: prayer, Rev. J. N.
Palmer; singing; recitations by Alice Palmer,

i

j

Elizabeth Palmer, and Imogene Hunt; reading,
Marion Gould; original poem, Miss Millett.

•-.i-
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Chik^en.

and

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Svr;;os.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms rnd allays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
a

The Kind Yon Have

Always Bought

30 Years.

In Use For Over
•-

■<*!■•

««

COMPANY.

NtW

YORK

CiTV

Searsport and Swanville

!

AT YOUR REQUEST. My services as Undertaker
will be subject to your call at any hour. Bv the use
of telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
same prompt and considerate attention that has
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two jeers,
and at no extra charge.

j

With competent assistant, are]
at your

*

service, dag

or

laige stock,

I

\

34tf

night.

\

jj

am

j

1

CHAS. R. COOMBS, Belfast, Me.
BUY

YOUR

Watches, Clocks and doneJewelry
by

of. and be sure to have your work

W. M.

THAYER,

Phoenix Row.

Jeweler,

^

forward,

we
are
able to house less
than one-third of the crop and warehouses without a credit system lose
90 per cent of their usefulness. The
problem is a gigantic one—too great
for the farmer to solve unaided. He
must have the assistance of the banker, the merchant and the government.
In production we have reached the
high water mark of perfection in the
world's history, but our marketing
methods are most primitive.
In the
dawn of history we find agriculture
plowing with a forked stick but with
a system of warehouses under governmental supervision that made the
Egyptians the marvel of civilization,
for who has not admired the vision of
Joseph and applauded the 7,'isdom of
Pharaoh for storing the surplus until
demanded by the consumer, but in
this age we have too many Josephs
who dream and not enough Pharaohs
who build.

1

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just oft Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

nr*let youfTcrops
|
/

\

DECIDE

u»n

Manufactured
They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
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JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.

<

IjTHE

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY. NEW

YORKj

H. C. HofFses
CLEANING,
S TEA IMPRESSING

HUMPHREYS’
Free

Medical I?ook—in. cele-

bration of sixty years we have
published a revised edition of
Dr.

Humphreys'

ond REPAIRING,

! Washington

Manual of all

of
treatment
and
care
the
the sick with
Humphreys'
Remedies.
No.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
lO
13
14
15
18

FOR

Hose Co

WILL HAVE THEIR

diseases, giving in minute detail

ANNUAL^

BALL IN THE

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

At 52high Shut.

OKDEH,

Tei. 216-13

For Sale

OPERA HOUSE

Price

PeTers, Congestions, inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever.25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25

time.
Diarrhea, of Children aud Adults.25
matching Bilk braid. thing was done to give them a good
The boys brought exhibits of potatoes of
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Deep cuffs of the velvet, their points their own raising, with records to show what
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.23
specimens
reacning to the ellow finish the sleeve, they cost, while the girls exhibited
Home.
Chiistmas at Soldiers’
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
which they did themselves.
of
canned
beans,
and small rhinestone and jet buttons
Crouj:, :loarseCough, Laryngitis .23
and
the
of
prizes,
awarding
Today came
i.:lu*u:n. Eruptions.23
Salt
ToGUS, Me., Dec. 25. Two vaudeville trim cuffs, ends of surplice, and lace many of the boys and girls went home with
Rheumatism, Lumbago.23
in their pockets. Over $460
shows were the features of a happy day
money
jingling
arid Ague, Malaria.25
Fever
neck
the
V
closing.
body at
was distributed.
at the National Soldiers’ Home today.
17 Piles. Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal. 25
toPUTTY COLORED VOILE
Class
A,
In
the
highest
Influenza,Cold InHead.25
Coin*ih.
boys
potato
clubs,
19
hall
was
attractiveThe immense dining
20 Whooping Cough.25
A new tucked blouse of fine French tal score, Raymond Hall, Brooks was 2nd, $7,
ly decorated. Atone end of it the large
in
*u,>
j«iiressed,DUM8ultBreathing.25
Asthr
21
South
3d,
$3;
and
China,
Harry
Christmas tree was a blaze of colored voile in the fashionable Putty and sand Class B, Thompson,
greatest profit, Raymond Hall, 27 Kidney Disease.25
electric lights. Just in front of the tree shades, has a high straight collar of the Brooks, was 2nd, $7; in Class C, highest j ield, 28 Kervoue Debility. Vital Weahness.1.00
voile topped by deep points of white or- John Hobbs, Jr., Brooks, was 1st, $10, and Ray- 38 Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bed.25
was an arch formed with two large Am34 8oro Throat. Quinsy.23
erican flags. The other smaller dining gandie. The same points finish the cuff mond Hill, Brooks, 8d, $3.
25
77 UCrippc-Crlp.
of the tailored shirt sleeve. Square cut
rooms and official quarters at the home
(old by druggtou. or sent on receipt of price.
black
moire
riowere decorated with holly, smilax, everjet buttons and a tie of
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comm
The decorating was bion give the note of black now so mod- rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil. Fine for cots William .nd Ann BlreeU.h’ew York.
green and plants.
in
Should
be
braises.
every
home,
ish.
barns,
kept
done under the direction ot HowardJA.
88c end 60c.
Fannie Field.
Safford the chief gardener.
at

regular meeting, Dec. 28th, and the inatallation will take place sometime in January....
Mr. and Mra. Ralph Overlock and children of
Freedom, Mr. and Mrs. George Dow, Mr. and

...

By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers’ Union.

phazard, unplanned

appointed

Mn. C. B. Holt nan m nous* party Christmas
week, with the following guests: Dr. John
Ells, Miss L$da Morrill of Belmont, Miss Fannie Gilman, class ’15, Cashing Academy, Ash-

burnham, Mess., and Mr. Harold Campbell,
class ’15, Colby college. Mr. Campbell supplied
the church here during hie summer vacation,
making many friends who were very glad to
welcome him again. He gave a line sermon at
the cLurch Sunday morning which was much
enjoyed by those present.Mrs. Marl ton
Knowlton, who was called to Camden by the
critical illness of her mother, Mrs. Mary Owen,
about ten days ago, returned home Saturday.
The Christmas tree and exercises were
held in the Grange hall Wednesday evening
and were well attenae 1. The exercises consisted of music and readings, appropriate to
Christmas, after which the gifts were distributed. There were bags of nuts, candy and
popcurn for all and it was hard to decide which
enjoyed it the most, the children or the grown
ups. Mr. I. P. Griffies had charge of the
affair, which means success.... Allen Knowlton, who had been helping out at the Express
office in Belfast the past week, returned home
Sunday... "Word waB received Saturday of the
death of William W. Hurd, who died Christmas
morning at his home on Pleasant street in
Pittsfield. Mr. Hurd was born in Liberty,
moving to Pittsfield about eight years ago.
His remains will be brought here for burial
Monday....At the annual meeting of Arbutus
Chapter No. 19, O. E. S, held Monday evening,
Dec. 14th, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Mrs. Stella Nelson, W.
M.; Mr. Ernest Wing, W. P.; Miss Jessie Norton, A. M.; airs. Eva N. Ripley, Sec ; Mrs.
Harriet Clough, Treas.; Mrs. Cora Skidmore,
C$hd.; Miss Artie Johnson, Assoc. Cond. The

SOM INTO THE COFFERS OF
WAR.

following

UBBBTY.

January 22.
FRANK A. NYE,
Undertaker and Licensed
Embalmer.

I

AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39.00
-AT-

JACKSON & HALL’S

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.

TO LET

SEARSPORT Mi 60 MAIN ST., BELFAST

Two good, small rents, very reasonable, to small families. Ir quire ot
It. C. BUZZELL

T*l*phoae connection* at both place*.
I Stl
A U call* anaaered promptly.

Republican Journal

The

1914
BELFAST. THURSDAY. DECEMBER 31.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

one

Advertising Terms. For one square,
week
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one
uid 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
months; 50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six
months.

Bradstreet’s reports a record busiin favored sections, but the holiday
trade not equal to last year. Wholesale

ness

quiet.

lines

manufacturing

beaten in three

Teddy Roosevelt was
straight heats in ahorse
mouth, N. H., Christmas
has been

race

at Ports-

It

afternoon.

hard year for the Moose.

a

Fernald-Simmons. There wm » qniet wedding Dec. 26th at the home of Mr. and Mre.
John Lash in Friendship, Me., when Mr. Tol-

2
PRICE SALE

food sent from this country

an

attempt

appropriate
to

the starv-

ing Belgians; fortunately frustrated
through the intervention of an American
consul.

Poultney Bigelow complains that
New York paper made him call Bernard
Shaw “an intellectual ass” when what

a

an inthat Mr. Shaw is
tellectual asset.
Most people will give the “intelligent

he meant

was

credit

compositor”

for

knowing

more

than the writer.

family, who had charge of all the arrangeThursday evening Mr. Fernald and
Miss Simmons were given a surprise by South
Waldoboro friends to the number of fifty, who
ments.

preceding

amount of dividends paid by the
team railroads of the State. Another
are
item in the "war tax” the people

total
s

to pay as a result of electing
Democratic president and congress.

compelled

a

the
A dose friend of Bryan's makes
that President Wilstatement
guarded

State may retire
son’s Secretary
and
from the Cabinet at no distant date,
Secre“The
that
is
reason
the alleged
his tastes, a
tary is naturally domestic in
which has
home
life,
something
of
lover
of

been denied him during the years of his

public career.”

Rats!

pound and shoes at
next
$10 a pair are possibilities in the
two years, in the opinion of government
a
and stockyards experts, after taking
Meat a': 50 cents

a

of the cattle in the country and
finding the visible supply less than 35,census

300,000 head.
yearlings and

As this includes calves,
full grown stock, the num-

capable of breeding is realarming deficient supply.

ber of animals

duced to

an

Mar y have contended that lobsters are
increasas plentiful as ever and that the
ed price was due to the larger demand.
A statistical bulletin from the Bureau of
Fisheries at Washington disproves this
theory, showing that the weight of lobsters caught has steadily gone down since
1880. This would indicate that unless
are taken for the protection of
measures

this crustacean, the lobster may disapand the
pear as have the wild pigeon
buffalo.
The vote of 197 for to 189 against National Prohibition in the House of Rep-

resentatives is regarded by its opponents
final defeat of the measure, but is
not so regarded by its advocates, and the
size of the affirmative vote was a surprise to people generally. It was not a
as

a

party vote, and 110 Democrats
corded in the affirmative. Of the Maine
delegation Hinds and Peters voted yes
and McGillieuddy no. Mr. Guernsey was
were

re-

absent, having been called to Dover to
attend the funeral of his father-in-law,
Dr. Lyford, but was paired. If present
he would have voted yes.
The London Times in a recent editorial
expressed the Nation’s grat.tude to

America for material proofs of sympathy
and affection ar.d for the work done for
victims of the war. It detailed a long
of

Ust

American war

charities,

and

added
jin an msiory mere nas ueen nu v»um
like it. Npver before have we received
from another people proof so moving of
interest and regard. We are not an effusive Nation, but the American self-sacrifice and warm kindliness have sunk deep
into our hearts.
“If we cannot today unite with our
American friends in a great peace celebration, we can at least bear testimony
to the unparalleled munificence of their
charity and the good will they are showing to all, but not least to ourselves and
our

Allies.”

The Democratic Congress, having fail>'?d last year to take assistant postmasservice,
ters from under the civil
abolish the office
now
proposes to

adoption of a special
rule making such
legislation in order as a rider
upon the Postoffice

through

the

They also have a
regard to the 92
postoffices in Maine, offices

appropriation
little

scheme

bill.

with

fourth class
where the salaries are in excess of $500.
Examinations for the establishment of
held at these offices
some months ago and in many of them
Republicans qualified. But there were

an

eligible

list

were

not three candidates for each office who

qualified as eligible for appointment,
and the department is claiming that it is
entitled to have three eligible names to
oAoose fourth class postmasters from.
The department cannot require that
there be Democrats on the list of eligibles, but by requiring that there be
three candidates to choose from the op-

portunity to nominate Democrats is improved. In this connection the Washington correspondent of the Boston Herald says:

‘‘Senator Johnson has

some

lively post-office contests on his hands,
notably at Belfast and Bangor. Otherwise there are few federal plums ripeni ng in Maine. A dozen or so fourth
class postmasters
will be named in
Maine before long, bjt these are offices
'with small salaries.”
"THREE ChOW BRAND Guaranteed Abeo
lutely Pure CREAM TARTAR it now selling
at ten cento for a 1-4 lb, package.”

B

H.

Miss Simmons with a beautiful wilRefreshments were served and a
Mr. and
was spent.
very enjoyable evening
Mrs. Fernald will make their home after this
winter in South Waldoboro, where they have a
rocker.

———~■■■■■

=j.

—__
of support.
Jerome B. Wood, of Rockland, who served in
second battery of Maine Volunteer Light Artillery is down for $50 a month. He is 73
Photographs filed with the Senate
years old.
Committee “show claimant’s unfortunate and
grievous condition.” M. Teresa Sampson, of
means

comfortable little home.

Our

The many friends of
Varney-Burrill.
Evart Varney of Unity and Miss Ida Burrill of
Troy will be interested to learn of their marriThe
age, which took place in Unity, Dec. 24th,
bride is the daughter of Fred Burrill of Burnham, formerly of Pittsfield, and recently returned from Massachusetts, where she had

[Special

Washington Letter.
to

The

Republican

Journal ]

Washington D. C., Dec. 28.19Ufast

postmastership

is

ripening

and

The Belwhen Con-

;

ex
after the Holidays it is
No. 12 Kelsey street, Waterville, and 93 years
have a
will
Johnson
old is to be pensioned at $20 a month as widow
Senator
that
pected
and confirmabeen engaged in teaching school. The groom,
of Enoch Sampson, who was a private in the
Democrat ready for nomination
formerly proprietor of a general store in tion. The matter, however, is causing him a First Maine Cavalry.
Winnecook and now located in Unity, is the
Ab the district is
lot of trouble and worry.
son of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Varney of
House by a Republican,
in
the
represented
candidate for
Hartland Avenue, Pittsfield. Mr. Varney and
the endorsement of the winning
his bride passed Christmas in Pittsfield with the office falls upon Senator Johnson. He is
sentiment of the com- OAK HILL, (Swanvllle)
his parents.
trying to ascertain the
Edward Trichy of Belfast was the guest of
are working so
munity, but rival candidates
n tjuici weuum^ uutuilK£.LiAnU*CinK/tvoun.
his friend Douglas Webster Dec. 22nd and
that the Senator can
|
feverishly
and
earnestly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
home
of
Erickred at the
23d....Mrs. L. O. Hanley and daughter Ruth
decide.
son, Union Street, Rockport, Tuesday evening, not easily
of
South
are
Thomaston
Mrs.
Givii
Hanley’s
visiting
the
There are to be examinations under
Dec. 15th, when their daughter, Miss Amelia
92 mother, Mrs. W. R. Peavey... .Stephen Cunlatter part of January for
M. Erickson, was joined in marriage to Stan- Service in the
ningham and Mrs, Henry Littlefield of Greenover Maine.
all
ley V, Ireland of Lincolnville, Me. The cere- fourth class postmasterships
bush are visiting their uncle, Isaac Nickerson,
is a
This
Waldo
county.
in
are
of these
mony was performed by Rev. A, G. Littlefield, Some
and also their aunt, Mrs. Ann Webb....Geo.
effort to avoid nominating Repubpastor of the Baptist church. The bride is one Democratic
were guests of his
time Repub- Harvey and Josiah
licans to these offices. Manv old
of Rockport’s most attractive young ladies and
famil- sister Mrs. Kaler, in Frankfort Christmas day.
or members of their
lican
postmasters,
much liked by all. She is a graduate of the
_Mrs. E. C. Peavey,]Mrs. L. |0.| Hanley and
the Civil Service examinations
Rockport High School, class of 1910. They ies, qualified by
Ruth Hanley were guests of Mrs. James Walnames
Their
in
Maine.
will locate in Mattawamkeag, with the best for postmasterships
offices. lace Sunday.... Miss Bernice Damm returned
went upon the eligible lists for these
wishes of their old friends.
have the to E?field, Dec. 28th, where she is attending
But Democrats are claiming they
Civil Service law to have an High school.
Knight-Jackson. The marriage of Oliver right under the
least three for every post- KNOX.
at
of
list
eligible
L. Knight of Lincolnville and Miss Alta E. |
want three eligibles at least for
All the town students
attending other
Jackson of this city took place Saturday night office and they
offices schools
one of these 92 fourth class post
are at home for the Christmas vacaDec. 26th, at the Baptist parsonage. Union i every
of over tion....
in Maine, each of which pays a salary
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement, Mrs.
street, Rev. W. F. Sturtevant performing the
a year.
Consequently Democrats will be Bessie Ingraham, Mrs. Annie B. Aborn, Miss
$500
the
and
service.
using
single ring
ceremony
with
these
offices
J Addie B. Cross, Mrs. Annie Foss and Miss
to enter the lists for
The groom is the stage-drivei and rural mail I urged
that by taking the examinations they I Ura Wentworth attended the State
Grange
carrier between Belfast and Lincolnville and the idea
to get on the eligible and visited friends in Lewiston_Mrs. Clara
The bride is a pleas- may pass high enough
is well known in Belfast.
and
RepreJohnson
Senator
^ Kenney of Howard, R. I., is visiting at Dan
ing and popular young woman and many list, whereupon
sentative McGillicuddy will seek reasons why Bradford’s_Mr. Theron Richardson and famfriends wish them happiness and prosperity.
over
be
shall
preferred
the Democratic eligible
ily have returned to their home in Nogales,
the Republican eligible. It may not be alto- Arizona... John Penney presented his wife
Dyspepsia is America’s curse. To restore
a satisfactory proceeding to the people, with a Peerless Steam Washer for a Christdigestion, normal weight, good health and gether
but Maine Democrats are very hungry for the mas present, and says that washday in no
purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters.
patronage. A Democratic administration at longer dreaded in his home_Mr. J. C..
Sold at all drug stores. Price, $1.00.
Washington is so rare they do not want to miss Aborn of Belfast spent the week-end at B. Ls
the opportunity of getting as many as possible Aborn’s-Mrs. Jennie D. McGray, who has
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
of the faithful upon Uncle Sam’s pay roll.
been helping Mrs. Jennie Richardson, nas reSenator Burleigh of Maine is remaining at turned home....Mi88 I.ena Bailey has been
The following transfers of real estate were
Washington over the holidays. He was one of helping Mrs. Lettie Bradford in Thorndike.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
the first New England senators to arrive here
December
1914.
the
week
for
ending
30,
CENTER MONTVILLE
for the session and is devoting himself industo
Lee
Sanford
Clifford Bean and Miss Clarissa Place were
Sanford
Howard, Belfast,
to the interests of his constituents.
triously
married in Searsmont Dec. 23rd. They are reHoward, do ; land eni buildings in Belfast.
Senate Republicans of recent weeks, since the
Forest H. Berry, atockton Springs, to James
with the groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
November election, have been girding them- siding
A. Pierce, Jr., do.; land and buildings in
Ed. Bean....Mrs, Eliza Bean is ill and is being,
selves for vigorous opposition to many phases
Stockton Springs
cared for by Mrs. Ed. Bean... .Miss Mary H
of the Democratic administration, and are
Charles F. Knox, Belfast, to Lizzie A. BasMason of Chelsea, Mass., is visiting her parthi3
for
Sena
purpose.
having reorganization
sick, do ; land and buildings in Belfast.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 0. Mason.... Miss
his
long political experiator Burleigh, with
William A. and Mary R. Henderson, Saint
Miriam G. Bartlett is at home for the holience and his standing as a business man, is
John, N. B., to John Sanborn and James L
days. .Mr. and Mrs Fred Gay will have a rean active part in this Senate work.
taking
James, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast, j
at Grange hall, Wednesday evening,
One of the important missions of the Republi- ception
Sarah E. Curtis, Winterport, to George A. |
....Mrs. George Jackson, who has been staycan opposition will be to prevent any more
Berry, Everett, Mass.; land and buildings in j
ing with her mother, Mrs. Rebecca] Poland, for
disastrous legislation by the administration,
j
Frankfort.
some time, is much improved in health and has
In this connection particular efforts will be j
Flora L, Spencer, Monroe, to Laura J. Bradreturned to her home in Searsmont..,.Mr. and
directed against the President’s ship purchase ]
ley, do ; land and buildings in Monroe.
Mrs. Ralph Carter and son of Belfast spent
bill. Senator Burleigh believes this very un| the past week with Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Emity H. Monroe, et al., Lincolnville, to
desirable legislation. It would commit the |
Florence C, Macleod, Everett, Mass.; land and
Allen-A school entertainment was held in
government to the purchase and operation of i
buildings in Lincolnville.
the Grange hall Dec. 22nd, under the direction
ships to a maximum of $30,0(H,000, Such opGeorge and Florence Fuller and Barbara A
Mrs Hall of Searsmont. The
erations would be largely to South America I of the teacher,
Neal, Palermo, to Orren M. Crumitt, Somer-,
hall was well filled and the program much enar.d
would come in competition with Maine
ville; land and buildings in Palermo.
K.iiltAnorotArl ohma
Qunafnr Klir. i joyed.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gay have moved
Harry Weymouth, et als.. Oak Park, 111., to
believes the Republicans will be able to j onto their farm.
leigh
Merle Whitcomb, Belfast; land and buildings
prolong consideration of the appropriation | MORRILL.
in Knox.
bills sufficiently to leave no time for taking j
The Morrill Sunday School reorganized last
Abbie M. Ordway, Searsmont, to George A,
the purchase bill. Democrats are very
Sunday,making choice of T. N. Pearson, M. D.(
Jackson, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont. up
averse to an extra session of Congress next
as Supt.; Elisha Brown, Asst. Supt.; Lilia PearHenrietta H. White, Brookline, Mass., to
and to prevent this they \
Norman H. White, do.; land and buildings in spring and summer
son, Secy.; E. E. Bowen, Treas.; J. O. Blake*
must pass the appropriation bills before March |
Librarian, and Mrs. Bertha Mears, organist'
Northport.
1
Daniel A. Campbell, Winterport, to Charles 4th, next.
Agreeably to promise Supt. Pearson distributof
corremass
Senator
a
Burleigh has had
ed presents to nine pupils who had not missed
E. Campbell, do.; land and^buildings in WinterI
of
Conspondence from Maine at this session
a
the past year. Among them was Russel
port and Frankfort.
1 day
People from all over the State are Blake, who has not missed a session for six
Charles E. Campbell, Winterport, to Daniel gress.
writing him on a wide variety of subjects. He I years. He also gave presents to nine others
A. Campbell, do ; land in Winterport.
has received very many petitions in behalf of who had
only missed on account of illness.
National Prohibition, but the contest over this j The
MAINE CROP REPORTS.
Sunday school held 50 sessions the paBt
issue has been chiefly before the National j
year with an average attendance of 82. The
Final estimate of acreage, production and House. A vote was had there
early in the | largest number present at one time was 147
price Dec- 1st, in the States, and production week. Efforts will probably be made to get i The
Sunday school gave Dr. Pearson a rising
and price in the United States.
the Hobson resolution, or one like it, before vote of thanks for his faithful, unselfish work
in
and
beets
of
tons;
sugar
hay
Quantities
the Senate this winter, but with small chances
during the years be has been superintendent.
tobacco in pounds; cotton in bales; other pro- of success. The
junior Senator has had a lot ....Rev. C. M. Fogg occupied the pulpit last
for
Prices
and
beets
in
ducts in bushels.
hay
of business before the Departments which he
Sunday, and goes to his pastorate in Cherrydollars per ton; cotton and tobacco, cents per has been
clearing up as fast as possible. The field Dec. 31st. Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt
pound; flaxseed, dollars per bushel; other pro. holidays have given him a chance to get a lot
have accepted a call to the pastorate in this
ducts, cents per bushel.
of Maine matters off his desk. Senator Burnext
p ace and Mr. Hunt will preach here
Wheat sown this fall in the United States,
leigh is one of the busiest minority members Sunday_The Morrill Dramatic Club gave
with
37,100,000
41,300,000 acres, compared
of the “upper legislative branch.”
the drama “Me and Otis" at the Grange hall
acres sown last year; condition, 88 3 per cent,
Quite a number of Maine veterans of the to a full house last Saturday night... .Misses
the
90
with
average.
3,
10-year
compared
to
increased
the
are
on
War
Civil
way
pen- Grace and Joanna Simmons and Hugh SimMaine.
sions by enactment of Congress at the present
7
«-*•
mons, who have been spending Christmas with
"i 2
or*
The Senate has just disposed of a
session.
their mother, Mrs. Anna Simmons, will return
e 3
2
W
n
considerable ba.ch of these private pension to their schools thiB week.
"r
88
736
46
bills and the House will consider them in due
I
j 1914. 16
608
87 ?eason.
C0RN.1 1913
The name of Rufus N. Brown, of UNITY.
3
81
1.09
1914.
Much interest is being taken in the Camp
WH„,T
of Company G, First
WHEAT. i 1913.
76
3
1.01 swanville, Maine, private
Fire organization recently formed, with Miss
57
Maine Heavy Artillery, is on the list at $40 a
„Arro
j 1914. 141 5.781
and the following
55
OATE.( 1913. 140 5,600
Dr. F. C. Small, of Belfast, wrote a Gertrude Gray as guardian
month.
81
150
5
(1914
as members:
Margaret Soule, Edythe
„,PI„V
letter to Washington telling how Brown is to- enrolled
Norton, Mary Rodins, Virginia Woods, Luella
60
42
348
19,4
tally disabled by rheumatism.
RIIPKWHFAT
BUCKWHEAT..JJ m3.
Merle Gerald, Erma
]3
41g
5g
The name of John A. Patterson, of Belfast, Ward, Virginia Foster,
33
»4914. 130 33’800
Murray, ,01a Berry... .Mrs. Fannie Pillsbury
PflTATOFS
on the Senate list for a pension of $40 a
also
is
rOrAlUEcs.
53
128 28,160
1913
Twelfth of Waterville has been in town the past week,
|1914. 1,230 1,414 13.10 month. He was in Company H,
1390
Dr. E D. Tapley, of Bel- called here by the death of Mrs. Clara Pillsbury
1,194
1,194
Maine Volunteers.
HAY.11913
K. P. ball at Adams hall Friday evenfast, wrote to Washington in Patterson’s be- _The
number. An oyster
a
half, telling how he is 66 years old and totally ing was enjoyed by large
the post
supper was served in the hall over
iisabled.
furnished for the dance by
Jonathan S. Nickerson, of Searsport, Maine, office. Music was
of
Brooks,...Mrs. R. C
77 years old and once of Company D, Nine- Lane’s orchestra
her mother, Mrs. Harding, went
and
Whitaker
the
of
is
another
Volunteers,
Maine
teenth
Bad blood,—that is, blood that is
Mrs. Harding will pass
Pine Tree State veterans down on the Senate to Boston Tuesday.
impure or impoverished, thin and list for a pension soon of $40 a month. He the winter there with her daughter, Mrs. Rampale,—is responsible for more ail- was a prisoner of war in the hands of the ene- sey.... Miss Mabel Bacon, who is teaching in
ments than anything else.
three months. He has Lynn. Mass., is at home for a short vacation
my for a little over
It affects every organ and function.
to old age and war
Philip Grant, a student at the U. of M., is
due
infirmities
largely
many
In some cases it causes catarrh; in
The Senate Committee on pensions at home for a few days.... Chesley Reynolds
lervice.
others, dyspepsia; in others, rheuma- was informed that Nickerson is now totally is the guest of friends in Buffalo, N. Y....Mr.
tism; and in still others, weak, tired,
and Mrs. Elmer Hillman, who have been sunmable to perform manual labor.
feelings and worse troubles.
in Holeb during the game
James S. Crockett, 69 years old, of Frank- ning a sporting camp
run-down
for
It is responsible
of the following re- season, here returned home....Mies Emily
is
the
Maine,
subject
fort,
take
conditions, and is the most common
Sen- Roseland has returned to Farmington, to
port from the Pensions Committee of the
cause of disease.
his up her school work at the Normal school, after
advanced
of
view
soldier’s
age,
“In
ate:
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
weeks’ vacation with her parand honorable service of two years, spending a two
purifier and enricher of the blood the faithful
Mr. and Mrs. George Rose land.... Dr.
ents,
lamanual
for
iis poverty and total disability
world has ever known. It has been
the com- William H. S. Stevens, who had spent a few
wonderfully successful in removing jor due to causes of service origin,
home in this place, haa reof pension to $30 days at his wife’s
increase
recommend
mittee
increasing
other
and
humors,
scrofula
turned to his work at Columbia University....
now a pension of
is
He
month.”
r
drawing
and
building
the red-blood corpuscles,
ore mail was bandied last Thursday in the
Get it today.
F24 a month and it is said to be almost his sole Ik
the whole

gress

resumes

here

County Correspondence.

comThe annual report of the railroad
a decrease of $1,224,shows
missioners
year in the
over the

705.33

ALL

*k

presented

Another report comes of
on the part of Germans to

I

CHECK

A

I
Christmas
I
Next
Suitsand Costs
JAMES
HOWES) lloin Our ChristmasClui
ON

Waldoboro to the number of over one hundred,
including the boys of the Friendship band,
who rendered several beautiful selections.
The couple were the recipients of many useful and valuable gifts. The success of the
whole affair was due to Mr. and Mrs. Lash and

low

I You Will Need!

1

H. Fernald of Belfast and Mias Abbie K
Simmons were married by Rev. L. E. Carter,
Baptist, and Dr. A. W. Taylor, Adventist.
The double ring service was used and the
wedding march from Wagner was played by
Miss Annie Morton. The couple were unattended and stood before a bank of evergreen
surmounted by a beautiful wax begonia. Other
decorations were appropriate to the ChristThe ceremony was followed by
mas season.
the wedding supper, served by Mrs, John Lash
and family, after which an informal reception
was given by the friends in Friendship and
man

BY

CHARLES A. PILSBURY, f gusiness Manager

and

WEDDING BELLS.

|
|

Open for Membership
Every Day This Week

]

WALDO TRUST CO.

...

j

|

|

..

j

j

j

PURE RICH BLOOD

PREVENTS DISEASE

....

ianguid

up

system.

!
office‘than anT^in
hUt°ry;
paper
issue of “T^e Spectator,

POM
P
The

a

firat

students of U. tty H.g
published by the
school, is

out._

spent Christmas
^ah^'Nickerson
L. Cunningham and
E.
in

Mrs.
Pittsfield
Mr. and Mrs. Emery
daughter Edna visited
Mr. Cunn.ngham
week.
last
Cunningham
and they returned
night
Saturday
them
joined
.Mr. ami
—

Monday...
their home in Bangor
their imme0. R. Nickerson entertained
« er
r.
of
All
diate relatives Christmas.
families
and
sisters
son s brothers and
bro
parents and
to

Mrs.

Mrs.

Nickerson's

^

present

in all-were
va
her Christmas
...Miss Julia Chase spent
Mrs. H. M.
and
Mr.
cation with her parents.
Mass., MonShe returned to Everett,
Chase.
Levenseller and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
day
Mrs. Henry Chase
daughter Mary, Mr. and
were guests of
and Woodman Chase of Waldo
Mrs.
Christmas....
Chase
M.
H.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Springs
Stockton
to
went
H. F. M. Phillips
Nickerson....
Dec. 23d to nurse Mrs Leroy
in district No 5,
Miss Jennie Webb, teacher
the week-end with her
spent Christmas and
Monroe.... Mr. and
sister, Mrs. Bartlett, in
Christmas with
Mrs. A. E. Cunningham spent
sister, Mrs.
and
mother
Mrs. Cunningham’s
in Prospect.
Marden,
Hattie
Miss
and

families—thirty-three

Emery

! FORTY PICS
FROM THE

t

!

FERGUSON

♦

Nothing Better Raised

|

Five will be cut for retail each week, in

SteaKs, Roasts, Chops and Sausage.

♦

Home-Cured, Sweet Pickled
and Smoked.

n/vLuo.

FOGG’S

BELFAST’S

BIG A INTER Ci

of

Kenneth of Hampden were guests
.Mr.
and Mrs. C. R. Nelson Christmas...
and Mrs. Lew Knowlton of Monroe recently
visited their daughter, Mrs. Arthur Varney.
son

Mr.

...THE...

FREtDOM.
has
Miss Gladys Bryant having become of age
of her property left her
come into

possession
Benby her father, Charlie Bryant, her uncle,
jamin Bryant, and her aunt,Mrs. Emma Thompson_Mrs. George Worth was in Belfast shopH. Sayping Dec. 22nd_Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Belfast Food
BELFAST OPERA HOUS

ward of Thorndike have moved into the dormischool opens,
tory and will take charge when
Dec. 28th_E. J. Vose has been elected treasof
urer of the academy association in place
of
Hon. D. W. Dodge, who resigned on account
attended the
poor health.... Mrs. J. W. Libby
funeral of her cousin, Mrs. May Waldron, in
Pittsfield. Dec. 28th-Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Clark had a Christmas gathering at their home,
which included Mrs. Clark’s parents, Mr. and

JANUARY 26,27, 28, 29, 3C. *’5

and

THIRD ANNUAL EVEN

and Mrs.
Ethel; their cousins, Frank Clement
Clement. A fine dinner was served, and in the
afternoon a Christmas tree, which stood in the
parlor laden with gifts, was greatly enjoyed.
....MissOrne worth irom bbikb
ed Christmas with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
who is
George Worth_Miss Hazel Sparrow,
with
teaching in Thorndike, paBBed Christmas
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Sparrow....
Miss Winnifred Dodge received a Christmas
dish from the
present of a nice cut glass
church and a lovely music roll from the Samo-

AGIN.
PAT MURPHY’S DHRUNK
noddin
Do you see the people
Do you see the people grin—
a bobbin’
Do you see their heads
When Pat Murphy’s dhrunk agin.
sinner
Pat Murphy, he ain’t no
beNo more than his neighbors
And in fact, he'd be a winner

club for her faithful services as organist.
_Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Vose attended the fuin
neral of her mother, Mrs. Edward Ware,
Thorndike, Dec. 26th_Miss Lena Plummer, a
set

of Freedom academy, has been appointed teacher of ancient history at the academy...
Fred Rich and Miss Flora Farnum from Thorndike passed Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
.Mr. E. J. Vose, Mr. Geo. Bryant and

If sized up for Christianity.
trouble
For when they’re sick or in
It’s Pat Murphy’s on the spot.
And his tongue is never double,
Pat Murphy’s tongue is not.

Mrs. Annie Libby were in Hartland Monday to
attend the funeral of their cousin, Mrs. May
Dexter
Murray Waldron.... M iss Carsley from
Mrs. Fosspent the holidays with her sister,

Pat Murphy’s heart is friendly
To all his fellow min—
He forgives till I think he’s saintly
But—Pat Murphy's dhrunk agin.

Tuesday
ter_Freedom Academy opened
the winter term with Mr. and Mrs, Sayward from Thorndike in charge of the dormitory_At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Nichols Christmas day their children, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Murch, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Farwell
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Morrill, Mr, and Mrs.
Hessie Ward and Eugene Nichols, with their

The dhrink is Pat Murphy’s weakness
And I’m not so sure its not,
In view of his inborn meekness
The only wan he’s got.

senior

Sparrow...

for

But

Samuel Farwell, Kenneth Murch, Glendon and
Julia Morrill, one granddaughter, Phills Leola
Mr. and
Bellows, and Mrs. Nichols' parents,
Mrs. Washington Nickless were present. The
The day
party represented' five generations.
dinner
was spent with the usual Christmas
enand the tree in the afternoon was much
joyed by all and especially by the grandchildren_Mr. Elden Knowlton had a family
reunion on Christmas at which his children,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fuller, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Cunningham, his daughters Edna and
Helen and sons Cleave and Theodore, and Mrs
Knowltons’ mother, Mary Moulton, were present. A fine dinner was servedby Mrs. Knowlton,
assisted by her daughter Edna.

WILL HAVE
BALL IN I H'

22

Januai
FRANK

the

on

^

OPERA H

people noddin’
the people grin—

Bee

Wid the diamond

;

Undertaker;

Embain
CORONER FOR WALDO

his paw—

But I think that in the hereafter
When the Lord reckons up wid min
There will be less reason for laughter
Because Pat Murphy was dhrunk agin.
R. T. Newell.
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SEARSPORT and 60 M-'"<
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Tleephone connections

[

All

calls answered pr<

"For Sale

Deposit Book No. 4,777, issued by Waldo
Trust Company, Belfast. Finder will please
return

same

2w63

to

WILSON ELLIS. Treasurer.

Orders Solicited

Federation Women’s Clubs.

The annual midwinter meeting of the direcof the Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs
will be held in Augusta on January 6, in Peninvitation of the
ney Memorial church, and by
Current Events Club of Augusta. This is a
business meeting for the transaction of such
matters as pertain to the immediate and general welfare of the organization. All club
women will be cordially welcomed.

you’ll

Washington

You’ll see
Y’ou’ll see their heads a bobbin
When Pat Murphy’s dhrunk agin—
And they’ll shlap on the back the feller
Who in spite of Lord and law
Stands up for the sleek rumseller

^

grandchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bellows,

tors

S

A WEEK OF FESTIVIT

George NicklesB; her brothers, John
Percy and sister Bernice and their daughter
Mrs.

Maine

MARKET.

to

went
....Mr. and Mrs. Pembroke Tozier
Sunday... .The
Bangor Friday and returned
Nickerson will be glad
many friends of Harold
that he
to learn he has written his parents
accident and is
has recovered from his recent
D. Greeley
able to work.... Mr. and Mrs. S.

and

FARM.

|

1*

j

fitted ’stove wood, building sand and
gravel, and a small quantity of bard wood
For

lumber.
Tel 137-2

,GII.ES G.

jiik*1

$39.00

ABBOTT,

Lineolnville Avenue
26tf

m

JACKSON &HAUl

j
;

Mrs. Melissa Arey, who assists at the Homs
for Aged
Women, recently presented the
Home with a much-needed clothes basket.

News of Belfast
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In SCOTT’S EMULSION the
pure oil is so prepared that the
blood profits from every drop,
while it fortifies throat and lungs.

very

tty and caused much merriment,
^s, cocoa, chocolates and cornved by Mrs. Sturtevant, assisted
o’
R. Knowlton, Misses Frances
d Carrie M. Greenlaw. At a late
la separated for their homes; all
one of the best times the class
‘-joyed.

i

If you are subject to cold hands
feet: if you shiver and catch cold
easily take SCO IT’S EMULSION
for ono month and watch its good
NO ALCOHOL
affects.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
14-40
or

)|lc—)IIOliC

way to bring customers to their store during
the month of January is to have special sales
and

JWq

Tor.

Carle & Jones'

!

Home-cured, sweet-pickled and smoked hams.
Swift’s Brookfield goods; eggs, 38 cents per
dozen.... Carle & Jones 9*cent sale will begin
Jam 9th and continue 9 days. Better values
will be offered than over before, and goods
that will appeal to
thrifty housekeepers.
Carle & Jones have concluded that the only

Prof. Franfcland demonstrates that COD LIVER OIL
generates more body-heat

If/

)|

j

SALE I
j 9c,l 9c,29c,39c,49c Sale I
Everybody

knows what Carle & Jones’ 9c.

sale is.

Better values than

that will

appeal

to

Very truly

ever.

Goods

thrifty housekeepers.
yours,

CARLE & JONES.

these

they

coats, suits,
n their gar-

and all must go.... Harry W,
the Main street clothiers, will begin today the sale at half price of suits and
hats damaged by water by the bursting of a
water pipe in the Pythian building; also a few
overcoats very slightly damaged and a few
ment room,
Clark & Co.,

c.

Commences January 9th,
Continues 9 Days.

give extraordinary values and

The sale of
propose to give.
skirts and dresses begins today

Vf if

|
|j j
|]

SPRINGS.

coldest weather of the

visited

season

pipes

one

us

night

—but the temperature has, at this writing—

Mondry—risen quite perceptibly, although
other snowstorm is evidently

near

at

an-

hand.

The bill for repairs upon the spire of the
Universalist church has been paid and Mr.
Everett Staples has shown a list of the names
of donors to the fund in the postoffice. Thanks
to all contributors, at home or away.

without a hole or new hose free. Sold
only at The Dinsmore Store_Alder-i-ka. ihe
great stomach and bowel remedy at the Old
Corner Drug Store-A pleasant furnished
room with modern conveniences to let.
Apply
to Mrs. J. M. Fletcher, 153 Main street....
Seven room tenement with water and flush
closet to let. Inquire of S. G. Swift, 40 Cedar
Btreet.Belfast Savings bank book
17,799
lost... .James H. Ho wes extends
greetings to
patrons and friends, with thanks for the generous patronage and
support during the past
year.

jj!

slightly damaged,

Clothiers, Belfast, Maine.

The Main Street

present home.

The

were

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.s

Izah T H. Sanborn of Bangor arrived
to spend the Christmas hours with the Misses Hichborn, Church
street. She left Saturday afternoon for her
Mrs.

by Friday’s morning train

L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, was called
to Pittsfield Monday by the serious illness of
her aged mother, Mrs. John Dearborn. We
hope her anxious family may soon hear favorable reports from the invalid.

practically

Come

business.

111
_

cargo

MAINE’S

load paper.
from New York, to

the deep
a"d daUg
Stockton

shares in

Our entire community
solicitous
anxiety felt by the
one oi
ter of Capt. Ralph Morse,
His illness-an apmost prominent citizens.
case-has today been proparently pecuhar
of Belfast .n
nounced. by Dr. E. D. Tapley
G. Pattee, of bearsconsultation with Dr. C.
The seriof the jaw
port, to be “necrosis
in one of his age (83
a
trouble
such
ousness of
his numerous friends.

years)

is

realized by

caring
Elizabeth Park, a trained nurse,
does not
for the patient, who, fortunately,
and daughter.
suffer pain, and Mrs. Morse
watching the
carefully
most
are
Mrs. Bragg,
who is reand
parent,
beloved companion
in all ways.
and
thoughtful
markably patient
is

Miss

features may

earnestly hope encouraging
e
Dr. and Mrs. J, A. Pierce of Sandypoint vil- present themselves in the Capt.’s system.
in all represerved
afternoon
wonderfully
Mrs.
so
called
been
has
Monday
upon
Ralph
|
lage
Mor«e and daughter, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg. | 8pects.
The doctor is in very poor health; has been 1
The children of the Universalist Sunday
obliged to largely relinquish his medical prac- school enjoyed a unique Santa Claus visitation
We

real fireplace—burnChristmas Eve, having
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson have re- ; ing logs, etc..—around which many bricks
the
turned, and again their hospitable home on were piled, intermingled with gifts from
Santa’s
Church street is opened to their many friends. boys and girls to each other and Old
He arrived from Mars Hill, Aroostook county, donations.
Amid the exhilaration of jingling
each
and she came from visits in Boston and vicin- sleigh .bells, growing nearer and louder
ity to be in town for Christmas. Welcome minute, the breathlessly awaiting little ones
Saint appear beside
home!
the beloved
a

$750,000

BIG

CASH BALANCE.

In The State

Treasury

$15,000

At The

Close Of The Year.
Augusta, Me., Dec. 24. The actual cash in
the treasury of the State of Maine on Jan. 1st,
1915 will be $750,000 instead of $250,000, as
stated in the headlines of an article in the
edition of a Maine newspaper.
The article itself correctly stated the cash
It was therefore
balance as rising $750,00 0
plain to see that the headline was typographically incorrect. This figure “2” should have

Wednesday

been a“7.”

In addition to this, the incoming administration will have the advantage of the $250,000
gain in settlement of sehool funds with the
Sta‘e tax. In reality this constitutes an avail-

Bucksport.

storage.
The fire broke out in the

able fund of over one million dollars.
This is one of the largest surpluses in the
h'story of Maine. The cash on hand when
Gov. Haines came into office was $457,000.
Governor Cobb left over some $650,000 to the
incoming administration. This was of such
amount as to be considered unusual. It is surthe cash on hand Jan, 1, 19J5,
passed

by

Information

Fire at

Bucksport, Me., Dec 22 -Fire, smoke and
water caused a damage of about
$15,000 in the
two-story building on Main st., owned by T.
M. Nicholson, early this
morning.
The building was occupied on the
ground
floor by F. M. Mooney & Co
clothing and fur
and
T
nishings,
M. Nicholson & Co., wholeby
sale fish, whose office and countingroom were
both baaly damaged.
On the second fl *or
were the apartments of
Capt. Nicholson and

Wanted.

As far as I can ascertain I am the only one
of that number alive at the present time.
If
there are others I would like to hear from
a
number alive who joined
them. There are
our regiment after that date.

and burned

the fire has not been determined.
“THREE CROW

BRAND Guaranteed

Ab-

golutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
Bt ten cents for a 1-4 Lb. package.”
Children’s Coughs—Children’s Colds. Both
Are Serious,
of your little ones allows sympapproaching Ccld, give it Dr. Bell’s
Pine-Tar-Honey at once*. It acts quickly, and
I revents the Cold growing worse. Very healing—soothes the Lungs, loosens the mucous,
strengthens the system. It is guaranteed. Only
25c at your Druggist.
Buy a bottle today.

When

Col. Walter G. Morrill Of Pittsfield has written the Piscataquis Observer as follows:
Tjhe 1st day of May, 1861, the first men left
Bro'wnville for service in the army. There
were 54 of us who took the stages for Bangor.

rear

through the roof and sides, hut was confined
the building by the local department.
The
loss is covered by insurance The origin of

to

toms of

one
an

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sores.

juvenile
the distribution
Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn of Cam- the fireplace, and immediately
those apparently extra bricks
of
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
arrived
Dec.
22nd
began,
STOMACH MISERY
to
remain
in
gifts
bridge, Mass.,
filled with delicious
town through the holiday season. The doctor being boxes for each child
Mi-o-na Will Quickly and Safely Rid You
little girl
Augustus Cargill left Wednesday for a visit
intends returning Monday following the open- candies and nuts. One very young
of Indigestion.
home: with relatives in Boston.,
ing of the new year. Mrs. Hichborn and little confided to her mother on reaching
When your stomach is out of order your
E.
kiss
Everett
was
a
in
to
business
caller
I
wanted
and
Libby
son will be in Stockton through
the winter, “I’ve seen Santa Claus,
food lies like a lump of lead fermenting and
Dexter Wednesday.
him! He called my name three times.” Credsurely causing that feeling of fulness, sour
the Dr. coming down frequently.
in the mouth, coated tongue, biliousness,
Mrs.
M.
and
taste
T.
A.
of
W.
Dodge
son,
Dodge
it for this arrangement is due to Miss Mary
are to pass the remainder of the winter
and many other warning signs of indigestion,
Mr. John E. Prescott of Lawrence, Mass.,
Troy,
Hichborn, superintendent of the Sunday in town and will
which is often a dangerous ailment.
occupy the upper tenement
and Mrs. Emma A. Mayville of this village
It is needless for you to suffer, for any
school, and Mrs. Harriet Clifford Hichborn, an in the Granville Mansur house on Peltoma
were quietly married in Searsport on Christdruggist can supply you with Mi-o-na, a harmefficient teacher of a class and an interested avenue.
less and efficient remedy for all bad stomachs.
mas afternoon by Rev. C. H. McElhiney. Conworker.
These small tablets give almost immediate and
gratulations and abounding good wishes are “On Christmas laugh and make good cheer,
The Democratic House.
relief, while a few days’ treatment
joyful
extended to this couple by the lady’s many For Christmas comes but once a year.”
strengthens and stimulates the digestive
friends in her recently adopted home.
The membership of the next House of Con- system. The flow of gastric juices is increased,
then your food is properly digested; sour and
gress has been officially tabulated. It will conEAST BELFAST.
The “white Christmas” was highly enjoyed
tain 232 Democrats, 194 Republicans, seven gassy stomach, sick headaches, restless nights
one
Socialist
and
one
by many of our citizens. The sleighing was
Progressives,
Indepen- and other distressing symptoms quickly
Mrs. E. O. Pendleton is ill at her home with dent.
This gives the Democrats a plurality of vanish.
quite good, and old Santa Claus had no diffi- a severe cold and rheumatism.
all
a
over
38 and
of 29. And had
If suffering any stomach distress do not
majority
culty in bringing his prancing reindeer with
there been no Progressives running in the con- wait—let Mi-o-na give you quick and lasting
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Achorn spent Sunday in
their apparently heavily laden teams safely to
to. sell it with guargressional districts this majority would doubt- relief, A. A. Howes
Searsport with Mr. and Mrs. Elden Harriman. less have been wiped out.—Boston Herald.
antee of money back if you are not satisfied.
every household before the midnight hour
Mass.,
returned
to
Waltham,
Lloyd Goodwin
Merry Christmas certainly came to Stockton
this year.
Monday after spending Christmas with relasaw

cent shirts and gloves—all at half
price. The suits are j ust as good for the wearsr as ever; no damage or discoloration on the
outside; only the linings of some slightly disMrs. Carl Flanders and little daughter Vircolored.See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyington, of Winterport, eye specialist_An- ginia of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Thursday at
nual meeting of stockholders of The City Na- the home of her father-in-law. Mr. J. A. Flantional bank at Ida. m. Jan. 12th_Deposit derB, East Main street, to visit through the
Christmas morning Mr. Flanders
book 4777, issued by the Waldo Trust
Co., Bel- holidays.
fast, lost.Nothing better than Holeproofs, joined his wife and “wee girlie” in his parent’s
which are absolutely guaranteed to wear six home to sit around the well-spread “mother’s
dozen 50

months

|

Mr. Elden H. Shute, station agent at Alton,
Christmas guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Flanders, leaving Friday afternoon for home

Mrs.

in

were

from one season to another, and now you
We aim never to carry over clothing
all goods in our line practically at cost, at a time considerably
have tjie chance to get
earlier than usual.
No goods charged during this sale.
early and get the best selection.

was a

Mrs. L. Albert Gardner, Middle street, left
Thursday to visit Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue, 2nd
in Belfast, Mr. Gardner joining her Friday for
the Christmas dinner. They both returned
Saturday morning after an enjoyable holiday.

Caps

us satisfactory
damages to our
The Pythian Building Association has allowed
benefit.
stock and you get the
in not getting their sizes in the goods
As many persons may be disappointed
decided to clean up all of our regular winter stock,
that have been wet, we have
for the next ten days at a straight diswhich is O. K. in every way,
overalls and reversible collars.
count of 25 °Jo on everything, excepting only

Stockton wishes a happy and prosperous
New Year to all her children scattered from
end to end of our glorious Union.

and

hu<: llave dried out and
These also will be sold

as ever.

AT HALF PRICE, which

paper, “Arts and Crafts of Long Ago
and of To-day,” by Mrs. Amos Clement; reading the Poem of '76, Bryant, by Mrs Bernes O.
Norton. There will be an exhibit of heirlooms by members of the chapter.

Miss Inez Hanson left Monday by Boston
steamer en route to West Upton, Mass., where
she will remain through the winter.

s,|£ht,y wet>

were
—

damage or
slightly stained,

half price

Boys’

artists;

STOCKTON

damYt the

No

A Few Dozen 50c. Shirts and Gloves

tice.

the

tree decorated and
Each girl received a gift
steps and one from another mem*
in each of which was an origiMe read aloud
by the one who re-

•lany

j

leave with Supt. Woodbury the matter of securing a suitable waiting place for the pupils
in the vicinity of the stock farm who ride on
the school team. It was voted to increase the
in
salary of Miss Melvina V, Parker, asisstant
the High school, from $550 to $600 per year,

good

the

at 8 O’clock

Hats and
a Number of 50c.
the
HALF
at
all
go
PRICE, although
the range of the flood, and these
as

pipe in

at

show no visible discoloration.
at HALF PRICE,

Quite

of famous

names

s%h,ly

011 our rac

ri

U-i-f-c
O.L oOlL lidLo

John Cochran Chapregular meeting
ter, D. A. R will De held in the Woman's
Club room Monday evening, Jan, 4th, Misses
Isabel and Emeroy Ginn, hostesses. The roll

by

very

Few Overcoats,

of

will be answered

frozen water

These Suits are all right and just as good for the wearer as ever.
discoloration on the outside, only the linings of some of them are
making them unsalable at full price. Also a

traveling be good we shall look for a large
gathering. Comrades, make an effort to meet
and we will try to give you a good time.—A.
Stinson, Sec’y.

call

a

PRICE

Commencing Today

Attention, Veterans! The Waldo County
Veteran association will hold the January
meeting at the Grange hall in North Searsport
the first Thursday in the month. If stormy,
the next fair day. Should the weather and

The

of

recent

HALF

ing the room on the common formerly occupied by the fourth grade.
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Mrs. H. S, Morey, 44
Miller street, Monday afternoon, Jan. 4th.
The Lesson is from the C. L. S. C. book, "English Hedgerows,” chapters thirteen, fourteen
and fifteen, and the required reading from the
"Independent” of Dec. 28th. Roll call, quota-

last week—?ome frozen water

At the regular
The School Committee
meeting of the school committee last Monday
evening it w.s voted to pay Mrs. Harry Roberts 10 cents per day for each pupil transferred to the Head of the Tide school, beginning
with the 5th of October and ending with the'
close of the winter term. It was voted to

New Advertisements. Have you joined
Christmas Club of the Waldo Trust Co? If
not you should do so. Open for membership
every day this week. Join and get a check
next uhristmas_Fogg’s market has a corner in pork—200 choice pigs from the FerguFive will be retailed each
son Poultry Farm.
week in steaks, roasts, chops and sausage.

a

occupied their attenevening. Miss Grace H.

sitting

in

nuth tV.o xEintpr t.prm.

home Wednesday
adcompany

pipe

the pipe to freeze and burst.

least consider-

_____

Christmas

1L.

one case

Monday a seasonable
able damage resulted.
temperature prevailed and Tuesday a drizzling rain made very slippery walking and
Yesterday was quite
many falls resulted.
mild with occasional sunshine.

•'-t-nts.

I

Mrs.

of cold weather.

frozen and in

happy.

the fourth floor of
the Pythian Block, caused an overflow of
water on ail floors in the building, but the
principal damage was done in the clothing
store of Harry W. Clark & Co., which was deluged by water and goods, principally suits and
In the
hats, damaged to the amount of $300.
office of Fred W. Brown, Esq., and Orrin J.
Dickey on the second floor Mr. Brown’s library
There was no heat in the third
was ruined.
and fourth floors of the building, which caused

meeting
John
Oliver Wen-

a

made very

A broken water

At the

list of cut-out
the

most correct
the

j

"Child Welfare.”

and

•■f the
e

on

Sturtevant entertained the

V.
■'

girls

perceptibly felt throughout New England
Ice
and practically over the whole country.
formed in the bay so that at one time a freezeup was feared. It began to moderate Sunday,
but while the cold lasted many water pipes

an auto ride, three miles
town,
turned around for home the
1 thing broke down,
t r, 1 lost my girl, and I swore
■"t back,
five that long, I’ll buy me a
tiLimpy Jim.

;

Church street the lucky little girls out of sixteen contestants were Eva, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred M. Dutch, and Eliza, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira W Condon. The dolls
little
were delivered Christmas day and the

food sale at the

was

w-

j

and Mrs. Miles S. Jellison. and Eileen, daughThere
ter of Mrs. Florence Clough Fernald.
At the Davis store on
were nine contestants

Last week gave us quite a
The mercury began
to slide down the tube W’ednesday and continued to slide until it had reached from 10 to 20
odd below Saturday morning—the coldest day
of the season thus far. Elsewhere in the
State it was much colder and the "cold wave”

the

n

The two beautiful
The Doll Contests.
dolls Carle & Jones offered, free, to the little
misses having the largest number of votes
were awarded to Miss Verna, daughter of Mr.

The Weather.

>r

!

no

Reading Department Jan 5th

"spell”

>

|

row.

paper on
dall Holmes. The room will be open tomorrow, Friday, afternoon for Red Cross work.

all

of

'■-»ur

twisted off. Clarence Read, manager of the
Read garage, will be the operator of the engine, and will be assisted by Wiliiam A. Dec-

holidays.

R. Dunton will read

given to the writers
jingles published. A
f three competent judges cared the jingles and gave its defirst prize of $10 should be
or C. Merriam, Belfast,
Me.,
rig jingle:

!

The

Conary, Bucksport.
gasoline engine of the fire department,

which was broken while at the fire at the
Stock Farm Dec. 20th, has been repaired, and
is now in readiness whenever needed. One of
the castings which held the pump on the
frame was broken, and one of the axles was

Monday afternoon, when Superintendent
of Schools W. B. Woodbury will give a short

which amounted to about
was

George F. Wentworth of Bucksport, trader
has filed his petition as a voluntary bankrupt,’
with liabilities of $1602 and assets of $116.
Principal creditors listed, Bucksport National
Bank, Thurston & Kingsbury, Bangor, and
Milliken, Tomlinson Co., Portland. Attorney,

next

Prize, For eight Saturday’s,
Hih. the Bangor Commercial pub-

offered

installation with the Post.

Woman’s
Club room next Saturday afternoon, but orders left with Mrs. Charles M. Craig, telephone 237-12, will be filled as usual. The regular monthly meeting of the Club will be held

The following letcalled for in the Belfast postweek ending Dec. 29th. Ladies—
irey, Mrs. Augustus Knights,
Monaghan, M^s. I^ottie Ranh*n Shaw.
Gentlemen—Neil Al*
ren H,
Ellice, Mr. T. Guilman,
lan, Harry Kendall, Fred McLel*
arson, Ira Pumroy, Everett Pay.i.ssell (2 letters), Frank Tower,

rize

The officers of Thomas H. Marshall Circle
will be installed Jan. 5th, with Mrs. Ellen A.
Strout as installing officer. It will be a joint

W. C.

wetting down, caused by the breaking
story of The Pythian Building, will be closed out

our

upper

tions of the “New Year.”

Tues-

next

at the

There will be

Letters.

jingles, and children,
and professors competed

was

home for the

damage.

f

city

this

Chief Justice Albert U.

o’clock.

10

in

The holiday parish party, under the auspiof the Women’s Alliance of the First Parish (Unitarian) church, held in Memorial hall
last Tuesday evening, was largely attended
considering the weather and icy walks. The
supper was under the direction of the social
committee with Mrs. George I. Keating, chairman.
The children’s hour followed with Miss
Charlotte W. Colburn at the piano, when the
little folks enjoyed the new dances and games.
The dance, with music by McKeen's orchestra, was well attended by the young people at

the house of Chief S. S. L.
department, on Park street,

in

2.00

Supreme Judicial j

term of the

ces

potatoes, Guy

and

j

year.

convene

A

The public schools opened last Monday after
The North primary
two weeks’ vacation.
schools and the fourth grade are now in the
McLellan building, and the fifth grade has
been divided, with an additional teacher. Miss
Isabel Abernethy of Machias. one half occupy-

2,00

Women’s,
children’s,

Hall.

a

$1.50

pairs Men’s,

Memorial

Per order, Adjutant.

For sale only bv

Clarence Irving of Searshospital Monday for a slight
operation and returned home the same day....
Mrs. John Pomeroy of this city returned home
yesterday, after a surg cal operation ...Mrs,
George W. Snow, reported last week as an
appendicitis case, is doing well-H. W. B.
Kendall, at the hospital last week with -a fractured arm, returned home Saturday.

.ms

|!

at

port

tree.

I'tmas

or new

6

Hospital Notes.

postand

week

faced

six

In

large attendance is
earnestly requested, as the members of the
Post have something good in store for you.
in

to

months without
hose free.

wear

holes,
6

Savage of Auburn will be the presiding justice, if h's health will permit. This will be his
first visit here since his appointment to succeed former Chief Justice William Penn
W’hitehouse.

Vaughan, East Belfast
mnity uplift poster depicting
uist, which is being posted all
it

January

The

court will

•V'iliam

the

you

be a New Year’s party to-morrow,
Friday, afternoon at 3.30 in the Baptist vestry
for the children ot the Sunday school and the j
Junior congregation. Games will be played !
and refreshments served.

uirhan, who has been in the
since 1910, has received his
ter* d druggist in Maine. He

..

new

at their next yearly meeting Tuesday, Jan.
6th, the installation of officers will take place

holeproof

6

of

Why take

absolutely Guaranteed

Damaged by Water

i

There will

p last week to store their
which have been in the S. G.

edar street.

is

much

when

The 39 Men’s Suits

i held at their regular meeting Wednesday
evening. Jan. 6th, at 8 o’clock, in Memoria
Ha,K
I All comrades in good standing of Thomas H.
Marshall Post, G. A. R. are hereby notified that

test comes

wearing.

any
know that

Rockland, proprietor of
the Davis store in the Opera House block, is
here taking stock with his local manager, Luville J, Pottle, who is to takeover the business

eni-

look

chances

wishes of many friends.

Davis

Harmon

i;

c

in the

A new Crawford furnace has been installed
in Belfast Opera House in addition to the ones
already there. Ding say^ that he has got to
keep the crowd warm any way. Jones & Snow
had the contr ct.

,.s

,r,

Stockings

B. F. Ham and family of Northport have
moved iuto the small house corner of Charles
and Miller streets, recently vacated by Mrand Mrs F. A. Riggs, who moved to their new
home on Mayo street,

have

boats

n

Mrs. Samuel H. Lord was called to Brooks
the serious illneas of her siater
been failing since
Mrs. A. B. Paysou, who haa
last September.
The installation of the officers of Emma
White Barker Tent, D. of V., No. 4, will be

Wednesday by

same

alike—the real

Carter, medium.

cards and best

Co., which suspended several
received checks last week from
20 percent of their deposits,

.tC„f

*

the

of

savings department

the

;n

...

1

There will be Spiritualist services in Knowlton’s hall Sunday, Jan id at 730 p. ro.lfc Lecture and psychometric readings by Annie BMrs. Nancy J. Mudgett passed her 93d
birthday, Dec. 30th, at her home on Belmont
avenue.
She received a large number of post

this term in

all the

for
Civil service examinations are to be held
fourth elaaa postmasters in Islesboro, North
Isleaboro and Saaramont.

size—its
what’s printed on them that
makes one worth $1 and
another $10,000.

are

The meeting of the Women’s Alliance,
which was to have been held with Mrs James
H. Howes to-day, has been postponed to Jan.
7th.

coal man's harvest time
chilly winter comes.
and soon will he
plumber’s, too,
gathering his plums.

tg

Green Backs

Miss Christine Hall is recovering from a
fracture of the right wrist caused by a fall
while skating. She is at the Tapley hospital.

niako the butter fly.

To

I

table” for the Christmas feast.

The

Christ-

mas tree for the young grandchild
gladness and merriment to all present.

brought

From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening
Dec. 21st, tug Lizzie D. arrived, towing Nor-

wegian bark Silas. Dec. 22d, tug Lizzie D.
sailed for Boston, and steamer Millinocket
sailed with paper for New York and Pniladelphia. Dec. 26th, sch. Edith Symington arrived. light, to load potatoes.
Dec. 23th, sch

Georgietta arrived, light,
steamer

to load

lumber,

Millinocket arrived with

a

and

genera]

tives.
Mrs. Chas. Larsen and
are

visiting

her

To Our Patrons

and Friends.

We express our sincere thanks for the
patronage and support so generously shown
to us during the past year, and through all
the coming' year we wish you health and

prosperity.

JAMES H. HOWES.

CHRISTMAS IS OVER

Davis.
Miss

Edith Skelton returned to Addison last
to resume her teaching in the High

Saturday
school.

Clarence Fielden returned to Boston Monafter a week’s visit with his sister, Mrs.
Renworth Rogers.
John Robbins was operated on last Saturday
morning at Dr. Tapley’s hospital for appendicitis and is very comfortable.

day

Relatives of Mrs. Ivan

The Problem Confronting Us Is:
How

Jackson, who went

of

Mrs. John Hill and two children are quite
sick. The youngest son. Stanley, has an abscess in his head, and Mrs. Hill and the oldest
Dr. Elmer Small is attendson have the grip.
ing them.

Reward

our

January.

It can be done only by having Special
Sales and giving extraordinary values.
These

$100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

enthusiasm and bring
store during the month

can we arouse

customers to

to Bangor a week ago for an operation, have
received word that she is convalescing slowly.

$100

Greetings

son Karl of Bangor
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George

Sale

we

will

give

commences

you.

in Our Garment Room

«rTODAY.

COATS,SUITS,SKIRTS and DRESSES
THEY

MUST ALL GO.

JUST PRICE THEM.
Very truly

[

CARLE

&

yours,

JONES.

|

V

Christinas Week in Boston.
Midway between two interesting
«events,—the historic significance of
Thanksgiving and the joyful season oi
Christmas,-the city of Boston crowds
holiday

The

festivities.

numberless

and

ing

the

And

New England habit of gathering fami
lies together begun at that first Thanksgiving in Plymouth and in many cases

holding

them

counts in

a

over

holiday,

the latter

1 like

second

tie

As it unable to separate ourselves from
the terrible European situation even for

ac-

an

hour, the last reader, F. Laurision

from his hook,“‘Famous War Correspon-

dents,” treating the humorous and strawho gets
wonder how far we have fallen away tegic side of the news gatherer
Rusa “scoop,” as illustrated byWilliam
Presifrom the original Thanksgiving.
of
Arcnicareer
the
with
pathetic
dent Wilson, in a home of plenty and a sell,
who was nearly shot at the
position the highest in our land, said ir bald Forbes
“II time of the Commune while engaged in
a proclamation of unusual length:
London Daily
has long been the honored custom ol valuable work for the
News.
Autumr
the
fruitful
turn
in
to
our people
In proportion to population our perof the year in praise and Thanksgiving
Fewer
low.
is
centage of reading
to Almighty God for His many blessings
are read here than
Being

one

of the crowd I

and mercies to us

as

am

led tc

books, poorer books,

Oui

nation.

a

England or Germany, and as a remedy
have
I
only words of praise for this periis well
patetic Publisher’s Bureau, which

in

crops will feed all who need food.”

Gov. Bradford in 1621, with neithei
wealth nor an enviable position, bul
with an equally thankful heart said
“God has blessed our summer’s work,
sent a
bountiful harvest, brought us
safe to our new home and protected us
through a terrible winter. It is fitting
that we have a time for giving thanks
What say
to God for his mercies to us.
you? Shall we not have a week of feast-

ing

worth seeing wherever it finds a home.
This letter would be incomplete without mention of the coming festivities

ushered in by the “Shop Early” signs.
But Christmas giving will not be confined to home and friends this year; the

sufferers in Europe will be remembered
and it is a pie isure to know that the efforts of the United States are appreciat-

thanksgiving?”
ed.
told that at daylight WednesA day in Boston at this season is inday morning a roaring fire was built in teresting as well as tiresome. As the
the fireplace in Elder Brewster’s kitchen subway trains roll into the station peoand the coals placed in the brick oven.
ple leave by every opening where day“Priscilla Mullens shall be chief cook” light can be seen; much the larger numsaid Mistress Brewster,” no one can
ber, however, patronizing the escalator;
and

We

are

Did
make such delicious dishes as she.
Priscilla’s art have aught to do with the

at the top the official whose duty it is,
stands with half extended arms ready to
receive the person whose mind is not on
his work as he is shoved off that revol-

regard which Miles Standish and John AlAnd diu Priscilla, conden felt for her?
scious of her art, use it to influence the
much-quoted words of her decision,
Why don t you speak tor yourself,
So Priscilla
Who shall say?
John?”
and Mary Chilton measured and sifted

ving pathway.
menu

Hopkins washed and chopped
dried fruits for pies and puddings anc
stance

the sunny doorstone Love Brewster and Francis Billington sat cracking
nutB and picking out the plump kernels
the

cakes

With the

Priscilla

exception

Pilgrim’s piece
key, albeit it

was

and the

same

de resistance
wild.

was

PXIIOS-

to

shopper who gets

in the

depart-

ment stores, as formerly, which make
the best Christmas displays. R. H.
White Co’s store contains hundreds of

of the brick ovens

housewives did the

our

inn s

way of those loaded bags.
This year it is not the largest

making.

was

really

seems

n 1II n

“Safety First,”
be heeded; others like,

that of

carry
woe be to the

on

for

ryllKllf* i

ed to view,

“Carry only small packages,” have had
the effect of crowding all packages into
one receptacle until women as well as
men
bags of enormous size and

flour and cut cookies and tarts; at another table Remember Allerton and Con-

out

small Christmas trees, their beauty enhanced by brilliant electrical effects.

tur-

One item ]

Houghton & Dutton Co., with an unequalled vantage point for display, illustrates the Angels’ song of Peace on
Earth. Jordan & Marsh Co. use only
ropes of evergreen, draping the front
As a part of our holiday entertain- and side of the
building in geometrical
ment we chose to visit the Publishers’
design, the effect, though sombre, being
Cooperative Bureau, a book show, efficient and dignified. The Gilchrist Co.
planned to facilitate the sale by local has a unique display representing “The
booksellers of books fresh from the Old
Fireside,” which recalls childhood
The exhibit is held in the newly
press.
days and fairy stories. An electrical repbuilt, centrally located and ornatply fur- resentation of icicles lend a real Christnished building of the Paine Furniture mas
aspect to the scene, which is the
No books are sold, only inspected.
Co.
work of Hugh Cairns, the well known
The hope is to induce persons to buy
sculptor and artist, and is a work o art.
books who now go to motion picture
The Bacon Co., successors to Henry
shows, or who automobile inordinately,
Seigel of misappropriation fame, have a
or patronize the theatres too liberally,
Santa Claus auto 36 feet long and 24
or who read only magazines and newsfeet high on the Washington street

suspect our housewives would object
to, —the extent of their hospitality—foi
it is said that with Massasoit and his
brother came nearly a hundred Indians.

In short, to

papers.

restore

book read-

ing as one of the habits of intelligent
people, and to this end the bureau, backed
by Publishers and the Authors'
League, finds its way from city to city;
now guest of a city club
(Cleveland)
now of a board of trade
(Springfield)
now
of a newspaper (Brooklyn Daily
Eagle) and at last—in Boston,—of a
firm of turniture designers, makers and
Comfortable divans and easy

venders.

chairs, beautiful rugs, convenient lamps,
walls lined with a double row of paint-

facade of their

building,

big Christmas bell.

a

; lights in the auto,
wheels
is

J

seem

Hying

to

be

under

surmounted
There

are

arranged
moving and
so

by

1800

that the
the dust

Santa Claus is

them.

seated at the

steering wheel and the car
j is piled high with gifts of every description. Mayor Curley pressed the button
j that set the wheels of the dazzling auto1

mobile in motion.

At least one novel
on

Washington

teen

sight

street.

little tots

from

a

was

witnessed

A party of fifSouth Boston

ings and engravings and comely girls charitable instiution, were sightseeing,
acting as informants about publishers in charge of four teachers.
They were
and prices, entice the curious onlooker
roped together and led by one teacher,
into becoming a browser. The man who
followed by another and watched by a
comes in to run over tl e titles of the
teacher on either side. They kept to the
If
books stays to sample their pages.
right, as the signs suggest, bringing
reader is interested in the
the book

of bookmaking, if he is of

esses

quarian

turn

compare
ments

up

on

ness

of

notes

thought,
about

an

procanti-

it he wishes to
men

and

move-

of the past, if he wishes to post
factory administration and busi-

efficiency,

or

if he wishes to read

their little bodies between the rope and
the windows and everybody good natur-

edly

gave way to them, their exclamations of delight signifying their indifference

ness

to

everything

except the busi-

in hand.

This is

a

sad Christmas in millions of

Europe’s Armageddon, he will find homes across the water and our
syma table specially spread and a manager
pathy goes out to them; but for the sake
and
he
him
while
to
able
enlighten
of our children and the strengthening
browses there, his wife and daughter
of family ties,
can do the same in special collections of
While

about

juveniles, poeiry, or or doors on aomestic economy which they can see and carefully examine before buying. The Bureau

was

established in August of 1913,

its work is wholly promotive and educational and aimed to create

an

appetite

be satisfied only by a more intimate knowledge of books. Nor was this

that

tan

all.
At 3.30 we were comfortably seated in the large, well-filled hall, to listen
to an Authors' Reading, conducted daily

OVER A MILLION AND A HALF
WOMEN WORK AS FARM HANDS
IN THE UNITED STATE-.

By Peter Radford

Bullard,himself a war correspondent,read

for the crowds that

measure

so.

with the rest.
for lots of things,

table best.

be entertained.

must

no one

—

formei

experienced,

have

we

round t notice what you’re doing
—bet your life!
d
Boys don’t use forks lo eat with when they
rather use a knife.
Nor take such little bites as when they re eatWith

winds may whistle as they will,
"We'll keen our Christmas merry still,”

Annie L. McKeen.
±0jl**.

_

WHERE FRANCE STANDS.

PARIS, Dec. 22. Premier Viviani Btating the views of the government con-

cerning the war,

to

Deputies today said:

the
'■

Chamber of

---—

Lecturer National Farmers’ Union.

Our government never faced so tremendous a problem as that now lying
dormant at the doors of congress and
which, when
the legislatures, and
aroused, will shake this nation from
center to circumference, and make
civilization hide its face in shame.
That problem is—women in the field.
The last federal census reports
show we now have 1,614,000 women
working in the field, most of them
south of the Mason and Dixon line.
There were approximately a million
negro slaves working in the fields
the emancipation
have freed our
slaves and our women have taken
We have
their places in bondage.
broken the shackles off the negroes
when liberated

proclamation.

by

We

and welded them upon our daughters.
The Chain-Gang of Civilization.
A million women in bondage in the
southern fields form the chain-gang ot
the industrial tragedy
civilization
of the age. There is no overseer quite
so cruel as that of unrestrained greed,
no whip that stings like the lash of
—

suborned destiny, and no auctioneer’s
block quite so revolting as that of organized avarice.
The president of the United States
was recently lauded by the press, and
very properly so, for suggesting mediation between the engineers and railroad managers in adjusting their
schedule of time and pay. The engithreatened to strike if their
wages were not increased from approximately ten to eleven dollars per
day and service reduced from ten to
eight hours and a similar readjustOur
ment of the overtime schedule.
women are working in the field, many
of them barefooted, for less than 50
cents per day, and their schedule is
neers

the rising sun and the evening star,
and after the day’s work is over they
milk the cow’s, slop the hogs and rock
Is anyone mediatthe baby to sleep.
ing over their problems, and to whom
shall they threaten a strike?
Congress has listened approvingly
to those who toll at the forge and behind the counter, and many of our
statesmen have smiled at the threats
and have fanned the flame of unrest
among industrial laborers. But women are as surely the final victims of
industrial warfare as they are the
burden-bearers in the war between nations, and those who arbitrate and
mediate the differences between capital and labor should not forget that
when the expenses of any industry are
unnecessarily increased, society foots
the hill by drafting a new consignment
of women from the home to the field.
Pinch no Crumb From Women’* Crust
of Bread.
No financial award can be made
without someone footing the bill, and
we commend to those who accept the
responsibility of the distribution of industrial justice, the still small voice of
the woman in the field as she pleads
for mercy, and we beg that they pinch
no crumb from her crust of bread or
put another patch upon her ragged

garments.
We beg that

listen to the
scream of horror from the eagle on
every American dollar that is wrung
from the brow of toiling women and
hear the Goddess of Justice hiss at a
verdict that increases the want of
woman to satisfy the greed of man.
The women behind the counter and
in the factory cry aloud for sympathy
and the press thunders out in their
defense and the pulpit pleads for
mercy, hut how about the woman in

they

Will not these powerful
exponents of human rights turn thetr
taleijt, energies and influence to her
relief? Will the Goddess of Liberty
enthroned at Washington hold the calloused hand and soothe the feverish
brow of her sex who sows and reans
the nation’s harvest or will she permit
the male of the species to shove
women—weak and weary—from the
bread-line of industry to the back alleys of poverty?
Women and Children First.
The census enumerators tell us that
of the 1,514,000 women who work in the
fields as farm hands 409.000 are sixteen years of age and under. What is
the final destiny of a nation whose future mothers spend their girlhood days
behind the plow, pitching hay and
hauling manure, and what is to become
of womanly culture and refinement
that grace the home, charm society
and enthuse man to leap to glory in
noble achievements if our daughters
are raised in the society of the ox and
the companionship of the plow?
In that strata between the ages of
sixteen and forty-live are 950,000 women working as farm hands and many
of them with suckling babes tugging at their breasts, as drenrhel
in perspiration, they wield the scythe
the field?

0R1

—

—

NOTICE.

•

Cry

f

returned home from
in Pittsfield.
has

SOUTH MONTV1LLE.
Hr*. Oliva Randall of Brouln la spending a
Mr. sod
few weeks with Mrs. E. A. Dinslow.
If re. C. 8. Adams attended the funeral of Mr.
Charles Moctfy in Lincoln ville... Two moose
recsme out to the buildings of C. S. Adams
cently, crossed the river below the mill
the
through the yard and were Been by many of
neighbors... .C. M. Howes attended the State
in Lewiston... .The church fair and

a

re**S^H

•..

fl
S

MONROE.
Clarence

Dickey

is

parents-Jessi-^fli

vacation with his
**•

visiting friends

spending the cDri

in

Massachusetts
««ju.

Freddie Palmer is at home from H* hr>r.
emy for the Christmas vacati,,.
Grange
sale was a grand success, the proceeds amount- i families entertained on Chris?n.;i* (,4
* Harold Moody had quite a
**•
gatnerj,.
ing to nearly $35.
^
home and Miss S. A. Mansur er,?«
I
TROY.
; there were many others-Mrs
Frank Walker and Mrs. Flora J. Gowen, both ! spent Christmas with her
d.iugh;fr l,"**
of Troy, were quietly married, Dec. 12th, in
Henry Luce, in Newburg-Sev.-r,.,
West Troy, by Rev. J. C. Lamb-Miss Carrie j of the Monroe W. C. T. U. met nd

fl

fl|
fl£j

nttUil^ fllj

Civilization
it all to God in prayer.
strikes them a blow when it should
give them a crown, and their only
friend is he who broke bread with
beggars and said: “Come unto me all
ye that are weary and heavy laden and

If
^ fl

j

and you needn’t worry

1 will give you rest”
Oh, America! The land of the free
and the home of the brave, the
world's custodian of chivalry, the
champion of human rights and the de-

fl
fl
fl

r.-sp^

The best you ever tasted!
Besides, William Tell goes

farthest—-worth

remem-

bering when living is so
high. Think o£ all this,
and instead of ordering

Holeb,

returned from

where

they spent

monia at her home in Nova Scotia
spent a few winters here with /,
and made many friends here.
school presented a drama and g,v.
Christmas eve, which was a sm
Margaret Waitte has had a new n.
erected in Monroe cemetery.... At. ,r,g
who attended the State Cram;
last week were Mr. and Mrs. Fr.
....Very cold weather the pist
sleighing Christmas.

sev-

CENTER MONTV1LLE.
Mr. Fred Mason of Montville has bought Mr,
John Boynton's farm, formerly owned by Mr.
Exavier Sprowl.... Mr. Charles Boynton and
his son. John, have bought the Joseph Banks’

arm

Poors' Mills, recently occupied by Mr.
Banks_Mrs. Ann Gowen of Thorndike
is at Mr. Volney Thompson’s, and will spend
the winter with them-Miss Miriam Bartlett
is at home for the holidays-Mrs. Hall closed
her school at the Center last week... Mary
Wentworth is at home from the M C. I., Pittsfarm at

Willis

FRO SALE BY YOUR CRCCER
A CLOSE

VIFW OF WAR.

[Rirideford Journal J
After all the newspaper paragraphers
have had th ir little joke at the expense
of Richard Harding Davis, as they assume, the fact remains that this popular
writer has the knack of writing in such
a manner as to take a grip on the interest of ihe reader at the start and hold it
to
the finish. As a war correspondent
he may not be in the same class with the
oid fellows who were popularly supposed
to write their slories on the head of a
drum w hile the cannon balls were plowing
up the ground all around them and the
I uiItts were whizzing around their ears,
but Davis has seen several wars and
knows enough about ir to distinguish between the sound of small-arms fire and
the boom and crash of heavy artiflery.
Moreover, he has had the experience
which enables him to get close to the
heart of things, so that he writes of
describes
ca :tts as interestingly as he

Woman in the Field” and demand an
immediate trial.
(

RAILROADS APPEAL
TO PRESIDENT
—

fl
9

9
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fl
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Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER S

field, for the holiday vacation... .Carney Shure
to Chelsea, Mass, to pass the IToli

CASTORIa

has gone

fl
fl
fl
fl

>

eral months.

‘‘flour” order

chair to the cotton patch?
In rescuing our citizens from the
forces of civilization, can we not apply
to our fair Dixieland the rule of the
sea—“women and children first?"
There must be a readjustment of
the wage scale of industry so that the
women can be taken from the field or
given a reasonable wage for her services. Perhaps the issue has never been
fairly raised, but the Farmers’ Union,
with a membership of ten million, puts
its organized forces squarely behind
the issue and we now enter upon the
docket of civilization the case of “The

^^B

•,

about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
Biscuit?
Cakes and pies?

fender of the oppressed—shall we permit our maidens fair to be torn from
the hearthstone by the ruthless hand
of destiny and chained to the plow?
Shall we permit our faithful wives,
whom we covenanted with God to cherish and protect, to be hurled from the
home to the harvest field, and our
mothers dear to be driven from the old

pv

1
gone to Watertown, Mass., to great many boxes to give cheer and
f,
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pass the winter.... Roy Knight and family of to sick ones, and also to nearly ever,
Unity, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Knight and Mr. the vicinity, and made several garrn.r ^
Sawyer and family passed Christmas at L J. different families.... Mr. Char!. V.a^r’’?
Sanderson's.... Mrs. Nellie Whitten has em- North Monroe died Dec. 26th after
‘fl
f**
ployment in Oakland-Miss Erdene Pierce weeks of confinement to the b-<i, Hilvr
has arrived home from
New
Hampshire, 60 years. It is thought to have s, VT
where she is teaching.... Mayo Bickmore has of the stomach.
He was a quiet man,
He leaves a widow
fl
gone to Florida, to spend the winter_Mrs. ed by everyone.
*
M. F. Roundy and children are visiting in
children_Mrs. Austin Ricker
fl
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Brewer.... Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hillman have word of the death of her moth.
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Weymouth has

Just order a sack of
William Tell Flour
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effects.

For this reason everybody who is interested in the war now in progress in
Eurtpe should read Davis’ r.ew book,
“With theAllies,’’written from thestandpoint. of a trained observer in fairly close
touch not only with headquarters but
with the situation on the firing-line. Mr.
Davis wants it u derstood at the very
start that he is not neutral; in fact, he
implies that nobody who has seen the
things he has seen could be neutral. On
tnis point he says:
»I linnnnnt
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President Wilson to the American people
calling upon them to preserve toward
th'8 war the neutral attitude of neutrals.
But I have seen the war. And I feel
sure had President Wilson seen the war
he would not have written his letter.”
And he proceeds to explain by declaring that this is not a war against Germans, as we know Germans in this country, where they are among our sanest
and most industrious fellow-citizens, but
against the military aristocracy of Germany; in other words, against men who
are six hundred years behind the times;
men who, to preserve their class against
democracy, have perverted to the uses
of warfare, to the destruction of life,
every invention of modern times. Mr.
Davis says that anybody returning to
this country from the European war
zone is astonished to find how little of
the true horror of the conflict has crossed
the ocean. That this is so, he explains,
is due partly to the strict censorship
which has suppressed details and partly
to the fact that the mind is not accustomed to consider misery on a scale so
gigantic, ami the loss of hundreds of
thousands of lives, the wrecking oi cities
and the laying waste of half of Europe
cannot be brought home to people who
learn of it only through^newspapers and
moving pictures and by sticking pins in
a map.
Were they nearer to it, near
enough to see the women and the children
fleeing for their lives', to hear the detonation of the bursting shells and “to smell
the dead on the battlefields, there would
be no talk of neutrality.
Were the conflict in Europe a fair fight,
Mr. Davis says, it would be the duty of
every American to keep on the side-lines
But it is
and preserve an open mind.
not a fair fight.
To devastate a country
you have sworn to protect, to drop bombs
on unfortified cities,
;to strew sunken
mines along the coasts, to levy wholesale blackmail by threatening hostages
with death, to destroy historic cathedrals
and architectural masterpieces, it not
fair fighting. And that is the way Germany is fighting, defying the rules of
war and the rules of humanity. He con-

“And if public opinion is to help in preventing further outrages, and in hastening this unspeakable conflict to an end,
it should be directed against the one who

offends. If

we

are

convinced that

one

op-

ponent is fighting honestly and that his
adversary is striking below the belt, then

for us to maintain a neutral attitude of
mind is unworthy and the attitude of a
coward. When a mad dog runs amuck in
a village it is the duty of every farmer
to get hisgun and destroy it, not to lock
himself indoors and toward the dog and
men who face him preserve a neutral

mind.”
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It is kerosene light at
saves eye strain.
its best—clear, mellow, and undickering.
The RAYO does not smoke or smell. It
is easy to light, easy to clean, and easy to
rewick. The RAYO costs little, but you
cannot get a better lamp at any price.
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langugage of a man who is
no mere sentimentalist; a man physically and mentally hardened by a life o£
by the Bureau for a time. Edwin Day
adventure
and who
knows
by exA HAM *ND DACON SHOW.
until she has united for all time
right;
first
and
was
introduced
read
Sibley
perience in several wars something
FALLING HAIR
to the French fatherland the provfrom the homely side of life, “Stillman inces ravished from her by force, reWhy doesn't one of our enterprising of the possibilities of human brutalmerchants—or a group of them—organ- ity; and he finds in this war enough
ITCHING SCALP
Gott,” “The Photograph Album” and stored heroic Belgium to the fullness of
haeon show, to be of hideous and outageous cruelty to incite
“The Country Squire,” from his prose her material life and her political inde- Surely Cease W hen You Use Parisian Sage ize a county ham and
held at some convenient place within the him to an indignation deeper than he
and until Prussian militarism
pendence,
Makes Yuur Hair Sift ana Fluffy.
works.
He was followed by Charles S.
next few weeks? It could easily be made ever before felt or attempted to express
has been crushed, to the end that it be
Now that Parisian Sage—a scientific prepar- ! so attractive that it might become an even in his wildest flights of imagination.
Olcott, from “The Lure ot the Camera.
possible to reconstruct, on a basis of jusThere are As a sort of ^insert in his picture of huation that supplies every hair and scalp need annual early winter event.
In this book, a new type of travel fic- tice, a Europe regenerated. ”•
and
—can be had at any diug counter, or from A.
many farmers who are curing their own man suffering, he describes the ruin
has
tion, Mr. Olcott
photographed
the havoc at Rheims and concludes:
A. Howes & Co., it is certainly needless to hams and bacon and these could be inA
DECISION.
have
conJUST
and
that
em“War is only waste. The German
things, places
people
have thin, brittle, matted, stringy or faced duced to exhibit. It might be possible
to secure the services of a demonstrator peror thinks it is thousands of men in
tributed to the substance of the book,
The freeing of Dr. Berry from the hair. No matter bow unsightly your hair, how from the
Agricultural College who would flashing breastplates at maneuvers, galand he took his listeners to the home of
charge under which he was convicted of badly it is falling, or how much dandruff, Pa- iii3trucr other farmers and their sons, loping past him, shouting, “Hoch der
Wordsworth at Windermere, then down uttering a libel upon Judge Haley v ill be risian Sage is all that is needed. Every trace of
wives and daughters in the methods of kaiser!” Until this year that is all of war
the Rhine, and closed with an apprecia- heartily applauded wherever men and dandruff is removed with one application, the home-curing.
The smoke house, so long he has pven seen. I have seen a lot of
women exist who believe that a wicked
hair roots are nourished ai d stimulated to grow a neglected adjunct to the farm, is com- it, and real war is his high-born officer
tive tribute to Old Faithful of the Mamin
Maine
the
through
injustice prevails
into its own once more and the with his eyes shot out, his peasant solmoth Hot Springs. The next reader non-enforcement of the prohibitory law new hair, itching scalp and falling hair cease ing
farmers who are overlooking this source diers with their toes sticking stiffly
your hair becomes soft, fluffy, abundant and
in certain quarters. No man with an
was introduced aB “the man who interof profit are just a bit behind the times. through the straw and the windows of
radiant with life and beauty.
matter in his cranium, for
ounce of
Parisian St ge is surely one of the most in- There is a brisk market for home-cured Rheims, that for centuries with tbeir
prets life in terms of beauty,” Nixon a momentgray
doubts that if the legal forces
vigorating and refreshing hair tonics known. hams and bacon in the larger towns and -beauty glorified the Lord, swept into a
Waterman, the local poet of Arlington, of the State, beginning with the justices It
is easily U6ed at bin e—not expensive, and
in the cities and this market may easily dust heap.”
a term which he shares, however, with
of the Supreme Court, would unite to even one application proves its goodness.
be cultivated to the great advantage of
Mr. make our liquor laws effective, instead
the aged John T. Trowbridge.
the farmer. Let us make this section of Children’s Coughs—Children’s Colds. Both
of exercising their powerB of ingenuity
the country famous for its home-cured
Are Serious.
Waterman read “Johnnie’s History Lesto avoid those laws, Maine would speedhamB and bacon. The way to start the
son,” an amusing poem, “The Dream ily become in fact as she is in name a
When one of your little ones shows sympthing is to organize an exhibit, offer at- toms of an approaching Cold, give it Dr. Bell’s
tractive prizes, work up plenty of enSong,” better known as “the drip, drip, Prohibitory State. —Rockland CourierGazette.
thusiasm. This paper will do its share. Pine-Tar-Honey at once. It acts quickly, and
of the rain,” and “The Second Table,”
Gaaranteed work In Chiropody, Manloat
Who’s for the first annual ham and ba- prevents the Cold growing worse. Very healfrom which, because of its literalness, 1
■■ and Shampooing. Alio Facial Work. con exhibit?—The Fairfield Journal.
ing—soothes the Lungs, loosens the mucous,
Children
quote:
Fall llae af all kinda of Hair Work at my
strengthens the system. It is guaranteed. Only
“THREE CROW BRAND Guaranteed Ab- 25c at your Druggist. Buy a bottle today.
When comp’ny is a-watching yon, you’ve got
FOR FLETCHER’S
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phanix Row.
ol utely Pure CREAM TARTAR ia nowaelltng
to be polite,
Bucklen’a Arnica Salve for Sores.
III8A EVIE HOLME&
t an centa for a 1-4 Lb. paekaga."
CASTO R IA
.And eat your victuals with a fork and take a
32a
“France, acting in accord with her
allies, will not sheath ner arms until
after taking vengeance for outraged

Barker^J^ ']H|
^fl
^Sflp
visit with
!^H|
—

innocent children from the schoolroom
to'the hoe?
The census bureau shows that 155,000 of these women are forty-five
There Is no
years of age and over.
more pitiful sight in civilization than
these saintly mothers of Israel stooped
with age, drudging in the field from
sun until sun and at night drenching
their dingy pillows with the tears of
despair as their aching hearts take

The Common Carriers Ask for Relief— President Wilson Directs
Attention of Public to
Their Needs.
The committee of railroad executives, headed by Mr. Frank Trumbull,
representing thirty-five of the leading
railroad systems of the nation, recently presented to President Wilson a
memorandum briefly reviewing the difficulties now confronting the railroads
of the country and asking for the cooperation of the governmental authorities and the public in supporting railroad credits and recognizing an emergency which requires that the railroads be given additional revenues.
'The memorandum recites that the
European war has resulted in general
depression of business on the American continent and in the dislocation
With
of credits at home and abroad.
revenues decreasing and interest rates
increasing the transportation systems
of the country face a most serious
crisis and the memorandum is a
strong presentation of the candle
burning at both ends and the perils
that must ultimately attend such a
conflagration when the flames meet
is apparent to all.
In their general
discussion the railroad representatives say in part:
"By reason of legislation and regulation by the federal
government and the forty-ejght states
acting independentfy of each other, as
well as through the action of a strong
public opinion, railroad expenses in
recent years have vastly increased.
No criticism is here made of the general theory of governmental regulation, but on the other hand, no ingenuity can relieve the carriers of expenses created thereby."
President Wilson, in transmitting
the memorandum
of the railroad
presidents to the public, characterizes it as “a lucid statement of plain
truth."
The president
recognizing
the emergency as extraordinary, continuing, said in part:
"You ask me to call the attention
of the country to the imperative need
that railway credits be sustained and
the railroads helped in every possible
Way, whether by private co-operative
effort or by the action, wherever
feasible of governmental agencies, and
I am glad to do so because I think
the need very real."
The conference was certainly a
fortunate one for the nation and the
president is to be congratulated for
opening the gate to a new world of
effort in which everyone may co-operate.
There are many important problems in our complex civilization that
will yield to co-operation which will
not lend themselves to arbitrary rulings of commissions and financing
railroads is one of them.
The man
with the money is a factor that cannot be eliminated from any business
transaction and the public is an interested party that should always be consulted and happily the president has
invited all to participate in the solution of our railroad problems.

days with relatives.... Frank
too, Ohio, who had been visiting hi,
returned home last week
JuatjB

County Correspondence.

and guide the plow. What la to be
come of that nation where poverty
breaks the crowns of the queens ol
the home; despair hurls a mother’s
love from Its throne and hunger drives

little bile,
You cau't have nothing till you’re aaked and,
’cause a boy ia small.
Folks think ha isn’t hungry, and he’s never
aaked at all.
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Probate Court held

At a

DR. FOSS’
I for the County of '•' a;
I December, A. 1). 1914.
Tablets
Cold and Grippe
T>1CH A HI) F. "INN
A

sure cure

Price 25c.

for any
For sale

CITY DRUG
Mail
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ordinary cold.
only by
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ME ONE YEAR
to make immediate
be
left for collection
hills will
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PARTIES OWING

payment.

Such

January 1,
10w44p

after

requested

ELMER SMALL, M. D.
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deceased.
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‘READ & HILLS, Proprietors.
orders promptly attended to.

or more are

Countv. son oi Lv man \N
ol Wn
pn-s* ted a petition prav:
F. Winn of Burnham. .iappointed a* ministrator t
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STORE,
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! ham, in said County

NOTICE
ALL
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Ordered, That the saiti petit i"
all persons interested by cat.'
u
Oiler to be published tlit
The Republican Journal, a
at Belfast, that they may apt
Court, to he held at Belfast
Conntv, on the 12flt ilay ot .)
at ten of the Clock before
if any they have, why the pt.s>
turner should not be granted
J AMI > II
A true copy. Attest:
>
AKTI1PK " 1
a Probate ( ourt held at
for the County of v\al ■.
December. A. D 1914.

At

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate court nelcl at Belfast, " innii amt
fir the County of Waldo, on tlie 8th day of
December. A. I). 1914.
in the State

Lynn,
of Sarah M. Dow. lal«*
Massachusetts,
GEORGE
in said County of Waldo, deceased,
S. HEAGAN of

ol

son

of

Prospect,
having presented a petition praying that be.
George S. Heagan oftLynn, in the state of Massachusetts, may be appointed admit.istrator on

the estate of said deceased.
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub*
fished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be bel<l at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 12th day ot January, A. D.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.*.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

v

WALDO

KNOX ol i

-a1
Knox,
deceased havii g preset.ti -i
lor a license t<> sell and eon\
tale desci iheu in said pet tin
ty of said deceased and lot t

expressed.
Ordered. That the

said

pet

;

all persons interested by c;u
order to he published lluv*
in The Republican Journal,
lisiled at Reltast, that they m
bate Court, tt» he held at »'•*I osaid County, on the 12;hda\
1916. at ten of the clock hea
cause, if any they have, wh\
petitioner should not he gran:
JA.VIIA true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. LKoN
■

At a Probate Court held at
for tlie County <>t Waldo
vacation. A. D. 1914.
4

SS.—In court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 8tli day of December, 1914.
Edgar I. Young, executor of the will of Augustus
Carll, late of Unity, in said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final account ol
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That not.ee thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Comity,
that all persons Inteiesled may attend at a Probate Com r, to be lie In at BmfaM, on the 12th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

Rl.KS T

administrator of ti
CH ty. late
of Belfast, in

i-

certain instrumenr, purport

/i will and testament oi
of SearHtmmt. in said County
having been presented for pi

v

Ordered, That notice he
mteiested hy causing a copy
published three weeks surepi hlieaii Journal, publish* u
may appear at a Probate «
Belfast, within and for
secoud Tuesday ot January t.
clock helot e m»on, and sh<-\
have, why the same shoi.lt.
pioved and allowed.
JAM I
A true copy. Attest:
aktiti it W. I.i

v

N

Aid'd SS.- In ourt *»I
Vt
fast, on the 8th dav
Lottie a, smart, auininist*;
Isabelle Patch, late ol i-t<-> .•
deceased, having presented
account ot auuuntstr..lion oi
allowance.
II'

Rel\\l a LDO ss.—In court of Probate, held at1914.
V? fast, on the 8tli day of December,
Charles R. Cm nibs, administrator on the estate
oi Abbie ABar&row, latent Belfast, in saul
County, deceased, having presented his firs* and
ol
administration of said estate for
final account
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, tieet
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said* ouuty.
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of January next, and show cause, il any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed
JAMES I. IB BY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
SS—In Court of Probate, held at Be.
fast, on the 8ti. day of December, 1914.
George II Campbell, administrator on the cs
tate of George H. Campbell, Jr„ late of Winterport. in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
hHYe.lvhy the said account should not be allowJAM Us LIBBY, Judge.
weeks
a

A true copy. Attest:
▲ rtbur W.
p

Leonard, Register.

Ordered. That

notice_there

weeks successively, in The *>'
in C*
a newspaper
ty, that an persons interest.
Probate Court, to he held at *
next, and si
of

published

January
day
they have, why the said
allowed.

accon;

JA.VK8 1.1

A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR w. LB*
ap
ITT A LDO 88.— Itt Court Ot protlast. on. the 8th day of 1"
Vf
Matilda II. Batchelder, adtu.
estate of Alonzo F. iiatcheldet
in said County, deceased, havntfirsi and final account of admit
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in Tlie liep
a newspaper publish* d in licit
ty, that all persons interesieu u>.
Probate Court, to be held at Heit.f'
day of January uext, and show
they have, why tlie said account
bt allowed.
JAMKtt I.I I.I
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR
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■now—and took them in with the wood.
He found Charlie sitting on the bed in
the corner, wrapped up like a cold Indian,
a blanket completely enveloping him.
“Say, pard,” he aaid as Jack entered,
“dad never told me that thia place was
colder than the North Pole. Gee! It’a
some temperature we get, my man.”
Then Charlie drew hia nose inside the
blanket and spoke not again till called to

1
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that Hondache* Safe and harmleaa.
Price 26c. For sale on ly by

To Hton
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DRUG

CITY

READ & HTLLS, Proprietcra
Mailorders promptly attended to.

supper.

Jack threw the wood on the floor and
about fixing a fire.
Harry was setting the little pine table near to the window, preparatory to getting the evening
meal. His hands were stiff from cold,
and he let the tin plates and cups drop
set

about in a

rattling

way.

“How’s wood-cutting this kind of
weather?” he asked of Jack. Jack put
on
a happy face and replied:
“Fine.
It’ll be your turn tomorrow.”
“Ob, I’m not hankering afterit,” said
Harry. “Look at that host in the blanket—isn’t he a kill-joy?”
But Jack had no time for joking. He
was cold to the marrow, and devoted his
attention to getting a fire in the fireplace, which was half-full of last sumEven after the fire decidmer’s ashes.
ed to burn, the cabin would not get
The door was ill-fitting and the
warm.
window let in more wind than light. The
place was, as Jack said to himself, as
cold as a tombstone.
But some of the chill of the air was
taken off, and together Harry and Jack
put a meal upon the table. It had been
agreed that Charlie, the most delicate of

“Come

s

tace Decame

serious,
to-

reply, only looking
ihani, who spoke slowly
sense: “Son,” said he,
ad in a serious way, “I’ll
•n your sleeping in a tent
of weather. You are
iood, and couldn’t stand
the w'eather, particularer as you’d have in the
stop to think what it
furnace heated house,
a
and warm, to go into a
where nothing stands be: :he freezing temperature
No. I could not think of alBut
behave so foolishly.
'pend a part of your va•ng’s camp, and sleep in
liich 1 happen to know is a
Nice when a fire is kept in
1 shall not object.”
his keen disappointment,
was obliged to accept the
father. He knew his paays right where he was
r he w as the greatest facHe was glad, however,
to spend a half of his vaca/ut-of-doors, hunting and
: tramping about the hills and
-o he said earnestly and gratefor your conam. you, dad,
Although
jour decision, too.
inly believe that sleeping
r a week would harden me

i
t
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to

rr
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two rabbits back again in life, for
for the chances were hard against us.
Thought I’d freeze solid long before we
turned the last quarter-mile for home.”
As the three campers—(boys living
close to nature)—sat about the cold and
unappetizing supper, Charlie spoke first
of what lay nearest the trio’s hearts,
,‘Say, pards,” he began, “I was just
thinking of the poor Indians. How they
must have suffered during the winters,
for their wigwams and tepees were not
see us

half so comfortable and spacious as our
cabin. And a window they knew nothing of.”
“Nor a floor,” putin Harry. Jack said
nothing, but tried to swallow a mouthful
of cold beans.

“Say, kids, I’m tired of this hardening business,” said Harry, braving his
But neither of
comrades’ disapproval.
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weather,”
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looks like
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It

spook joint!”

ry who made this pleasant sugp
numb that
hiR hands were
p|lu and
jau not unbutton his coat. “Say,
hereabouts?”
to burn
p'1’•'ii-i.anything
f
so

urn,

P
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Charlie, the host.
right behind the shack

is

a

dry lumber. And here is the axe.
take turns cutting wood. Who’ll

first fire-building?”
1,1
your man,” said Jack. And he
Ir
the axe and sought out the
Ppered
i'ilt- behind the cabin, while his
P'
unpacked the boxes and
P .’vmrades
uf provisions and bedding,
,,er “
struggle, Jack managed to get
li
Jpl0lv' off a good-sized log, and began
But he found that a
away.
blade and frozen timber do not

PP

ppB

I’p'K

./pH
£ P1 together.
an hour

He worked diligently

before he had enough
into the cabin for the first
S,( "a
very sensibly gathered up the
qj
f^—with a goodly amount of soft
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SPECI AL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal ui all antiseptics is

Potatoes.

Potatoes are averaging about 75 cents
in the Fort Fairfield market, a few loads

going

and

for more

number of them

for less. Green Mountains are about
the only things offered.
They came in

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal ahtiseptic for douches

E. H. BOYINGTON,

in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, wiiich proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

a

quite freely

on
the snow Tuesday, but
this
the cold weather ar.d wind of
Wednesday have pretty well stopped
them again. —Fort Fairfield Review.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,

Farm for Sale.

44 South Main Street, Winternort, Maine
«W>YY4
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O

I
Forest

Jan. 6th.

AND

The

TUESDAYS

WILL BE AT

House, Monroe, Wednesday

p.

m.,

Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, Jan. 7th.
The Hotel, Thorndike. Friday a. m., Jan. 8th.
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m., Jan. 8th.
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday a. m.,
Jan. 9th.
York’s

justly celebrated Robbins-Frank Ber.y

Heagan place; three miles out only, and
among splendid neighbors; 120acres splendid soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
alone worth

over

$5,000.00.

Collector’s Notice of Sale.

House for Hale

taxes on lands situated in the town of
Northport. in the County of Waldo, for the

Unpaid

1914.

year
AND LOT at corner of Congress
The following list of taxes on real estate of
Miller streets, in Belfast, owned by
non resident owners in the town of Northport
Bertha I. Bird, Enquire of
for the year 1914, committed to me for collecJOHN R. DUNTON,
tion Jor said town on the 15th day of April,
Belfast, Maine.
\ 3m45
j 1914,. remains unpaid, and notice is hereby
given, that it said taxes, interest an I charges,
are not previ ,usly paid so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay
the amount due thereof, including interest and
charges, will be sold at public auction at E. B.
El well’s Hall, on the first Monday in February,
1915, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
li. W. BROWN ET als Bounded on the north
by land of L W. Benrer; east by County road;
south bv land of Mrs G. W. Sweetse ; west ny
land of Ir.i M Cobe. Value, $800; tax, $16 NS;
back taxes, $14 56.
B. 15RAGDON. Lot No. 159. W. G C. G
!
offers
fo
South Main Street Value, $50; tax. $1.05.
Lot north of Gulch; east
Annie M. Brown.
and when
is made if
of County road, Temple Heights. Value, $• 0;
cents
back
taxes.55
63
cents;
tax,
if any, is desired. It
Lot No 14, 2nd Tomole
Sophia Lowell
53
cents; back taxes,
Heights Value; $25; .ax,

HOUSE
and

! Our Clubbing Offers

|]

The following clubbing
tions paid in advance;

apply only

subscrip-

payment

should be staled what premium,

i
|I
I
i

I

j
l|
I

|

is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with T he Journal or from this office.
We have to pay for these publications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective

46

J
£

cents.

Fart of I.ovina Gray
Llewellyn Gray.
farm.
Value. $250; tax, $5 28: back tax, $1.55.
Monroe Cottage—agent or owner. On lot
No. 16, N. W G C. G. Value, $100; tax, $2.11.
C. O. DICKEY,
2w52
Tax Collector of the Town of Northport.

offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one vear’s subscription paid in advance:

The Jonrnal and Farm and Home,
The Jonrnal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Jonrnal and Woman’s

Albert I). Rumps of Thorn-

WHEREAS,
dike, in the County ot

$2,00
2.25
clubbing

offers

®

|i

Republican Journal Publishing Co. y

BELFAST’S

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

I

& M.

D

W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST. M \INE

WILSON’S
A NATIVE TABLETS
sure cure

Price 25c.

for constipation.
only by

For sale

CITY DRUG

JANUARY 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,1916
■

■

-'

Photo by American Press Association.

This shows Edouard Ferrarl-Fontani, Mme. Margarete Matzenaner and
Baby Adrienne. The parents are both members of the Metropolitan Opera
now ten months old, is the only Infant
company of New York, and .Adrienne,
with both parents distinguished grand opera stars.

A WEEK OF FESTIVITIES
THIRD ANNUAL EVENT

Waldo and State

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
twenty fifth day of June, A. D. 1886, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Kook 203,
Page 481, conveyed to George W. Clark, late of
Unity, in the Countv of Waldo and State of
Maine, deceased, in his lifetime, certain pieces
or parcels of land situated in said Thorndike,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Situated near Thorndike Station and being a part
of the Abner K. Rumps’ farm, and being the
same real estate conveyed to said Albert D.
Bumps by said George W Clark by deed dated
April 18. 1883, recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 202, Page 51; and w.iereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the cot dition thereof, I, in my capacity as administrator of the estate of said George W,
Clark, deceased, claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this twenty first day of December, A.
JAMES LIBBY, JR.,
D. 1914.
Administrator of the estate of George W.
3w52
Clark, deceased.
of

2.10

Magazine,

The publications included in our
may be sent to different addresses.

NOTICE Ur runECLUdUKE

A

■

Make offer.

F. E. ELKINS,Belfast, Me.

32 tf

Belfast Food Fair

time.

had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your Back is Lame—
Remember the Name.”

-®-—

...THE...

attacks were so severe that I was compelled to
lay off from work for a day or so. I read
about so many people being cured of such
troubles by Doan’s Kidney Pills that I got a
box. They acted like magic and cured my back
in no time. I had no further trouble for some
was
I
working around the yard
one day and probably over did myself, which
brought on another acute attack. I again
used Doan’s Kidney Pills and they relieved me
just as quickly as before. I confirm all that 1
said praising Doan’s Kidney Pills several years
ago. I consider them the best kidney remedy
to be had.”
Mr. Cross is only one of many Bel fas
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan's
If your back aches—if youi
Kidney Pills.
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mr. Cross

—

BIG WINTER CARNIVAL

when living on a farm
had considerable trouble
from a lame and aching back,” says I. W.
Cross, retired farmer, of 67 Miller Street, Belfast. “I had been bothered in that way off and
Some of the
on for about a year and a half.
“Some six years ago

Morrill, Me.,

—

-•--

association

Aroostook

j

clied

near

HOSPITAL-

by American press

Mrs. Sarah J. Cunningham, for many
The church members and friends of Rev. J.
died Dec.
years a resident of Ellsworth,
Oscar I G. Vance met Tuesday evening, Dec. 22nd, in
her
Judge
of
son.
at
the
home
21st
Burnham
of
Capt. Abner W. Fletcher
Mrs. | K. of P. hall, where Mr. Vance and family had
in
Bucksport.
of his daugh- I P. Cunningham,
been invited to attend a party. On their ardied Dec. 18th at the home
was 91 years of age, and up
Cunningham
j
raul in Farmington, Me., to her last illness of only a few days, en- rival they were surprised when Mr. Libby in a
ter, Mrs. J. S.
She happy speech presented them with the gifts
weeks ago, plan- | joyed comparatively good health.
where he went several
He had was the widow of George Cunningham, left by the people as they came in on a tabic
months.
winter
the
ning to spend
who for many years was in business in in another room and which included a barrel
time having
She was a woman of high of floor from
been in ill health for some
Ellsworth.
the Samoset club; bags of sugar
and had
mental attainments, and during the acsuffered a shock last January,
in Ells- and all sorts of groceries and many bags of
home
was not unher
her
life
death
of
tive
his
and
years
failed gradually
Mr. Libby said that while
one of the
worth was a literary center. She was farm produce.
expected. His death removes
his head against the house during the
one who
and
beating
one of the oldest members of the EllsBurnham
of
citizens
oldest
with the ; worth Unitarian church.
She leaves one afternoon trying to get together a presentahad been prominently identified
He was born n
son—Judge Cunningham, with whom she tion speech, his better half suggested that he
affairs of the town
1833, and had made her home the past few years. had only to present, while the recipient had to
Dixmont, Maine, April 18,
moving The funeral was held at Bucksport Dec.
make the acceptance speech. Mr. Vance was
l?ter resided.
early in life lived in Troy
had since
22nd and the remains were taken to Ells- so overcome with the
to Burnham, where he
manifestation of affecfor
many
years
for
interment.
worth
there
He was in trade
tion shown by his people that in broken words
lumber
the
in
also
engaged
and was
he accepted the gifts. Wednesday morning
of Co
He served as captain
business.
Mrs. Theoline T. McQuesten died Dec.
in
many friends who could not be present TuesInfantry,
Maine
26th
Regiment,
residence at 115 Newbury
A,
last line offi- 23d at her
day evening went to the parsonage with gifts
the Civil War and was the
of
85 years.
at the age
His wife died | street, Boston,
ar.d Mr Vance remarked to a friend that aftercer of the regiment.
She had been ill only a few days, from a
He is
to noon that his people were not content with
about seven years ago.
into
:old which developed
pneumonia,
o
Faui
S.
Jby two daughters, Mrs.
She was the wid- “pounding” him at the hall, Tuesday evening
Stewart of which she succumbed.
but came to the parsonage, Wednesday mornFarmington and Mrs. Levi
>w of George McQuesten, founder of the
B0"’
one
Charlestown, Mass., by
three jeorge McQuesten Lumber Company. ing, for another attempt. Altogether, it was
and
by
WaterviUe,
Fletcher of
3he is survived by three sons, Frank B. I a very happy evening.
The chairman of the
two
brothers and two sisters and
who resides at the family
program committee, Norman Knowlton, was
were brought to McQuesten,
remains
The
children.
lome in Newbury street; Fred McQuesDec Jlst
full of fun and quite equal to the occasion.
Burnham Monday morning,
h ! ;en of Brookline and Marblehead Neck
from
Among other selections given was an oldand funeral services heUi
and George E. McQuesten of Brookline.— fashioned
Hatha
courtship by Will Thompson....
H.
H.
church at 11 o'clock, Rev.
Boston Transcript.
C. B. Sampson was in New York last week
The bearers were J. ft.
wav officiating.
and
closed
a
contract to furnish hay for exThe McQuesten* brothers are well
Gilmore and
port and for horses being shipped by the
Paul, Levi Stewart, G. E. was in the
vessels
several
had
known
French government from Portland. This conhere, having
J B. Jacobs. Interment
built at this port, one of them named tract calls f^r 1,000 tons of hay.
family lot in the village cemetery.
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REFUGEES

RECENT DEATHS.
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Let’s get into the shack and
i.r Innrl.”
With this, he undoci. pushed it open and enl.arlind Jack followed, and
a silent and chilly welcome,
ugh hoards of the floor did
nth their cold boots! The one
i'*‘(uprising four small panes,
.nd frosty, and the boys hurcandle in order to see their

NOvcMEFR—

T

A

UNfiS
OCTOBERrSTALLINoS^^.

GENERAL

TH£

in it is

We sell 400.000 copies every month without
giving premiums and have no solicitors. Any
newsdealer will show you a copy; or write the
a pos al will do.
publisher for free sample

I.ientenant Becker won a new trial in February, but the gun
VILLA was active in northern Mexico in January, advancing on Torreou.
men he hired to kill Gambler Rosenthal were condemned to death.
Many lives were lost in March by the burning of a tent colony in the Colorado
labor war. American marines landui at Vera Cruz April 21, losing seventeen killed and fifty-seven wounded. The steamer Empress of Ireland was
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and bis wife were assassinated
sunk in the St. Lawrence by the Storstad May 28. 1,024 being drowned.
Actual hostilities started by the bombardment of Belgrade after Austria formally declared
June 28 by Gavrio Prinzip. starting the great war in Europe.
war on Servia July 28.
Louvain, Belgium, was burned Aug. 28. On Sept 3 Pop^ Benedict XV. was elected as the successor of Pope Pius X., who died Aug.
During November thousands of Belgians, made
20.
George Stallings and the Boston Braves defeated the Athletics in tour straight games in October.
homeless by the conflict, sought refuge elsewhere.
Hospitals in all the belligerent countries were filled with wounded.

j

half million readers find it of

Written So You Can Understand It
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MECHANICS
For Father and Son

Kranf’

—

^

fUUNE

his listeners had a word to say. Charlie
and Jack thought of the fine hot
He knew his mother’s
supper at home.
habit of making hot biscuits for supper
during cold weather. Ah, for the sight
the smell—the taste of one!
I
Then Harry began sneezing. “Tak!
ing cold, eh?” asked Charlie. But before
the meal was over, all three boys sneezed
i’
repeatedly. Jack felt a chilly sensation
j
“I’m
up his back, and had no appetite.
going to turn in, pards,” he said, rising
r.:..
'pe.
—when
,y J ack went merrily to his from the table. "I feel squeamish
i them that his parents had 1 smell those beans!” Then he got between the blankets, removing only his
os going to the camp for a
Theoline, for their mother.
shoes.
:
it he must share the cabin.
t—
died at his home
H.
Elisha
Lyford
Dr.
|i we start?” asked Harry,
The following morning was the coldest
He was born in
Dec. 20th.
The hundreds of friends of Col. Frederold of January, I suppose,” the boys had ever felt, and with one ac- in Dover
11. 1840, and was educat- ick H. Parkhurst of Bangor will extend
Aug.
Atkinson,
"You know we’ll ail have cord they agreed to
leave camping
Bowdoin
and
Academy
in his great loss by the death
ed at Foxcroft
New Year.
/:rie over the
Civil sympathy
equipments and walk to the village.
At the outbreak of the
of his mother, Mrs. Susan Haskell, wife
great doings at our house They would not wait for their wagoner |1 College.
he joined the 14 h Maine of the late Jonathan F. Parkhurst, which
And 1 war in 1861
as big as on Christmas.”
the
to come at the end of the week.
and was discharged from
occurred Dec. 20th at the Parkhurst resi■t our house,” said Harry,
when they hove in sight of the railroad regiment
but re-enhstin
1862,
for
disability
dence, No. 443 Hammond street, Banarmy
1863and
y coming from the coun- station, more dead than alive. Jack
June
Her age was 78 years. Beside the
ed as a medical cadet in
gor.
r
of the
night. I’d not think threw up his numb hand and cried out, served
throughout the remainder
son, two daughters, Mrs. A. B. Noyes of
: ill after New Year.
Gee!' “Hurrahl
the
We’ll be inside a civilized
entered
upon
he
After the war
war.
Bangor and Mrs. Harold E. Benedict of
s we're to have.”
house within an hour.’! And his friends
medicine and
Arlington, N. J., and a brother, Cyrus
practice of his profession of he
t's to be repeated at my j echoed in happy voice, “We will.”
where
practicV. Haskell of Washington, 1>. C., sursurgery at Vina haven,
“So 1
laughed Charlie.
“Ah, mother, savagery may be all ed for 45 years, acquiring an enviable vive. The funeral was held at 2 P. M.
,v alter is a good time for
(
said
Jack, sitting
and good citizen
right for savages,”
at the residence.
reputation as a physician of friends
ahow there are two trains
when Tuesday
beside his mother at the supper table,
j
where he left a host
:\ille. From that inter- “but I guess you and dad have the right and
to Dover about six years ago.
go souls we go afoot two idea of living in this century.
Gee! No he moved
FIRE ON CAPE JELLISON.
married HanJuly 10, 1865, Dr. Lyford
.mp. And it’s a good climb more hardening for me. Another day of
of Bucksport, who survives
nah
J.
Ryder
Nine B& A. Freight cars Filled With Paper
ray, too.”
it would finish me for certain. To be
He was a 32nd degree Mason,
him.
thing we want,” replied hardy and strong, one must live up-to- member of the G. A. A. and a member
and Potatoes Totally Destroyed.
j|
date.”
Cape JELLISON, Dec. 23. Nine Banof the Ancient and Honorable Artillery.
afternoon
on
the
in
the
and
one
!
asked,
And Mrs. Graham smiled
Besides his widow he is survived by of gor & Aroostook freight cars with their
uary that the boys arrived,
“What would have happened had you
contents were totally destroyed by fire
Mrs. Frank E. Guernsey
daughter,
in
at
Mr.
nature?”
to
Long’s camp
age,
slept in the tent—close
brothers. The many early Wednesday morning while standing
and five
Dover,
a
hired
one-horse
animathad
in
back
and
come
never
have
Iney
“I’d
friends of the doctor both in Dover the on the tracks near the north end of the
ver at Mountville, and had
ed form, mother mine,” cried Jack, horlearn of
Vinalhaven will regret to
| big potato house. The loss is estimated
r eir camping things into the
!
ror on his face at ths mere mention of
and honorable life, the at about $13,000, partially covered by
useful
his
end
of
preferred walking the two the tent. “Land o’ love, I stood all the funeral was held at the home on Main insurance.
told the driver to lead the hardening process of the cabin I could.
Thursday, Dec. 24th.
Five of the cars were loaded with paper
the great hulking fellow did The tent would have sounded my death street, Dover,
owned by the Great Northern Paper Co.,
“Snow’s
/
.1-natured grin.
knell.”
which was to be transshipped by the Bull
rs
he vouchsafed. But the 1
Dec. 12th at his
“Which all goes to show that boys
Arthur Woodman
Co., and four of the cars were
Steamship
of
for
illness
-vart high school boys were
short
is
a
what
good
don’t always know just
home in Rockland after
filled with potatoes. Two carloads of
of
t
he
son
wade
and
set
out
to
then
oldest
And
the
Graham.
news,
Michaud of
them,” said Mr.
were shipped by
pneumonia. He was
-deep the two miles to the helped Jack to another hot tea biscuit the late Clifford and Eliza Gray Wood- potatoes
Fort Kent and two were from Hovey &
:il
in
was set upon a gently slopin
Bucksport
born
and honey.
was
man, and
of Mars Hill.
I
cgbi..
until his Co.,
March, 1873, and resided there
The fire started about 1.30 Wednesday
>r the first mile, the trio deof Hamprestore
Elrown
To
Etta
curse.
America's
Miss
to
Dyspepsia”is
marriage
and is supposed to have origi*w
he moved morning,
the grinning driver to digestion, normal weight, good health and
den about 18 years ago. Then
nated in one of the cars in which there
!
and “give them a lift,” and purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters.
to Rockland, to care for his grandfather.
a
heater to keep the potatoes from
was
p Kinder of the way they sat upon Sold stall drug stores. Price, $1.00.
He is survived by his widow and six freezing. When the fire was discovered
and
the
Arthur
bundles
Mrs
boxes,
camping
children; by one sister
it had gained such headway that there
“THREE CROW BRAND Guaranteed Abso
ipt’ ■. :se doing his work nobly.
one brother, Ered H Woodwas no hope of checking it until the cars
lutely Pure CREAM TARTAR it now selling Clark, and
t
was
>-r was paid and allowed to rebrother
His
man of Bucksport.
at ten cents for a 1-4 lb, package.”
had been destroyed.
ntreand
on
Saturday
village with instructions to
called to Rockland
There was almost \a gale blowing and
"O' : at the end of the week.
Earle
mained until Tuesday, wben he and
the wind was in the west. The cars
nd here we are, alone with the
remains to
the
accompanied
Woodman
were on the siding at the northerly end
t-trees and the snow.”
And
the family lot at
Bucksport for burial in
of the large potato house, and the flames
where
in a deep, cold breath, shiverat one time the destruction
30,000 Persons Publicly Recommend Our Ellingwood’s Corner cemetery,
lhe threatened
as he spoke.
At the tnoshort services where held Tuesday.
of this immense wooden building and
Remedy. Some are Belfast People.
ad a sort of longing for the
funeral was held in Rockland, Monday, great damage to the Cape Jellison docks.
Over one hundred thousand have recomliable living room at ho/ne,
at his late home.
ht and good cheer. And his mended Doan’s Kidney Pills for backache, kido ned him that it was eating
ney, and urinary ilia. Thirty thousand signed
1- mind ran back to the town testimonials are appearing now in public print.
new his parents were sitting
Some of them are Belfast people. Some are
r, well-cooked supper,
in Belfast. No other remedy shows
land here to our kr.ees in published
Follow this Belfast man’s excried such proof.
the

smiled,

i
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grub, pals.”

ivU

L^VAIIhl

b

the three huskies,should remain wrapped
up against the cold till the place became comfortable.
So he did not, come
out of his wrappings till Harry announced:

The bread had
And such “grub!”
frozen on the way up from Mountville.
The canned pork and beans had not gotten hot through, and the eggs had also
frozen and were scrambled in hard lumps.
Jack and Harry tried to persuade themBut
selves that everything was O. K.
Charlie made a wry face and said he’d
have to take charge of the culinary department on the following day.
And on the following day Charlie was
left to his joy, for Harry and Jack went
rabbit hunting. They tflrned in at the
camp about three in the afternoon,
hands, nose and feet all but frozen. But
not one lonely rabbit had they managed
to capture.
"It’s bacon and beans again
tonight is it?” asked Charlie, showing
his disappointment.

i

it.I_*
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Try them.

STORE

READ & HILLS, Proprietors.

Mail orders promptly attended to.

Reward

Lost, on July 4th last, by Hon. Nathan F.
Houston, between his residence, 35 Church

street and the water front, a black overcoat
containing deeds and other papers of value
>nly to the owner. Any person returning the
atpers to C, W. Wescott, cashier of the

City
Bank, Belfast, or to Herbert E.
kflorey or Alfred Johnson, Belfast, by mail or
ttherwise, will be liberally rewarded, and ablOlutely no questions asked.
3w51
National

8
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SEARSPORT.
Mrs. F. W. Burr wrrhrsd Smiurdwy fron
Brewer.
A. L. Sweetser of Milo spent Chrlstmse witl

ok I

Joseph Porter dressed an eight-months
pig last week that weighed 890 lbs.
Miss Georgia L. Ford left Monday for Day

spend

the winter.

Miss E. B. Havener arrived last week fron
Boston, where she had spent several weeks.

Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey
sailed from Norfolk, Dec. 20th, for Rio Janeiro
Clarence Gilkey of Boston spent his Christ
vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Pyam L. Gilkey.
mss

[

Barge Temple arrived Dec. 24th from Pert)
Amboy with 1,600 tons of coal to the P. C. 4
W. Co. at Mack's Point,
Mr. George E. Marks, who has been employe
ed in Monmouth the past three months, re
turned home last week.
Thurston Blake of Swanville has been ap-

pointed caretaker of Sears Island in place ol
W. T. Cochran, resigned.
Miss Laura Trundy spent Christmas with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy, re-

turning to Bangor Monday.
Miss Ethel M. Carr of Waltham, Mass., ie
spending the holiday vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carr.
Miss Rebecca M. Ross, who is teaching in
the public schools in Montclair, N. J., spent
her Christmas vacation at home.
Mrs. M. S. Dodge will spend the winter in
Philadelphia, instead of Springfield, MasB., as
reported in the last issue of The Journal.
Miss Julia B. Sullivan arrived Saturday
from Waltham, Mass., and will spend several
weeks with Judge and Miss Sullivan on Water
street.
winter

oegan

in earnest in

fcearsport

iues-

day, Dec. 22nd, the thermometer registering
from six to twenty-six below for the six days
following.

Barges Boy Is ton and Waccamaw finished
discharging Monday at the A. A. C. Co. at
Mack’s Point and sailed Tuesday for Weymouth, Mass.
Mrs. Margaret Fletcher, who is 95 years of
and lives with Capt. and Mrs. Wilson N.
West, took dinner with friends on Navy
street, Christmas.

age,

Leroy D. Littlefield completed filling his ice
house Saturday with 1,000 tons of ice for local
use.
The ice was in fine condition and 15
inches in thickness.
Miss Mabel I. Nichols returned to Milo
Junction Monday after spending the Christmas vacation with her parents,
Capt. and Mrs.
C. M. Nichols, Water street.

The steamer Camden of the Eaitern S. S.
Co will leave Searsport for Boston Mondays
and Thursdays and will arrive from Boston
Wednesdays and Saturdays for the winter.
Miss Marguerite Butman was at home from
the Conservatory of Music, Boston, to spend
the Christmas vacation with her parents, Capt.
and Mrs. J. P. Butman, West Main street.
Schooner Northland. Capt. Saunders, finished discharging Friday at the P. C. & W. Co
wharf and was towed to Boston Saturday
where she will go on the dry dock for recalk-

ing.
very pretty dance was given Christmas
in the Bay View club room, formerly the

A

night

G. A. R. hall.
and

The hall

was

very elaborately
with greens, relievmost attractive. There

effectively decorated

ed with

red, and

was

good attendance, good music and a good
time. Punch was served by Mrs. O. C. Atwood.
was a

Miss Violet Louise Meyers gave a very enjoyable Christmas party Saturday evening,
Dec. 26th, to a number of her young friends.
The house was profusely decorated with evergreen wreaths and garlands interspersed with
holly and mistletoe, while a large Christmas
tree was the chief ornament. Music, radiopticon pictures and games were enjoyed, and at
10 o’clock supper was served at a bountifully
laden table, decorated with

a

minature Christ-

presided over by Santa Claus himself as a centerpiece. The place cards and
other decorations were poinsettias and holly
with tinsel garlands. Those present were
Valma Webber. Edith Parse, Lilia Shute, Gertrude Wentworth, Austin Shute, Randali Arey,
Cecil Card, Clair Shute.
mas

tree

At

a

pretty Christmas party given

very

Wednesday afternoon, Dec.

on

23d Mr. and Mrs.

Smith announced the engagement of
daughter. Miss Maude Isabel, to
Leon B. Cobbett of Sanford. The party was a
thimble affair, “to finish up Christmas gifts/’
so the host' ss said when the guests were invited. The engagement was a complete surprise, at least the announcement was, although
friends have suspected that it was coming.
After a hour of sewing the guests enjoyed a
contest of guessing rebuses in which Mrs,
Renfrew Wilson won the prize. The guests
were then bidden to the dining room, which
was daintily decorated in a pink and white
scheme, the cupids and hearts which were
much in evidence proclaiming the news of the
engagement. The guests were Miss Margaret
Pendleton, Miss Pronell Gilkey, Miss Kate
Dow, Miss Elsie Gilkey, Miss Mabel McElhiney,
Mrs. Frank Dexter, Mrs. Wilson, Miss Lillian
Smith. Miss Smith is a graduate of Gorham
Normal.school, class of 1910, and is a very successful teacher while Mr. Cobbett, who is engaged in public work in Connecticut, has made
many friends on his frequent visits to Searsport.
F.

B.

their elder

Merry Christmas. Seventeen children
made a Merry Christmas tree
party at the
home of William Goodell, Jr., last Thursday
afternoon from 2 to 5 o’clock.
Games were
A

enjoyed until 4 o’clock, when a line was formed and “Billie” escorted his friends to the dining-room, where a dainty lunch was served by
Mrs. Goodell, assisted by Miss
Georgia Ford
On their return to the parlor a huge pie was

opened containing bags of Christmas goodies
for all.
A large circle was then formed and
Mrs. Goodell presented each little one with a I
gift from William. Several recitations were I
then rendered by the little ones. It was a I
I

s

former.

I

we:
and was a huge sncceee. The children
letter perfect in their pert* and much credit
m
due Mia. Duncan, who as haa been said
childre
only wrote the playlet but drilled the
Tl
The play is in three scene* as follows: 1.
b
Thornton Home in New York. Two week*
fore Christmas. A letter from Cherry Hill.
Cherry Hill Firm. One week before Cbristmi
in troub
Betty ha* a secret. Billy gets her
Christm
and mother makes it all right. 8.
Brown. Grai
Eve, the home of the Other Mrs.
bar ge the atockini
ny fall* asleep, Btesie
Guided I
end lights a lamp for Santa Claus.
its way to tl
its ny, a Merry Christmas finds
little Browns. The cast: Mr*. Tbornto !•
Edith J lValmer Webber; Mery, her daughter,
A. Whitcom r,
Parse; Celeste, the meid, Orill*
I. From b;
Mrs. Brown of Cherry Hill, Anna
M<
Betty, with a finger in every pie, Kathryn
Charli 18
Elhiney; Billy, who can keep a secret,
M. Whittier; Bobby, Reginald P. McElhine r,
the Other Mr 3.
Granny. Christine H, Esmes;
Rob »;
Brown, Isabel Closson; Bessie, Gladys
Ro ),
W illie, her brother, William Young;
was wondei
George B. Littlefield. The play
n
furnished by
fully well done. Music wbb
Han y
orchestra composed of Ralph Gilkey,
Harrie
Carlson, Fulton McElhiney, with Miss
e
Roulestone at the piano. The proceeds wei
sent to the Girl’s Home in Belfast.

Thia

threat**
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rupture

hold our soldiers In Vera
nitely, but to sbow our good ,
were withdrawn on Nov
25,
after this Carranza established
visional

government
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JAME8 8CHREIBER.
ropean conflict on os during 1914. and.
the United States events of with oar diplomatic representatives
of
epoch making character have oe abroad firmly established In charge
curred since the close of 1913. the affairs of all the warring nations
Just barely escaping a war of as long as hostilities last, onr position
In world politics has been given an
our own with Mexico, we became se
boost.
rlously affected by the upheaval of the enviable
One of the most fortune's systems
world’s finance and commerce brought
which shaped itself in 1914 has been
about by the almost unbelievable trag
on Nov.
edy which has shaken all tbe earth the organization and opening
Tbe formerly vague monster of a world 16 of the federal reserve banks. Oar
into its money system was thus put on a much
war suddenly acquired form,
lungs breath was blown by the hatred sounder basis, almost Immediately
of nations, and It suddenly ran amuck. dovetailing Into the exigencies brought
Armed Europe clashed Unlike tbe na about by the conditions in Europe in
tlona involved and quite a number ot the financial sphere an exceptionally

By
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SIMPLE BUT SURE.

Christmas anthem, The Babe of Bethlehem,
J. C. Bartlett
Solo and obligato, Miss Harriet N. Routeton,
accompanied by the orchestra
was
Sermon, In Him was Life, and the Life
the Light of Men.

Hyomei the Great Catarrh Remedy.

“Jusi

us

?

?*

vvr

while Zapata, the bandit
Villa took possession ot M,.xj<

day school, wee,given

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent spent Christmai
in Bath with their daughters, Mrs. Cecil Paini
and Mib. J. M. Shorty.
Miss Annie B. Whittier returned last weel
frcm Csmden, where she had been employe<
for several months.

Carrertaa and Vi
Tha United States was
beg)
breathe easily when the break
the “first chief and Vuij
^
due to the dictatorial unity,/

decorated in Christinas emblems. Those pro
ent were Elisabeth Sawyer, Velms Webbt
Louie Dickey, Reginald McEIhlney, Katherfa
McElhiney, Alton Jackson, Basel Jackso
Rath Watson, Edith William*, Beatrice Ric
Isabelle Frame, Louis Rich, Kenneth Ric
Charlie Cm
George Littlefield, Stanley Card,
Leah Colson.
A Merry Christmas by Mistake, written at
in tl
produced by Mr*. James C. Duncan
of tl
Congregational veatry, with the aid
Sui
little once of the junior deportment of the
Tuesday night Dec. 22i

1

his fsmily.

tons, Fla., where she will

twc
Huarta resigned and Bed.
Bald to Cananaa. the
“Brat chief." VUta and

Merry Christm* ewwrf thi» had* tbeir be
sad hostess* Merry Christ®** ari * B*W
N*» Year, as with Unites apdn the* fa«
they made thsir way to their respective bo®
at flee o’clock. The room* »nd pUsss w*

three men to deal

’

The long sesslou of cougr*S8
^
ally came to an end on Uct
"
convened on Dec 7. Four
tiuiea
the first ot

the year

both

joint sesslou buve been
aonally by tbe president

™

A feature of congress this Jeai,
I40.000.01X) appropriation for ao
kan railroad to be owned and

the government, opening rich

bn|tj

a,|

(j,./3

The war tax bill became u law
and at one stroke congress «|,„.c
the deficit in the budget caused
falling off of customs

b»?u

revenuj 7]

which the great war was
respo^s^
The sum of $25,000,000 ivi.[it
(
our coffers to those of Columbia
”*
belated recognition of her rights

in,?

j

Breathe It” and be Cured.

Do not try to cure catarrh, head colds, 01
These common bui
snuffles by taking drugs.
dangerous ailments that often caute the lost
that way. Th<
cured
be
of bearing cannot
commohsense method is to breathe Hyomei
lowing program was given:
which gets the medication right where it if
Processional, Sweetly Sang the Angels,
needed to heal the'raw and inflamed lining ol
Crosby the air
passages.
Pastoral Prayer
Hyomei is a mixture of antiseptic oils—yoi
Christmas Anthem, Calm on the Listening Ear
breathe
it—no bother; no disagreeable medi
Harker
of Night,
cine; simply use the inhaler a few times dailj
Baritone Solo and Obligato, Maurice Dolliver and this health
giving medication will qulckl}
Women's Chorus, Mixed Chorus, accompanied soothe and heal the irritated tissues, stop disorchestra
by
tressing choking and unclean discharges—yoi
Christmas Cantata, The Christ Child, Knight breathe
freely—dull headaches cease, and evMiss Mildred Shute
Pastoral, organ prelude,
ery catarrhal symptom soon vanishes.
Solos
Bass
Tenor
and
re
There
Wt
s
Shepherds,
All plar
There is nothing more simple and safe tc
i Congregational Church notes.
and Chorus, Dr. F. K. Sawjer, C. H. Mcuse, or that gives such rapid and lasting benefor Christmaswere carried.outwith much pleai
Elhiney.
fit
as Hyomei—and A. A. Howes & Uo. sell it
ure to young and old. Sunday. Dec. 20th,exce
Chorus, Glory to God in the Highest
on the “No-cure-no-pay” plan.
Christmas Bells, Full Chorus,
an i
chorus
Carol,
Ring
furniBhed
choir,
was
by
music
lent
Clouston
orchestra at both morning and evening servici
Soprano Recitative, And it Came to Pass,
“THREE CROW BRAND Guar inteed Ab
8
wreath
of
pine
Miss Roulston
A very effective decoration
Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
and garlands with a touch of scarlet wa a Tenors and Bass Chorus, Let us go Now Even solutely
Into Bethlehem, Dr. F. K. Sawyer, Maur- at ten cents for a 1*4 Lb. package.”
arranged by Mibb Eudavilla Cleaves. Tuesda 7
ice Dolliver, C. H, McElhiney
Miss Roulston
evening, twelve of the children of the Primar r Soprano Recitative,
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
and Junior departments of the Sunday schot l Carol, Sweetest Music Softly Stealing, Simper
Solo and Chorus,
Away in a Manger
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
presented the playlet, “A Merry Christmas b; Soprano
The Offertory
PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
Mistake,”of which mention is made elsewhere
Carol, Hark the Angel Voices Say, Campiglio
10 00al40(
Apples,per Dbl.1.00 2,90 Hay,
Parish Christma 5 Chorus i inale, The Lord is Come
the
Thursday evening
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
11
mos
Recessional, Tell Me Ye Shepherds True,
party was given in the vestry, proving
45
2
50a2
14
Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Stanton
3 50 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
86-4(
enjoyable. After several selections by thi Amen
30a32 Mutton,
*
Butter,
orchestra there came a jingle of bells and
Christmas Motto,
9all Oats, 32 lb.,
42
Beef, sides,
In him was life, and the life was the light of
mighty "whoa" outside the north windows
9 Potatoes.
4(
Beet,forequarters,
A momen
men.
one of which was quickly raised.
60 Round Hog,
1]
Barley, bu,
Soloists:
24 Straw,
9.(R
Cheese,
of awfui suspense—then, in from the cold
Miss Harriet N. Roulstone,
Soprano
26a3(
Chicken,
18!Turkey,
of
thi
The drawing
climbed Santa Claus.
Dr. F. K. Sawyer,
Tenor Calf
18 Tallow,
2
Skins,
Maurice Dolliver,
Baritone
curtains revealed the trees, two shapel)
20! Veal,
12al2
Duck.
C.
H.
Bass
McElhiney,
40; Wool, unwashed,
21
Eggs,
spruces and two feathery pines, glittering
Orchestra:
16 Wood, hard,
5.0(
Fowl,
with tinsel and loaded with gifts. In front o:
Mrs. S. C. Pattee, Mr. Charles Green, Violins
18 Wood, soft,
3.5C
Geese,
a glowing "fire” hung a row ot little stockings
Mr. Harry Peavy,
Clarinet
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
Cornet
So gentle was the manner of Good Saint Nicl Mr. Sumner Small,
18 Lime,
Mr. Fulton McElhiney,
Trombone Beef, Corned,
11C
that even the very small people soon lost
Mibb ViilHrufl Khnta
£Kr
Oram niat
E
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,
their fear and selected gifts from his stori
80
5
Onions,
Corn,
Thanks was extended to the choir and orchesto
demanc
75 Oil, kerosene,
12al2
Cracked Corn,
One youngster was fortunate enough
tra for their freely given time and talent, also
75 Pollock,
'J
Corn Meal.
a fine drum, which by rare good fortune bor<
to Miss Eudavilla Cleaves for decorating the
1C
24 Pork,
Cheese,
his name, thus escaping at least or e disappoint165 Plaster,
1.12
Cotton Seed,
church which was^effectively schemed on Co4
10 Rye Meal,
ment in this vale of tears. After the distribulonial lines in wreaths and garlands of green, Codfish, dry,
7 Shorts,
14E
wafer!
ice-cream
and
Cranberries,
of
candy,
tion
presents,
dottedwith red Christmas bells and poinsettias. Clover Seed,
6l
20a22|Sugar,
were enjoyed. The committee in charge of th!
u 6.octo wwon,
11
On Christina? eve the Sunday school of the
luur,
3 50! Sweet Potatoes,
evening wish to express gratitude to th! MethodiBt church had a Christmas tree in the H. G. Seed,
3j
IB: Wheat Meal,
Lard,
friends who furnished gifts for the trees, for t
vestry. A short program was given by the
large basket of apples, good both to the ey! children. Santa Claus came
the winthrough
and palate, also to the orchestra for the musiBORIN
dow,which was a surprise to the little ones, for
cal program and to Santy for his very pleasing
they never dreamed of Santa coming in an airvisit.
Ginn. In Bucksport, December 14, to Mr.
ship. The members of the parish remembered
and Mrs. Ralph Ginn, a daughter.
Necrology of Searsport for 1914:
the pastor, Rev. O. G. Barnaid, with a boxof
Ladd. In
December 3, to Mr. and
Photos by American Press Association.
j
Jamiaryl.il. Mrs. Margaret M. Hewes, agec useful gifts, a description of which is given in Mrs. Frank W.Castine,
Ladd, a daughter.
f
51 years.
cup/ing Vera Cruz and General
Stallings piloted Boston Braves to victory. 2 ar.d b.— Troops
to
the
Lowell.
In
December
1,—George
poem:
following
10,
Bucksport,
&
c
February 3, Mrs. Z. L. Downes, aged
6.—New
York
Stock
Exchange
who
died.
Mrs.
Wilson,
Woodrow
Funston. 4.—Ruins after Salem's fire. 5.—
Twas the niefct b< fere (hrisin.es and all Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lowell, a daughter.
of currency, becoming member of
Neal. In Petaluma, Calif., to Mr. and Mrs.
July 31’, reopened Dec. 12. 7.—John Skelton Williams appointed comptroller
j
through the house
8, lCharles H. Monroe, aged 5(
of
Leslie
F.
a
sank
which
Neal,
Belfast,
board.
daughreserve
Empress of Ireland. ° iir* 10.—Colonel Goethals and open ng of
tormerly
federal
8.—Storstad,
There were goodies enough to tempt scarcely
j
ST- 8*^- *
years.
Marian Heloise, 9 pounds.
ter,
D.
7<
canal.
a
Panama
Mrs.
Deshon,
mouse,
aged
Mary
February 11,
Post. In Rockland, December 17, to Mr
was low and the jelly most gone.
The
sugar
years.
and Mrs. Arthur J, Post, a son—Alden Spear.
treaties luvFebruary 26, Mrs. Henrietta T. Nickels, agec The butter would scarcely suffice for the morn.
neutral countries, we were financially large failure Is checked up against the Panama canal deal Many
The minister’s wife had some cooking to do
83 years.
been made within the past year. Casecure even when this unnatural upyear 1914. The Clatiiu dry goods com
March 22, Capt. Theodore P. Colcord, ^gec And searched all the shelves for a raisin or j
CARRIED
beeo
tain
heaval ot conditions came, but the war pany, the biggest concern of its kind merons peace agreements having
65 years.
i
And thought t:> herself as she hunted in vain,
March 29, A. F. Mathews, aged 82 years.
our economic conditions.
if not in the world, went signed.
America
in
upset
March 31, Mrs. Rachel Field, aged 38 years
titer
“Oh, well, after Christmas we’ll stock up
Bryant-Cobb. In Belfast,December 29, by
The general elections iD N
of
wall
with
liabilities
$40,000.
stock
the
of
the
to
The complete suspension
again;”
April 20, J. Fred Towle, aged 63 years.
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Charles A. Bryant
reduced the Democratic majorit. rr m
and commodity exchanges throughout 000.
April 24, Mrs. Mary E. Mathews, aged 7J When into the kitchen came such a surprise
and Stella M. Cobb, both of Belfast.
house to 1U in the
believe
what
She
could
she
saw with
hardly
ot
December
23,
big 141 iD the present
Bean-Place. In Montville,
years.
Investigations of combinations
the country occurred as soon as Gerher eyes.
April 25, Mrs. Catherine Park, aged 94 years
Clifford A. Bean and Miss Clarice L. Place,
have continued throughoui the next.
business
became
evident.
attitude
July
48
were
many's
children
and
P.
The
with
Richard
Smith,
aged
years.
dancing
shouting
April 29,
| both of Montville.
Fire and tragedy gave their usual
31st the Mew York stock exchange year, but two dissolution proceedings
glee
May 24, Frank E. Whitcomb, aged 69 years.
Cowan-Johnson. In Pittsfield Dec. 25. by
shares of destruction and death to this
As they helped bring the gifts from the church
May 28, Frank B. Monroe, aged 21 years.
Its doors, and the day following principally have held the attention ot
j
Rev. H. M. Ford,Elisha Cowan and Mrs. Oliver
closed
Christmas tree.
historic city ol Salem.
June 11, Capt, J N. Putnam, aged 91 years.
Bean Johnson, both of Pittsfield.
year. The
Rumors of the public. The International Harves
Germany declared war
'-0.
July 1, Capt. Charles A. Colcord, aged 51 1 There were apples, potatoes and turnips and
Fernald-Simmons, In Friendship, Decemburned
with a loss of f
Mass.,
dissolve,
to
was
ordered
the
ter company
war bad begun to dig deep into
beets.
years,
ber 26, by Rev. L. E, Carter, assisted by Rev.
till.'
000.
But
overshadowing
65
were
of
and
full
of
Nellie
There
Mrs.
Porter,
aged
years.
railroad
glasses
i
jelly
jars
promised
July 15,
A. W. Taylor, Tolman H. Fernald of Belfast
pockets of Uncle Sam when it became and the New Haven
sweets.
sinking of the steamship Kr .teas of
July 29, B. C. Towle, aged 61 years.
and Miss Abbie K. Simmons of Waldoboro.
necessary to ship load after load of to separate from its subsidiaries.
in tl;
August 25, Capt.C. F. Carver, aged 77 years Coffee, cereal, spices, spaghetti and tea,
Gilbert-Snell. In Isle au Haut, December
Ireland by the collier Storst.
called
•
countries
U
as
M.
raisins
and
abroad,
to
see.
Mexico.
foreign
Butman,
aged
Troublesome
Dates,
oranges pleasant
gold
September 4, Gladys
24, Dr. W. J, Gilbert of Calais and Miss Hattie
St Luwrence river May 20 r suitit.
There were chickens for dinner and butter be- Snell of Isle au Haut.
for
our
metal
the
to
years.
exchange
past
Not a day has passed during
upon us
in the drowning of 1.024 persons.
September 20, Charles A. Woods, aged 6‘
side,
Houston-Lane. In Winterport, December
American securities owned abroad. Up
twelve months but that the Washing
And all 6orts of cans with such good things in- 24, Herbert L. Houston of Brewer and Miss
years
Panama Canal Opened.
to the time when England declared ton administration has “watchfully
October 5, Phoebe J. Clifford, aged 75 years.
side.
of
Lane
Ethel
Winterport.
Gladys
The Panama canal was opened to
October 9. Mrs. Harriet Wentworth, aged 6: There were toys for the children, a dressing
With our
war on Germany many millions of the
Keighly-Ames. In Portland, December 23,
waited" events in Mexico
traffic in 1914
Ships are now passing
years
gown blue,
by Rev. W. 11. Mousley, Gilbert E. Keighly of
precious metal had left our coffers, but troops still on the Texas border our
October 13, Henry M. Porter, aged 64 years
Donations of cash and some more presents,
and Miss Annette Ames of
although landsliJ
regularly,
Hartford,
Conn.,
through
from
a
has
created
moment
4:
at
that
shipments
heavy
E.
troublesome neighbor
Beach, aged
October 15, Mrs. Eugenia
too.
Rockland.
Coi
traffic.
sometimes
impede
Great
and
con
ceased
almost
hurts
which
this country
sore spot in our 6ide
And hearts glowed with pleasure so radiant
years.
Knight-JacksON. In Belfast, December 26,
was nominated governor
Goethals
October 17, Mrs. Sarah A. West, aged 6i
of
the
and bright
Oliver
L.
of
a
branch
Rev.
F.
Knight
Sturtevant,
W,
Britain established
by
siderably, but which has of late been
It seemed the warm sun shone that cold win- Lincolnville and Miss Alta E. Jackson of this
years.
canal zone on April 1.
Bank of England in Canada to take somewhat minimized by the Impor- the
October 20, Mrs. Lulie T. Larsson, aged 41
ter night.
city.
For many months an interna: atricare of the exchange.
«
tance of the great European struggle.
For some one had thought to make other folks
years.
Leeman-Brown. In Brewer, December 24,
drew the attention of state and oa
k.. Dn„
Morlo I oamun unH MlHR
October 25. Horace Maddtcks, aged 64 years
glad,
It was on Jan. 2 that President WilWilson Declares Neutrality.
Dei ember 13, Mrs. Mary Kane, aged 86 years
It was in April that
tlonai authority.
And generous hearts gave of the best that they Carrie Brown, both of Palermo.
his
repreJohn
Lind,
son met
special
had
President Wilson’s declarations of
McCausland-Randlett. In Pittsfield, Dec.
Hrst awoke to the seriousthe
country
Christmas in the Churches. Cbristmai
the
board
on
Mexico,
sentative in
To show that good will still prevails on the 24, by Rev F. S. Walker, Earle S. McCausland
strike oa
neutrality soon followed, while an ofA ness of the Colorado coal
Sunday was very fittingly and appropriately
of Mexico.
earth
and Miss Martha Maude Randlett, both of
fer of his services in bringing about Chester in the gulf
and militia class,
miners
the
20th
the
And the Christ-spirit rules on the day of His Pittsfield.
observed in the First Congregational church
on
month later he lifted the embargo
including
peace among the warring nations was
birth.
Prescott-Mayville. In Searsport, DecemWith the untiring efforts of* the pastor am
of arms. On Feb. 17 ed, twenty-flve being killed,
and he decided that the exportation
Elsie Cobb Barnard.
ber 2fi, by Rev. C. H. McElbiney, ‘John E
untimely,
adjudged
Federal troops
and
choi:
lestra
th
e
ore
assisted
junior
choir
Wil- women and children.
by
murdered
Villa
under
Mexicans
show
Prescott of Lawrence, Mass., and Mrs, Emma
the countries involved must first
this held
the following program was very efficiently
A May ville of Stockton Springs.
liam S. Benton, an Englishman, involv- were called, and only
a*
they are ready for mediation before be
SHIP NEWS.
what at one time looked
Rogers-Jipson In Pittsfield, Dec. 26, by
rendered:
check
conversaserious
us
in
diplomatic
ing
would again approach them.
unconRev. M. H. Ford, George E. Rogers and Miss
On the 10th of though tt might develop Into
Morning service 10.46
tions
with
England1
With England commanding the sea
Gladys M. Jipson, both of Pittsfield.
Processional Caroling, All Thro the Night,
AMERICAN PORTS
April occurred the event which formed trollable proportions.
Steeves-Applebee. In Pittsfield, Dec.24,by
Simpei
with its superior navy, German shipDec 23 Ar, achs Percy Setzer, Rev. H. M. Ford, Clifford L. Steeves and Miss
New
York,
Nationals
inBoston
our
later
tthe Braves',
for
The
excuse
the basis of the
Invocation, followed by The word's Prayer,
Metinic, South Amboy lor York; Iola E, Applebee, both of Pittsfield.
ping across the Atlantic ceased almost tervention in Mexican affairs. Amer- under the leadership of George T
(in unison ( Savannah;
ach Brigadier, Port Reading for Boothbay
on
effect
Dec.
eld,
at once This had a serious
24,
Steeves-Applebee. In Pittsfield,
Christmas Hymn 160
ican sailors landing in Tampico on a Stallings, crept np from the bt«<®
Harbor; 25, ar, ach John Boaaet, Georgetown, by Rev. H. M. Ford, Bazil Steeves and Miss
our trade, and plans for the re-estabA inert
Responsive Reading Fortieth Selection,
S C; 26, ar, acha Izetta. Bangor; Pendleton SiaA. Applebee, both of Pittsfield.
friendly errand were arrested by Mex and defeated the Philadelphia
Carrie
With
Exultation
Out
Christians
reSing
Anthem,
lishment of out merchant marine
!tltera, Fall River for Philadelphia; 27, ar, ach
Sweetland-Smith. In Sedgwick, December
lean authorities, and an apology was cans in four straight games for
W. C. McFarlai [
ceived an Impetus never before equaled
Sarah Eaton, Bangor via New Haven; 28, sld, 13, by Ralph E. Dority, Esq, Arthur Sweetf
Hrst dnie
The offertory
the
Huerta.
refused
world’s
by
championship,
acha Edna, Boothbay; Metinic. South Amboy
since our flag dropped from a frequent
land of Searemont and Mrs. Charlotte Smith
Scripture reading
On the 20th of the month President such a thing has ever happened
for York. He; Moonlight, do for Calaie; Willof SedgwicK.
to an unusual sight upon the great
l|U5f
iam Biabee, Perth Amboy for Rockland.
Wilson
Varney-Burrill. In Unity, December 24,
personally addressed both
Americans of world renowu
This
world.
of
tbA
water
highways
23.
acha
Abbie S Walker, Evart Varney of Unity and Miss Iaa Burrill of
!r‘
Sid,
Boaton, Dec
bouses of congress asking for permis- died during 1914.
The whole < ''
in
resulted
has
Important
Belfast; Edith Mclntire, do; Herman F Kim- Troy.
impetus
sion to use armed force, and the next mourned with President U Use
and
ball, do; Alice Wentworth, Stockton; ar, atm
our
maritime
laws,
in
changes
day sailors and marines entered Vera loss of his wife on July l> A ",uta'
Seaconnet, Sewall’a Point; 27, ar, ach Northnumerous vessels heretofore flying forDIED
land, Searaport.
Cruz, taking complete possession of ern and a northern general dM *■
enabled
to
been
Cuts out soda mints and chalk so
have
eign ensigns
Baltimore, Dec 23. Sid, ach James W Paul,
"‘-1’
that city in three days, aided by the
uiu-umc
m
me
usea
extensively
Rico
Ir’orto
spectively. General Buckner, at
Jr,
change to American registry.
They are too
guns of several of our warships. Sev
“dyspepsia tablets.”
Abbott. In Verona, Dec. 28, Watson W.
at
Norfolk, Dec 23. Sid, sch Frontenac, Rio
ninety
General
Sickles,
and
The buying of ships by the governlunui
or
F.lla M tl/illov
Rnotniv
enteen of our men were killed and
harsh for even strong stomachs, and
ot the
Abbott, aged 59 years.
George Westinghouse. Inventor
ment has been.taken seriously In hand
Bowden. In Orland, Dec 26, Mies Annie L.
Gov Powers, Bangor; 28, ar, sch Gen E S Greeoften do harm if continuously taken.
wounded, while twenty-six
seventy
Ad-ar K
died at sixty-seven
brake,
air
5
ear23
the
made
10
idea
are
experts
the
by
New
Haven.
months,
days.
having
Bowden,
aged
years,
congress,
ley,
by
Dys-pep-lets
Mexicaus were killed and 195 wound
Dec. 23, Mrs.
In Verona,
Danforth.
San Francisco, Cailf, Dec 23. Ar, stmr Ariwho understand these things and
Stevenson, vice president during
nest approval of President Wilson.
ed. On the 27th Huerta accepted medi1
combined the best stomach
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Christmas Hymn 129
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